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Abstract
Metamaterials are devices with embedded structures that provide the device with
unique properties. While the metamaterials that have been proposed to date exhibit
various types of phenomena, much of the current research focuses on their interac-
tion with electromagnetic fields. Several exotic applications have been proposed for
metamaterials including electromagnetic cloaks, lenses with much better resolutions
than traditional lenses, improved antennas, and many more.
There are two major obstacles facing metamaterial development that this thesis
addresses. The first is the uncertainty in the characterization of electromagnetic field
behavior in metamaterial structures. This uncertainty centers on a particular type
of metamaterial structure referred to as a double negative (DNG) metamaterial that
has very unique properties many believe are impossible.
To address this obstacle, a new method to characterize and measure electromag-
netic field behavior in a metamaterial structure is presented. This new method is
a bistatic radar cross section (RCS) measurement technique of a metamaterial bulk
sample. RCS measurements are well-suited to measuring bulk metamaterial samples
because they show frequency dependence of scattering angles, a key determinant of
resonant behavior. Furthermore, RCS measurements offer common postprocessing
techniques that can be useful for visualizing the results.
In this thesis, RCS measurements are compared to the popular theories of field
behavior in metamaterials. They are also compared to computational models run
using CST Microwave Studio’s R© transient and frequency solvers. While both solvers
show the same behavior seen in the measurements, the resonant band from the tran-
sient simulation is about 1 GHz below the transient band of the measurements. The
iv
resonant band from the frequency simulation is very close to the measured band. Un-
fortunately, simulations with the frequency solver are more computationally intense.
The second major obstacle plaguing metamaterial development is the relatively
small operational bandwidth of metamaterial structures. Metamaterials depend on
the resonant features of the embedded structures that have their own resonant bands.
Overlapping the bands causes the unique field behavior.
This thesis characterizes the effectiveness of a new adaptive metamaterial design.
This design incorporates a microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) variable capac-
itor into a DNG metamaterial structure. The MEMS capacitor is mounted over the
gap in the split ring resonator (SRR) of the DNG metamaterial. Applying voltages
to the MEMS device changes the effective capacitance, which, in turn, changes the
resonant frequency of the device. In this thesis, the behavior of electromagnetic fields
in the presence of this metamaterial structure are characterized using computational
models. Simulation results of passive metamaterial structures are compared to mea-
surement results to validate the modeling process. They are found to be in agreement.
Computer models show that the metamaterial’s responsiveness to changes in the
MEMS capacitor is dependent on the size of the metamaterial structure. A larger-
scale structure that is very responsive to changes in the MEMS capacitor is proposed.
The resonant frequencies for a 4.0 scale structure vary with the MEMS capacitor from
2.17 to 0.680 GHz. The resonant frequencies for a 4.9 scale structure vary between
1.93 and 0.608 GHz. Fabrication of the MEMS capacitor for a larger structure can be
accommodated by reducing the gap in the individual SRR elements. Other studies
have shown that reducing the gap will have only minimal effect on the resonant
frequency of the device.
v
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CHARACTERIZATION AND MEASUREMENT OF PASSIVE AND ACTIVE
METAMATERIAL DEVICES
I. Introduction
1.1 Problem Description
Metamaterial devices have gained notoriety over the past decade. Government
and industry expenditures have grown as researchers investigate the many different
application areas. There are almost as many definitions for metamaterials as there
are researchers studying them. For this research effort, a metamaterial is defined as
“an arrangement of artificial structural elements designed to achieve advantageous
and unusual properties” [22]. Despite the prominence of metamaterials, the science
is not yet settled, and researchers are currently debating how metamaterials assume
their unusual properties.
According to some scientists and engineers, metamaterials can be used to change
the effective parameters of a medium. The metamaterials interact with incident
electromagnetic fields much the same way a molecular lattice interacts with incident
electromagnetic fields. The result is a structure that creates an effective electric
permittivity and magnetic permeability. From the permittivity and permeability,
quantities like the index of refraction and impedance are determined. These quantities
dictate the behavior of electromagnetic fields inside a metamaterial and are what
gives a metamaterial its unusual properties. This makes the accurate extraction of
the effective parameters of a metamaterial structure both important and contentious.
The permittivity and permeability are controlled by the geometry of the struc-
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ture’s unit cell. With proper care, the engineer is able to create a medium with a
specific permittivity and permeability. When both the permittivity and permeability
are negative, the material is referred to as a double negative (DNG) material and
takes on a negative index of refraction [10, 6-9]. The most common types of struc-
tures used to create a DNG material are wire lattices and a pair of split ring resonator
(SRR) particles, like the structure shown in Figure 1. Other unit cell structures are
possible and some are discussed in Chapter II. However, the unit cell shown in Figure
1 is the basis for the structures analyzed in this thesis.
Figure 1. A typical unit cell for a DNG metamaterial structure consists of a concentric
SRR pair and wire lattice [20].
Other scientists and engineers argue it is impossible for a metamaterial to achieve
a negative index of refraction. Their arguments are usually based on causality and
the physical implications of negative index of refraction. The theories behind both
points-of-view are discussed in Chapter II. At this point in time, neither group of
researchers is ready to accept their theories as wrong.
However, both groups acknowledge that the interesting phenomena that occur in
metamaterials only happens over a small frequency bandwidth. As will be shown in
Chapter II, the effective permittivity and permeability of the metamaterial is depen-
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dent on the incident frequency. Unfortunately, the dispersive nature of metamaterials
can limit their utility for certain applications. As a matter of practical application,
expanding the resonant bandwidth would be very useful.
1.2 Potential Applications for Metamaterials
The ability to steer electromagnetic fields in a medium consisting of conventional
materials is restricted by the fact that the electric permittivity and magnetic perme-
ability are positive. While it has been known that there are many exciting possibilities
for a medium where the effective material parameters could be made negative, the
subject has only gained passing interest since the concept of negative material parame-
ters was introduced by Veselago in 1968 [52]. However, with the rise of metamaterials,
researchers are taking a harder look at the potential applications for devices that can
guide electromagnetic waves.
Transformation optics is the science of bending electromagnetic fields based on
coordinate transformations, rather than confining the fields to a particular portion of
space like a waveguide or similar structure. Before the concept of negative refraction
the ideas behind transformation optics were the stuff of science fiction. However, using
negative refraction, effective media could be created that can steer electromagnetic
fields.
The theory of transformation optics is based on the interaction of electromag-
netic fields and the material parameters of a medium. The electromagnetic fields in a
medium are guided by the electric permittivity and magnetic permeability through the
constitutive relations (this is discussed in more detail in Chapter II). By transform-
ing the coordinate system of the medium through the permittivity and permeability,
electromagnetic fields encounter a different version of space-time than physical space-
time. Thus, through Fermat’s Principle, the electromagnetic fields continue to travel
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in a straight line in their version of space-time. However, depending on the coordi-
nate transformation involved, the electromagnetic fields can be made to bend around
objects or towards points in physical space-time [23].
With the promise of transformation optics, metamaterials hit center stage of the
scientific arena. In 2009, Popular Mechanics listed several everyday applications
for metamaterials, most derived from transformation optics: cellphones with smaller
antennas, detectors capable of detecting single molecules for use in finding weapons
of mass destruction, microscope lenses capable of focusing beyond the diffraction
limit, and fast metamaterial switching devices for photonic equipment [15]. Because
of a metamaterial’s ability to compensate phase, it has been proposed that they be
used to create electrically small cavity resonators and miniaturized waveguides [10,
21]. Their ability to compensate for dispersion have made metamaterials attractive to
transmission line designers [10, 21-23]. Metamaterials have been proposed for creating
small ring antennas for use in wireless telecommunications systems [9, 73-75].
The list of potential applications for metamaterials goes on and on, but perhaps
the most controversial two applications commonly listed are the “perfect lens” and
cloaking device. Here, those two potential applications are addressed in more detail.
1.2.1 Perfect Lens.
The resolution of a conventional lens is constrained by the diffraction limit due
to the decay of the evanescent modes that appear as the rays enter the conventional
lens. The loss of the evanescent modes at the focal plane restrict focusing features less
than about one wavelength in size [9, 119-120]. However, in 2000, Pendry published a
paper claiming a DNG medium causes evanescent waves to grow instead of decay [31].
Thus, the image is reconstructed at the focal plane with contributions from both the
evanescent and propagating modes. Therefore, the diffraction limit does not apply
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and the focusing is only limited by aberrations and apertures [31].
There are limitations to the “perfect” lens. First, if the DNG material has any
losses to it, the amplitude of the fields will decay and perfect focusing is lost [31].
Second, the DNG medium must be impedance matched to the surrounding medium
(note that, unlike the index of refraction, the sign of the impedance is positive in a
DNG material) so that there will be no reflected ray [31]. A final limitation is the
placement of the lens. As Veselago pointed out in 1968 when he discussed negative
refraction, a planar slab of DNG material does not behave like a true lens since it
does not focus rays from infinity [52]. Furthermore, to achieve perfect focusing, the
source must be very close to the lens, otherwise the evanescent modes will decay on
their own. The lens must be in the source’s nearfield—about half of a wavelength
away [9, 120].
Claims of perfect focusing with a DNG material have generated much controversy,
and subsequent research has shown the limitations of the DNG lens are very difficult
to overcome. However, research in this area is still ongoing.
1.2.2 Cloaking Device.
In 2006, a pair of articles appeared in Science proposing the use of metamaterials
to create electromagnetic cloaks [34], [23]. The cloaks worked on the principle of
transformation optics. Inside the cloak, the electromagnetic fields would be guided
around a central forbidden region. The required electric permittivity and magnetic
permeability of the cloak are determined through conformal mapping [23]. The per-
mittivity and permeability of the cloak change how the electromagnetic fields “ex-
perience” space-time. When the fields enter the cloak, they continue to travel in a
straight line according to their perception of space-time. But, in physical space-time,
the electromagnetic fields are guided around the forbidden region. The result is that
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electromagnetic fields entering from outside the cloak never interact with the forbid-
den region. Similarly, electromagnetic fields radiated from the forbidden region can
never escape the cloaking material [34]. Figure 2 depicts two such cloaks.
(a) (b)
Figure 2. Representations of two cloaking devices. (a) The electromagnetic waves
in the outer sphere are guided around the inner sphere such that none of the waves
interact with the inner sphere [34]. (b) This cloaking device shows the electromagnetic
fields following a different path, but the result is the same: the electromagnetic fields
do not interact with the central black circle [23].
To create such a cloak, a material is needed where the permittivity and perme-
ability can be spatially varied. Metamaterials offer the possibility of a material with
changing material parameters. By engineering the metallic inclusions, a metamate-
rial could be designed such that the permittivity and permeability follow a pattern.
However, a perfect cloak would require the permeability and permittivity be con-
tinuous, as any discontinuity in the index of refraction of the cloak would result in
reflection. At its limit, this is impossible to achieve with metamaterials since the
unit cells have non-zero dimensions. Furthermore, the cloaking device will require
large values for the permittivity and permeability. This is not easily attainable with
current metamaterial designs [34].
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To determine the performance of non-ideal material parameters, Cummer et al.
performed simulations on various configurations of the cloaking device [8]. The sim-
ulations were performed using COMSOL Multiphysics R© finite element solver. The
simulation results for four different configurations of the cloak are shown in Figure
3. The first configuration is a cloaking device with ideal, lossless parameters. In this
configuration, the fields are smoothly bent around the forbidden region and there is
little disturbance of the fields outside of the cloak. In the second configuration, loss is
added to the smoothly-varying material parameters. Again, the fields are smoothly
bent around the forbidden region, but the loss causes the cloak to cast a shadow in
the forward-scatter region. The third configuration replaces the ideal parameters with
an eight-layered design where the parameters are varied in a stair-step fashion. The
layered design causes a degradation of the cloaking performance in all directions. The
fourth configuration is an eight-layered design where the parameters have been lim-
ited to realizable values. Here, the cloaking performance is degraded in all directions,
but the fields are still bent around the central forbidden region [8].
A metamaterial design for a cloak will involve losses, layers, and finite values for
the permittivity and permeability. All of these factors will degrade the performance
of the cloak. However, despite their shortcomings, it appears that metamaterials can
still be used to create a device that offers some cloaking abilities.
Mentioning a cloaking device around the Air Force and quickly the conversation
turns towards hiding aircraft. Unfortunately, there are a number of drawbacks to
a metamaterial cloak, not the least of which include weight. As noted in a recent
article in the Air & Space Smithsonian, metamaterials contain large amounts of metal,
meaning that a cloak would add a significant weight to an airframe [2]. However, there
are other applications for metamaterials that are of interest to the military. One such
application is a cloaking device for the pylons used to mount targets in radar cross
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Figure 3. Simulation results for four different configurations of a cloaking device. Top
left: in a perfect cloak, the electric fields smoothly bend around the central forbidden
region and no disturbance of the electromagnetic fields are seen outside of the cloak.
Top right: the electric field for a cloak with continuous parameters that include loss.
The loss causes the cloak to case a shadow in the forward scatter direction. Bottom
left: the continuous parameters are approximated with an eight-layer shell. The cloak-
ing performance is somewhat reduced in all directions. Bottoms right: the material
parameters are reduced to levels attainable with metamaterials. Cloaking performance
is degraded in all directions, but the fields inside the cloak are still guided around the
forbidden region [8].
section (RCS) measurements. This application is described in Chapter 1 of [24].
1.3 Research Goals
The goals of this research effort fall into two broad categories: characterization of
field behavior in the presence of metamaterial structures and the analysis of an active
metamaterial structure.
1.3.1 Characterization of Field Behavior in Metamaterial Structures.
The first objective is to compare methods of characterizing and predicting the
behavior of electromagnetic fields incident on a metamaterial structure. Two basic
theories behind field behavior in the presence of metamaterial structure are presented:
effective medium theory and frequency selective surface theory. In effective medium
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theory, the metamaterial structures are said to act like a larger-scale molecular lattice.
Therefore, media containing metamaterial structures have effective electric permit-
tivities and magnetic permeabilities. This is described in more detail in Chapter
II.
Using the other theory explaining field behavior in metamaterial structures, the
metamaterial structures are modeled as periodic frequency selective surfaces (FSS).
Electromagnetic fields incident on metamaterial structures create surface waves that
cause radiation at the angles often attributed to an effective negative index of refrac-
tion. This theory is also described in more detail in Chapter II.
Also included in the characterization of the field behavior in metamaterial struc-
tures are advanced computational electromagnetic models. These models utilize
frequency- and time-domain techniques to generate theoretical predictions of the
field behavior in metamaterial structures. Since these models are entirely based on
Maxwell’s equations, they provide a view of metamaterials that is unbiased by either
effective medium theory or FSS theory. The simulation techniques are described in
detail in Section 2.3.
The accuracy of the theoretical results are best determined by comparing them
to actual measurements. A large, bulk metamaterial sample in the form of a wedge
was acquired by the Air Force Institute of Technology (AFIT) and is shown in Figure
4. Large, bulk samples are best accommodated by free-space measurements. The
free-space measurements for this thesis are centered around RCS measurements. The
RCS measurement technique presents a novel and straight-forward way to characterize
the effects of metamaterials on electromagnetic waves. The measurement results are
analyzed and compared to the theoretical results to determine the accuracy of the
theory and models.
The RCS measurement technique introduced in this thesis has many advantages.
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Figure 4. This metamaterial wedge sample is characterized using modeling and free-
space measurement techniques.
One of the key advantages is that it makes use of equipment already in AFIT’s
possession. The RCS measurement technique also creates a new geometry that may
help to distinguish between negative refraction and surface wave effects. Finally,
the RCS measurement technique allows for expanded analysis using several common
postprocessing techniques. The postprocessing techniques used in this thesis are
discussed in Chapter II.
1.3.2 Analysis of an Active Metamaterial Structure.
A novel metamaterial structure that achieves frequency adaptability was proposed
in a previous AFIT research effort [39]. The structure is based on a basic DNG unit
cell. The proposed structure incorporates a microelectromechanical systems (MEMS)
variable capacitor across the gaps of the SRR particles. Figure 5 shows the proposed
design. Varying the capacitance of the SRR particles has been shown to change
the location of the resonant frequency of the device. The second main objective of
this thesis is to continue the analysis of a slightly modified version of that structure.
Computational models of the adaptive structure are created. The results are analyzed
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to determine the effect of the SRR gap capacitance on the resonant frequency of the
device.
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Figure 5. AFIT-designed adaptive metamaterial structure. (a) A picture from a previ-
ous design iteration shows the basic structure and MEMS device [39, 52]. In the latest
design, a few of the dimensions are slightly different. (b) The dimensions in µm for the
latest design iteration of the basic unit cell.
Like the results from the passive metamaterial structures, theoretical data are
compared to laboratory measurements. The basic measurement effort for the active
metamaterial structures incorporates guided-wave measurements performed using a
stripline waveguide. The stripline measurements allow for the derivation of effective
material parameters. This is particularly useful for characterizing the adaptive meta-
material structures. The movement of the resonance band is plainly visible in the
stripline results.
1.4 Organization of Thesis
This thesis is organized into 5 chapters and 3 appendices. Chapter II provides
theoretical background information related to the concepts investigated through this
research effort as well as a review of recent and ongoing efforts similar to this one.
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Chapter III describes the creation, implementation, and results of computational
models and other theory-based predictions for both passive and adaptive metama-
terial structures. Chapter IV includes descriptions of the setup and results from
laboratory measurements including RCS and stripline measurements. Chapter V in-
cludes the broad conclusions drawn from this research effort as well as proposed future
endeavors to advance the science. Appendix A includes statistics and figures detail-
ing the computational meshes used in the models of Chapter III. Data from the RCS
measurement section not presented in Chapter IV are shown in Appendix B. Finally,
computer scripts generated for this research effort are described in Appendix C.
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II. Theory
2.1 Chapter Overview
The purpose of this chapter is to present background information on the electro-
magnetic theory behind metamaterials and the techniques used to model, test, and
evaluate their properties. Current research in the field of negative-index and adaptive
metamaterials is presented.
The basic theory presented in this chapter addresses both of the research objectives
laid out in Chapter I. First, the published methods of characterizing field behavior
are described in detail. These theories will be used in later chapters to analyze both
traditional and active metamaterial structures. Since this research effort makes heavy
use of computational electromagnetics techniques, the relevant simulation methods
are explained.
In addition to the basic theories, recently published research results are discussed
in this chapter. In many cases the results illustrate the basic theories behind char-
acterizing metamaterial structures. Moreover, the research findings presented in this
chapter are directly tied to both research objectives. Efforts to characterize tradi-
tional and active metamaterials are discussed, and their relevance to the material
presented in later chapters is outlined.
2.2 Characterization of Metamaterials
The interaction between metamaterials and electromagnetic fields is currently a
critical issue in the scientific community. However, controversy exists relative to the
proper explanation of the physical phenomena observed when these metamaterials are
subjected to electromagnetic waves. A large number of researchers believe that these
embedded structures can display effective material parameters and can be represented
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by effective media. Others believe that this explanation is inadequate and argue that
surface wave models are a more physically accurate description.
At the core of the controversy are the implications of materials that have negative
permittivity and permeability values. This section provides background on effective
mediums with negative permittivity and permeability frequency bands and describes
how these media may be constructed. This section also looks at a particular coun-
terclaim to the effective material parameters. Proponents of this specific argument
believe that surface waves explain the observed properties of metamaterials.
2.2.1 Negative Index of Refraction.
The concept of materials with negative permittivity and permeability was first
introduced by Veselago in [52]. In this work, Veselago explains the basic electro-
magnetic theory behind these materials. The concept of left-handed propagation is
introduced. Maxwell’s equations and the constitutive relations describe the behavior
of electromagnetic fields in a material. Maxwell’s curl equations for time harmonic
fields in a source-free region and the constitutive relations are [1, 7-25]
∇×E = −jωB, (1a)
∇×H = jωD, (1b)
D = εE, (1c)
B = µH , (1d)
where E and H are the electric and magnetic field vectors respectively, D and B
are the electric and magnetic flux densities respectively, c is the speed of light in free
space, ε is the electric permittivity of the medium, µ is the magnetic permeability of
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the medium, and j is the imaginary unit (j =
√
−1). For an electromagnetic field
with a single rotational frequency ω and wave vector k, Equation (1) simplifies for
plane waves to [52]
k ×E = ω
c
µH , (2a)
k ×H = −ω
c
εE. (2b)
If the values of ε and µ are negative in Equation (2), E, H , and k will be a
left-handed set of vectors [52]. Because of this property of materials with negative
values of ε and µ, this type of material is referred to as a left-handed material (LHM).
Conversely, a traditional material where ε and µ are positive is referred to as a right-
handed material (RHM).
Veselago also notes in [52] that the Poynting vector (S), E, and H always form
a right-handed set of vectors , regardless of the sign of ε and µ. The Poynting vector
is defined by [1, 29]
S =
1
2
< [E ×H∗] , (3)
where < denotes the real part and the ∗ symbol denotes the complex conjugate.
Equation (3) shows that S does not depend on ε and µ. The direction of power flow
will not change direction when the signs of ε and µ change. Thus, a LHM is said to
have a negative group velocity. This also occurs in anisotropic or dispersive media
[52].
An important property of a LHM is the impact negative refraction has on incident
electromagnetic waves. This impact is readily seen from the boundary conditions of
the interface between two media where there are no sources. The boundary conditions
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of this interface are [1, 26]
n̂× (E2 −E1) = 0, (4a)
n̂× (H2 −H1) = 0, (4b)
n̂ · (ε2E2 − ε1E1) = 0, (4c)
n̂ · (µ2H2 − µ1H1) = 0, (4d)
where the 1 and 2 subscripts refer to the medium 1 and medium 2 respectively and n̂
refers to the boundary normal directed into medium 2. Figure 6 shows the interface
between two materials. The top region is the RHM.
Equations (4a) and (4b) show that the tangential components of E and H remain
the same in medium 1 and medium 2. However, according to Equations (4c) and (4d),
the normal component reverses sign when it crosses the boundary between a RHM
and LHM. As shown above, the normal component of k also changes direction. These
reversals combined with the boundary conditions and the requirement for E, H , and
k to be left-handed mean that the electromagnetic field in the LHM will be on the
same side of the z-axis as it is in the RHM [52]. This is opposite from the case of a
boundary between two RHMs and will satisfy Snell’s law provided that the index of
refraction (n) for a LHM is negative [52]. Thus, refraction at the boundary between
E2, H2, ε2>0, μ2>0
E1, H1, ε1<0, μ1<0
n̂ ẑ
x̂
ŷ
Figure 6. Boundary conditions for interface between a RHM and LHM. The medium
above the interface (medium 2) is the RHM.
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a RHM and LHM is referred to as negative refraction. Since the reflected ray is in
the same medium as the incident ray, it will be in the same direction regardless of
the second medium [52]. Figure 7 shows a comparison between positive and negative
refraction.
In order to satisfy Snell’s law, it is necessary to modify the definition of n. The
parameter p is defined to be one if the material is a RHM and negative one if the
material is a LHM. Thus, n can be calculated from ε and µ for the material as [52]
n =
p1
p2
∣∣∣∣√ εµε0µ0
∣∣∣∣ , (5)
where the subscripts 1 and 2 denote the materials on either side of the boundary and
ε0 and µ0 are the permittivity and permeability of free space respectively.
Accounting for the difference in the sign of n between a RHM and LHM, Snell’s
law of refraction can be rewritten to give the angle of transmission (ϕt) through the
second material [10, 17]
ϕt =
sgn(n1)
sgn(n2)
arcsin
(
|n1|
|n2|
sinϕi
)
, (6)
where ϕi is the angle of incidence.
2.2.2 Realization of Negative Refractive Index.
When Veselago wrote his paper in the late 1960’s, he admitted that there were
no known substances that had both ε < 0 and µ < 0. However, in the 1990’s
researchers discovered ways that would supposedly allow designers to create mediums
with simultaneously negative effective ε and µ values. These effective parameters are
created by embedding metallic structures in dielectric materials. The media appear
continuous for wavelengths longer than the size and separation of the structures [53].
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Figure 7. Comparison between negative and positive refraction. When an electromag-
netic field crosses the boundary between a LHM and RHM, the refracted field appears
in a different plate than an electromagnetic field that undergoes positive refraction.
The reflected field is not affected by the second medium being a LHM as opposed to a
RHM.
2.2.2.1 Negative Permittivity Metamaterials.
Pendry et al. show that a material containing a periodic lattice of metallic wires
can have an effective permittivity [33]. The metallic wires serve to reduce the plasma
frequency. Pendry et al. state this is because “by confining electrons to thin wires,
we have enhanced their mass...” [33]. For a wire lattice with separation distance a
and radius rw, the plasmon frequency (ωp) is reduced to [33]
ω2p =
2πc20
a2 ln(a/rw)
. (7)
The plasma frequency is the frequency at which the electron density oscillates in
a metal. Incident fields at a frequency higher than the plasma frequency penetrate
the metal as if it were transparent; whereas fields below the plasma frequency are
exponentially decayed as they enter the material [19, 130]. The plasma frequency of
Equation (7) produces a dispersive expression for the effective ε [33]
ε = 1−
ω2p
ω(ω +
jε0a2ω2p
πr2wσ
)
, (8)
where σ is the conductivity of the metal used for the wires. Pendry et al. go on
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to present detailed calculations that show agreement with their theory, but the key
takeaway is that the results of Equation (8) will be negative when ω < ωp [33].
2.2.2.2 Negative Permeability Metamaterials.
Pendry et al. show in [32] that by embedding certain microstructures into a
material, a medium can be made to have an effective µ. These microstructures are
arranged in periodic arrays. Each element of the array makes up a cubic unit cell
with dimension a. If a  λ where λ is the wavelength, the incident radiation will
be largely unaffected by the internal structure of the cell and the medium can be
characterized by an effective permeability [32].
In [32], Pendry et al. introduce three basic structures that offer some control of
the magnetic permeability. However, the structure of interest here consists of two
round, concentric SRR particles. The gap in the SRR particles prevent current from
flowing around any one ring. However, the capacitance between the two rings allows
current to circulate around the rings. This effective µ of this structure is [32]
µ = 1−
πr2SRR
a2
1 + j 2`R1
ωrSRRµ0
− 3dc2
πω2 ln 2w
d
r3SRR
, (9)
where rSRR is the radius of the inner SRR, w is the width of the SRR traces, d is the
difference between the outer radius of the inner SRR and the inner radius of the outer
SRR, ` is the separation length between the SRR layers, and R1 is the resistance of
unit length of the metal sheets that make up the SRR particles measured around the
circumference. Figure 8 illustrates the geometry of the structure. The frequency-
dependence of Equation (9) has a resonant form, and the resonant angular frequency
(ω0) is of the form [32]
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ω0 =
√
3dc2
π2r3SRR
, (10)
where c refers to the speed of light in the substrate containing the SRR particles.
Figure 8. The geometry of the SRR structure proposed in [32].
In deriving Equation (9), some conditions are placed on the dimensions of the
structure [32]
rSRR  w, (11a)
rSRR  d, (11b)
` < r, (11c)
ln
w
d
 π. (11d)
To illustrate the behavior of this design, Pendry et al. provide an example cal-
culation using the dimensions of Table 1 and R1 = 200.0. Note that these values do
not satisfy Equation (11), but “the inequalities are only important to the accuracy
of [Equation (9)], not to the functioning of the structure” [32]. Figure 9 shows the
effective µ given by Equation (9). The effective µ shows a resonant behavior at 13
GHz. Equation (9) also predicts a negative µ band between approximately 13.5 and
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14.5 GHz.
Table 1. Dimensions for the SRR example given in [32].
Parameter Value (mm)
a 10
w 1.0
d 0.10
` 2.0
rSRR 2.0
2.2.2.3 Double-negative metamaterials.
A medium with simultaneously negative ε and µ values is created by including a
wire lattice and the SRR particles in the same structure. Smith et al. present this
composite structure and experimentally measure its performance in [46]. Figure 10
shows the experimental results for a metamaterial structure consisting of just SRR
particles (solid line) and a metamaterial structure consisting of SRR particles and
a wire lattice (dashed line). The results show that the SRR particles by themselves
generate a stop band near the resonance frequency where the theoretical effective µ
is negative. But, the combination of SRR and wire particles lead to a passband near
the band where µ < 0.
The analysis in [46] does not address the electric response of the SRR particles.
This issue is addressed in [45], and Simovski et al. found that the interaction between
the wire lattice and SRR particles does complicate the analysis. They show that the
interaction between the two influences the effective permittivity due to the electric
response of the SRR particles [45].
None of the analysis in this thesis looks at individual sheets of wires or SRR
particles. Rather, all of the models include both components with the exception of
one approximation made in Section 3.6.3 to show the impact of structure size on
resonant frequency. That approximation is followed up with a numerical simulation.
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Figure 9. The effective µ for the SRR example structure in [32]. The structure displays
a resonant behavior near 13 GHz. Furthermore, µ is negative between approximately
13.5 and 14.5 GHz.
Figure 10. Experimental transmission results for a DNG metamaterial based on a SRR
structure and a SRR with a wire array. The insets shows the geometry for each of the
structures. The solid line shows that the transmitted power for the SRR metamaterial
acts like a stop band. On the other hand, the dashed line indicates that the combination
SRR and wire lattice metamaterial acts like a passband in the band where ε and µ are
negative [46].
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All of the numerical simulations in this thesis take into account the electric response
of the SRR particles.
2.2.3 Surface Waves in Metamaterials.
Some researchers believe that negative refraction is impossible and that the radia-
tion pattern from an illuminated metamaterial structure can be explained by surface
waves. One of those researchers, Ben Munk, recently published a book describing his
objections to the effective medium theory described in the sections above [27].
There are four basic theories about metamaterials that Munk disputes [27, 1]
1. certain metamaterial structures can have an effective negative index of refrac-
tion,
2. the phase of signal inside a medium with an effective negative index of refraction
advances as it moves away from the source,
3. evanescent waves grow in amplitude as they propagate away from the source,
and
4. E, H , and k form a left-handed triplet.
Munk notes that the concept of medium with negative effective values for permit-
tivity and permeability and, thus, a negative effective index of refraction leads to the
notion of negative time and violates causality. To illustrate his argument, he notes
that the distance traveled by a wave in any medium (dm) is given by [27, 37]
dm =
ωt
nk0
, (12)
where k0 is the wavenumber for freespace. The quantities k0, dm, and ω in Equation
(12) are taken to be positive. Therefore, n and t must be the same sign. The
conclusion is that a medium with n < 0 would require negative time [27, 37].
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Rather than use an effective medium, Munk argues that the formulation for pre-
dicting scattering from FSS will work for metamaterial structures. Using this model,
Munk states “the direction of refraction in air is determined solely by the interele-
ment spacings Dx and Dz as well as the direction ŝ of the incident field, never by the
element type” [27, 14].
For the metamaterial slab to be considered continuous, the interelemental spacing
must be less than λ/2 [27, 14]. This condition on the interelemental spacing also
results in the suppression of grating lobes. Assuming the array is infinite, reradiation
from the metamaterial slab is only possible in two directions: the forward direction
(along same path as incident field) and specular reflection direction. This is because
only Floquet currents are present in an infinite array [28]. For an infinite array in the
x- and z-directions, the radiated fields will be in the direction of r̂± given by [26, 85]
r̂± = x̂
(
sx +m1
λ
Dx
)
± ŷry + ẑ
(
sz +m2
λ
Dz
)
, (13a)
ry =
√
1−
(
sx +m1
λ
Dx
)2
−
(
sz +m2
λ
Dz
)2
, (13b)
where sx and sz are the x- and z-components respectively of a vector pointing in
the direction of propagation of the incident plane wave, m1 and m2 are the Floquet
modes in the x- and z-directions respectively, and Dx and Dz are the interelemental
spacings in the x- and z-directions respectively. Note that the waves radiated from
the array are inhomogeneous.
The principle direction is given by the condition m1 = m2 = 0 [27, 17]. In this
case, Equation (13) reduces to r̂± = x̂sx ± ŷry + ẑsz and ry =
√
1− s2x − s2z = sy.
The direction of the reflected field becomes r− = x̂sx − ŷsy + ẑsz while the direction
of the transmitted field becomes r+ = x̂sx + ŷsy + ẑsz. As expected, the reflected
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field will be in the specular direction. Furthermore, the direction of the transmitted
field remains the same as the incident field.
For a finite array, the radiated fields take on a pattern where mainlobes are aligned
along the forward and specular reflection directions. This pattern will also contain
sidelobes due to the residual currents. The residual currents can be broken down into
surface wave and end currents. Radiation from the end currents is typically much
less than radiation from the surface waves. Radiation from surface waves is generally
at least 14 to 20 dB lower than the mainbeam [27, 15]. These levels are similar to
those found in many negative refraction experiments [27, 8].
The two competing theories for characterization of field behavior in metamaterials
discusses in this chapter are key elements of this research effort. These theories have
their ardent supporters and the debate continues. The next section discusses the
computational techniques of the commercial full-wave electromagnetics solver used
in this thesis. In later chapters, scattering predictions for a metamaterial wedge will
be made using both theories presented above and tested against the results from the
commercial solver, which are, in turn, validated by laboratory measurements. The
full-wave solver depends on Maxwell’s Equations and is not dependent on either of
the two theories presented above.
2.3 Computational Techniques
The main computational tool used to characterize the metamaterial structures
presented in later chapters is CST Microwave Studio (MWS) R©. CST MWS R© is a
commercial full-wave electromagnetics solver that primarily uses the finite integration
technique (FIT). CST MWS R© users have the option of employing the FIT in the time-
or frequency-domains.
The results from the simulations are often provided in the form of scattering
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parameters, or S-parameters. From these S-parameters, a set of effective material
parameters can be calculated. Due to the complex (and controversial) nature of
the material parameter extraction process, care must be taken in generating and
interpreting the solutions.
This section describes basic background theory on the FIT, some recently pub-
lished articles on modeling metamaterials, and the method used in this research to
extract the effective material parameters.
2.3.1 Finite Integration Technique.
The FIT is of key interest because it is the main method for this study. The
finite integration technique is similar to the finite difference time-domain (FDTD)
technique. The computational domain is divided into two grids, denoted G and G̃.
The grids are spaced so that the corner of a cell in one grid is collocated with the
center of cell in the other grid [7]. The state variables of the FIT are referred to as
the grid electric voltage vector (e), magnetic voltage vector (h), magnetic induction
flux (b), and electric displacement flux (d). The quantities e, b, and electric charge
density (qev) are defined on G; while d, h, and j are defined on G̃ [7]. The state
variables for the ith grid cell are defined on both the edges or facets of the cells by
[55]
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ei =
∫
Li
E · ds, (14a)
bi =
∫
Ai
B · dA, (14b)
di =
∫
Ãi
D · dA, (14c)
hi =
∫
L̃i
H · ds, (14d)
ji =
∫
Ãi
J · dA, (14e)
where Li and L̃i are the lengths of the ith cell edges in G and G̃ respectively, Ai and
Ãi are the areas of the ith cell facets in G and G̃ respectively, and J is the electric
current vector.
The FIT is based on the integral form of Maxwell’s equations. Assuming no
magnetic source current, these equations are [55]
∮
∂A
E · ds = − d
dt
∫
A
B · dA, (15a)∮
∂A
H · ds =
∫
A
(
d
dt
D + J
)
· dA, (15b)∮
∂V
D · dA =
∫
V
qevdV, (15c)∮
∂V
B · dA = 0. (15d)
Support matrix operators (C=
∮
∂A
·ds, S=
∮
∂V
·dA) and (C̃=
∮
∂Ã
·ds, S̃=∮
∂Ṽ
·dA) are defined for G and G̃ respectively. The elements of C, S, C̃, and S̃
can only take on values of -1, 1, or 0 [55]. Using these quantities and the definitions
in Equation (14), Equation (15) can be transformed into [55]
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Ce = − d
dt
b, (16a)
C̃h =
d
dt
d + j, (16b)
S̃d = qes, (16c)
Sb = 0. (16d)
The constitutive relation describing the relationship between E, J , and σ is [1, 7]
J = σE. (17)
The constitutive parameters ε, µ, and σ, are discretized in both G and G̃ and are
represented by the matrices Mε, Mµ, and Mσ respectively. Thus, the constitutive
relations of Equations (1c), (1d), and (17) are converted to the discrete constitutive
relations and become [41]
d = Mεe, (18a)
b = Mµh (18b)
j = Mσe + js, (18c)
where the source currents (js) have been included with j. Equation (18) is where
the first inaccuracies due to spatial discretization are introduced because the material
parameters are spatially averaged [41].
Equations (16) and (18) form a complete system of equations that can be solved
in the time-domain. Time-domain calculations are especially useful for broadband
calculations. By defining a specific signal (e.g. Gaussian) for the frequency range of
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interest, the corresponding time-domain signal can be found by computing the inverse
Fourier transform. The time-domain signal is then used as the excitation signal and
the time-domain solution is found using Equations (16) and (18). The solution can
be transformed back into the frequency-domain using a Fourier transform [56]. While
this procedure does involve transformations to and from the time-domain, it only
requires one solution to Maxwell’s equations. Generally speaking, solving Maxwell’s
equations takes considerably longer than Fourier transforms, so this procedure can
produce results over a frequency band relatively quickly. A potential drawback is
that in the time-domain Equations (16) and (18) have to be repeatedly computed
until steady-state criteria are met. For resonant structures, this may become very
computationally intensive. Since metamaterial structures are resonant by design, a
frequency-domain implementation of Equations (16) and (18) is desirable.
For frequency domain calculations, Equation (16) can be re-written in the frequency-
domain (assuming the time harmonic case) by substituting the complex frequency jω
for d/dt. The frequency-domain version of Equation (16) along with Equation (18)
are solved directly at individual frequency points. This implementation does not have
the same steady-state requirement, so solutions for resonant structures can be found
quickly. However, multiple solutions will be required for multiple frequencies. The
number of solutions required can be reduced by using interpolation techniques on
the results [56]. Figure 11 illustrates an example of the time- and frequency-domain
calculations of S-parameters for a 90◦ coaxial connector.
2.3.2 Boundary Conditions.
Proper termination of the computational domain is a critical concern in the FIT.
Like other solvers, CST MWS R© employs several different boundary conditions. How-
ever, the boundary conditions of concern for this thesis are perfect electric conductor
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Figure 11. An example of the finite integration technique in the time- and frequency-
domains. The S-parameters of a 90◦coaxial connector are desired in the frequency-
domain. Time-domain calculations require transformations from and to the frequency
domain, but only one solution of Maxwell’s equations. Frequency-domain calculations
do not require the transformations, but multiple solutions of Maxwell’s equations will
be necessary [56].
(PEC), perfect magnetic conductor (PMC), open, and periodic or unit cell.
PEC and PMC boundary conditions are relatively straightforward. A PEC ma-
terial has an infinite electric conductivity. Thus, E inside a PEC material must be
zero. PEC materials are often used to approximate god conductors, like metals. A
PMC is the magnetic equivalent to a PEC material. That is, inside a PMC material
H must be zero. PEC and PMC boundary conditions are mathematically simple to
realize. To create a PEC boundary, use E1 = 0 in Equations (4a) and (4c). Likewise,
for a PMC boundary, substitute H1 = 0 into Equations (4b) and (4d).
An open boundary condition is more difficult to implement mathematically. An
open boundary is meant to simulate an infinite amount of space in that direction. No
energy incident on an open boundary should be reflected back into the computational
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domain. CST MWS R© realizes an open boundary with a form of the convolution
perfectly matched layer (PML). The convolution PML is a robust mechanism that
has very little numerical reflection, can be implemented with the standard FIT or
FDTD formulation, and is computationally efficient[3].
Periodic and unit cell boundary conditions are very similar. A periodic bound-
ary mirrors the computational domain along an axis. Unit cell boundary conditions
mirror the computational domain along two axes. The result of either set of bound-
ary conditions is a structure that is infinitely long in one dimension (in the case of
periodic boundary conditions) or two dimensions (in the case of unit cell boundary
conditions). These infinite arrays are created by assuming a known phase progression
along the array. Thus, the response from the infinite array can be calculated using
the appropriate phase shifts.
2.3.3 Farfield Calculations.
The field solutions that result from the FIT are defined in the near field. However,
many quantities of interest are defined in the farfield. So, a method for extending
the results from the near field to the farfield is required. This section presents a
technique for projecting the near field results to the farfield. Once the farfield values
are computed, quantities like radar cross section can be determined. This section also
discusses a few farfield quantities that is used in this thesis.
2.3.3.1 Extension to the Farfield.
The FIT solves for the fields inside the computational domain. However, to calcu-
late the electromagnetic fields in the farfield region, either the computational domain
needs to be extended to the farfield or additional calculations are required. Expand-
ing the computational domain to an area large enough to approximate the farfield
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would be too cumbersome. Therefore, implementations of FIT and FDTD like CST
MWS R© make use of a nearfield to farfield transformation.
The farfield values are computed from the fields present on the bounding box of
the computational domain [11]. From the fields on the bounding box, the equivalent
electric (Js) and magnetic currents (Ms) are computed from [35, 518]
JS = n̂×H , (19a)
MS = −n̂×E, (19b)
where n̂ is outward directed. The farfields can be found using vector potentials. For
the frequency-domain, the magnetic (N ) and electric (L) vector potentials for the
farfield are defined by [1, 286]
N =
∫ ∫
S
JSe
jkr̂·r′ds′, (20a)
L =
∫ ∫
S
MSe
jkr̂·r′ds′, (20b)
where ds′ is a differential point on the surface of the bounding box, r′ denotes the
position vector of a point on the surface, and r̂ is a unit vector directed towards
the point of interest in the farfield. The electric and magnetic field vectors can
be decomposed into their spherical components (Er, Eθ, Eφ, Hr, Hθ, and Hφ) and
estimated in the farfield using [1, 288]
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Er ∼= Hr ∼= 0, (21a)
Eθ ∼= −
jke−jkr
4πr
(Lφ + zNθ) , (21b)
Eφ ∼=
jke−jkr
4πr
(Lθ − zNφ) , (21c)
Hθ ∼=
jke−jkr
4πr
(
Nφ −
Lθ
z
)
, (21d)
Hφ ∼= −
jke−jkr
4πr
(
Nθ +
Lφ
z
)
, (21e)
where z is the intrinsic impedance and Nθ, Nφ, Lθ, and Lφ are the θ and φ components
of N and L respectively.
2.3.3.2 Calculation of Radar Cross Section.
Once Equation (21) has been solved, farfield quantities can be computed. A
farfield quantity of particular interest in this research effort is radar cross section
(RCS). RCS (σ3D) is a measure of energy scattered off of an object in a particular
direction and is mathematically defined as [21, 18]
σ3D = lim
r→∞
4πr2
|Es|2
|Ei|2
, (22)
where Ei denotes the incident electric field and Es is the scattered electric field. Note
that the incident and scattered magnetic fields can be substituted for Ei and Es.
For objects that can be approximated as infinite in one dimension, the RCS prob-
lem can be simplified to two dimensions. The two-dimensional RCS, known as the
scattering width (σ2D), is defined in terms a width instead of an area. It is defined
mathematically by [21, 19]
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σ2D = lim
ρ→∞
2πρ
|Es|2
|Ei|2
. (23)
RCS is typically expressed in decibels per square meter (dBsm), while scattering
width is usually expressed as decibels per meter (dBm). If the actual height of the
two-dimensional object is known, the RCS can be approximated from the scattering
width from [21, 19]
σ3D =
2σ2D
λ
|hsinc(kl sin θ)|2 , (24)
where h is the actual height of the two-dimensional target, θ is the azimuth angle of
the incident propagation vector relative to the transverse plane of the object, k is the
wavenumber of the incident field, and sinc(x) = sin(x)/x. For geometries where the
incident propagation vector is in the transverse plane of the object, sinc(kl sin 0) = 1
and Equation (24) simplifies to [1, 578]
σ3D = σ2D
2h2
λ
. (25)
Since the RCS and scattering widths are calculated using the magnitudes of the
electric (or magnetic) fields, the phase information is lost. However, the phase infor-
mation can be very useful for imaging. To get the phase quantity, the
√
σ3D can be
computed with [21, 19]
√
σ3D = lim
r→∞
2
√
πr
Es
Ei
. (26)
Similarly, the
√
σ2D can be found by taking the square root of Equation (23).
Using this expression and Equation (24),
√
σ3D can be estimated from
√
σ2D with
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√
σ3D = h
√
2σ2D
λ
sinc (kh sin θ) . (27)
2.3.3.3 Radar Cross Section Range Processing.
Range information can prove useful for determining scattering mechanisms. Range
information is calculated from the RCS data by applying the inverse fast Fourier
transform (FFT) to the frequency data. The FFT transforms the frequency data to
the time-domain. Since the radar signal travels at the speed of light, the time-domain
data are easily converted into spatial data. A drawback to this process, however, is
that it introduces some extra information at the edges of the range cells which can
be suppressed by applying a windowing technique. For the measurements presented
in this thesis, a Hann window is used to suppress the excess information.
The amount of information contained in the RCS data determines the quality of
the range images. A key factor is the downrange resolution (∆Rd). The downrange
resolution is related to the bandwidth (B) by [25, 13]
∆Rd =
c
2B
. (28)
The relationship between downrange resolution and bandwidth is a critical concern
for this thesis. Many of the structures analyzed and measured are resonant. To see the
effects of the resonance, the range information is analyzed over frequency windows.
According to (28), this increases the downrange resolution making it harder to resolve
scattering objects. The sizes of the range cells are calculated in the later chapters.
2.3.3.4 Inverse Synthetic Aperture Radar Image Processing.
In addition to range information, inverse synthetic aperture radar (ISAR) imagery
is used to identify scattering mechanisms. ISAR information is calculated by using an
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FFT on the angular data in addition to the frequency data. By doing this, ISAR in-
formation is able to convert the angular and frequency data into spatial data. Similar
to the downrange resolution, the cross range resolution is determined by the amount
of angular information contained in the RCS data. The cross range resolution (∆Rc)
is determined by [25, 16]
∆Rc =
λmid
2 sin Θ
, (29)
where λmid is the wavelength of the mid point of the frequency band, and Θ is the
angular extent of the RCS data. The steps to set the resolution are:
1. determine the bandwidth of the RCS data,
2. use Equation (28) to determine the down range resolution,
3. set the cross range resolution equal to the down range resolution, and
4. solve Equation (29) for the angular extents.
Following this procedure results in square range cells. Again, because the struc-
tures in this thesis are resonant in frequency, they will be analyzed using frequency
windows. This restricts the downrange resolution. For the analysis in this thesis, the
angular data are also windowed to ensure square range cells in the ISAR images.
2.3.4 Computational Studies of Traditional Metamaterials.
Computational studies of metamaterials are currently being conducted in both
academia and industry. This section provides a brief sampling of current efforts.
Computational techniques are also described in later sections on adaptive metamate-
rials.
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2.3.4.1 Model of Left-Handed Material Using Finite Element Method.
Smith et al. model several metamaterial structures in [47], but the structure of
interest here is the LHM shown in Figure 12. The structure consists of three particles.
The first two particles are a pair of concentric SRR particles. The opening of the inside
(smaller) SRR is on the opposite side as the opening of the outside (larger) SRR. The
third particle is a wire that is embedded further into the substrate and runs down the
center between the openings of the SRR particles. The substrate is FR4 with a relative
permittivity of 4.4 and loss tangent of 0.02. The authors note that SRR particles are
bianisotropic. The bianisotropy is avoided in their paper, however, by analyzing only
one incident polarization. The authors state that the cross-coupling terms are small
for this polarization, so their method provides an adequate characterization for the
polarization of interest. A similar argument could be made to address the anisotropy
of the FR4 substrate.
Figure 12. The symmetric structure from [47].
The modeling results published by Smith et al. for this structure are shown
in Figure 13. To perform the modeling, the authors use Ansoft’s HFSSTM. Ansoft
HFSSTM is a commercial full-wave electromagnetics solver that uses the finite element
method (FEM). The extraction of the refractive index, impedance, relative permit-
tivity, and relative permeability are performed using a technique similar to the one
described in Section 2.3.5. The results shown in Figure 12 demonstrate an effective
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negative index band around 10 GHz. In fact, this negative band has both a negative
permittivity and permeability [47].
Figure 13. The published results from modeling the structure of Figure 12. The
S-Parameters magnitude (a) and phase (b) are found. The index of refraction (c),
impedance (d), permittivity (e), and permeability (f) are extracted [47].
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2.3.4.2 Model of Left-Handed Material Using FIT.
Weiland et al. [55] present simulation and measurement results of the LHM struc-
ture presented in [46]. The structure consists of two concentric, round SRR particles
and a single wire. Figure 14(a) shows the structure of the unit cell as well as the
simulation results. CST MWS R© was used to simulate the structure. The wire and
rings are modeled as a PEC material. A plane wave source is introduced at the left
face shown in Figure 14(a). The boundary conditions at the top and bottom faces
are PEC, while the boundary conditions at the forward and rear faces are PMC. A
symmetry plane parallel to the top and bottom faces is introduced in the center of
the structure to cut the computational domain in half. The time-domain solver is
used. The reported solution time was approximately 1/2 hour using an 800 MHz
Pentium III processor [55]. The results are shown in Figure 14(b). The data from
CST MWS R© demonstrate the same passband behavior as the measured results in
[46].
(a) (b)
Figure 14. Simulation model and results of a metamaterial structure analyzed by
Weiland et al. (a) The unit cell for the computer simulation consists of two concentric
SRR particles and a wire. (b) S21 for an array of the metamaterial unit cells shows the
expected bandpass behavior. The data from the CST Microwave Studio R© (solid line)
show the same behavior as the measured data (triangles) [55].
Weiland et al. also include a parametric study of their model in [55]. They show
the dependence of the resonant frequency on the thickness of the SRR particles, radius
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of the inner SRR, gap width of the SRR particles, gap between the SRR particles in
a single unit cell, and the ε and µ of the substrate for the SRR particles and wire
lattice. The results are shown in Figure 15. The thickness of the SRR particles,
SRR radius, and gap width have only small impacts on the resonant frequency. The
largest influence on the resonant frequency comes from varying ε and µ of the dielectric
substrate [55].
2.3.4.3 Model of Metamaterial Wedge Using FIT.
CST MWS R© is used to analyze a couple of composite metamaterial structures in
[20]. Of key interest is their model of a metamaterial wedge, as it closely matches
part of this research effort. The model is shown in Figure 16. The unit cell of the
metamaterial structure consists of a square SRR pair and wire trace, similar to the
structure analyzed in by Smith et al. in [47]. A negative refraction band is said to
occur between 8.5 and 9 GHz. The unit cells are arranged in a stair-step grid forming
a 26.6◦ wedge. The wedge is fed by a waveguide port. The transient-solver in CST
MWS R© is used to perform the simulation [20].
The E-field magnitudes resulting from the simulation in the negative refraction
band are shown in Figure 16(c). The fields are transmitted at an angle of -22◦ relative
to the wedge normal. Thus, the transmitted field is on the same side of the wedge
normal as the incident field. Using this angle and solving Equation (6), the effective
refractive index of the metamaterial wedge in the negative refraction band is n =
−1.17. Similarly, the E-field magnitudes outside of the negative refraction band are
shown in Figure 16(d). The fields are transmitted at an angle of 5◦, corresponding to
n = 5.14 [20].
The model of the metamaterial wedge is similar to the one analyzed in this thesis.
However, the metamaterial wedge measured in this thesis forms a different angle and
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e)
Figure 15. Results from the parametric study of the DNG structure from [55]. (a)
Increasing the thickness of the SRR particles causes a slight decrease in the resonant
frequency. (b) Increasing the radius of the SRR particles also decreases the resonant
frequency slightly. (c) The width of the gap in the SRR particles has only a slight
impact on the resonant frequency. (d) The gap between the SRR particles has a little
more influence on the resonant frequency. (e) Only slight changes in the permittivity
and permeability of the substrate can impact the resonant frequency [55].
does not have the criss-cross unit cells. Also, while the wedge in [20] is fed from
behind and the transmission angle is measured directly, the wedge from this thesis is
radiated with an electromagnetic field incident on the front of the wedge. The wedge
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 16. CST MWS R© model and results for the metamaterial wedge analyzed in
[20]. (a) The model consists of metamaterial unit cells arranged in a stair-step fashion
forming a 26.6◦ wedge. The structure is fed by a waveguide port (the red plane). (b) A
close-up view of the model shows that the metamaterial unit cells consist of a SRR pair
and a wire trace. (c) Inside the negative refraction frequency band, the diffracted fields
are seen emanating at an angle of about 22◦. (d) Outside of the negative refraction
frequency band, positive refraction occurs [20].
in this thesis has a metal plate behind it and the transmission angle is determined
indirectly. Using the metal plate backing allows the wedge to be measured in the
RCS range and eliminates the need for measurements in the back end of the range
where the direct path from the transmitting antenna can interfere with the receiver.
Finally, the metamaterial wedge analyzed in this thesis is many unit cells tall. This
reduces the angular size of the scattering lobes in the vertical dimension.
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2.3.5 Parameter Extraction.
Extraction of effective metamaterial parameters is a critical issue in the charac-
terization of metamaterials, but it is a complicated process. Traditional methods
tend to fail when the S-parameters are small in magnitude. Finding the roots of the
impedance can be difficult. Further complicating matters is the behavior of the fields
in the resonance band. Whether parameter extraction can be accomplished at all in
the resonance band is a current topic of debate.
In light of these complexities, Chen et al. propose a more stable method for
extracting the effective parameters of metamaterials [6]. While their method does not
address the issue of field behavior in the resonance band, it is stable enough to work
when the S-parameters are small and does pick the correct root for the impedance.
The traditional methods calculate the impedance z and index of refraction n of a slab
of thickness ds with [6]
z = ±
√
(1 + S11)
2 − S221
(1− S11)2 − S221
, (30a)
ejnk0ds = X ± j
√
1−X2, (30b)
X =
1
2S21(1− S211 + S221)
. (30c)
The signs of the roots in Equations (30a) and (30b) are determined by [6]
<{z} ≥ 0, (31a)
={n} ≥ 0. (31b)
The equations above treat n and z independently. However, n and z are related,
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and Chen et al. exploit that relationship to find the appropriate roots. In the case of
finding the roots for the impedance, their procedure uses the fact that the wave can
not grow in amplitude. Therefore |ejnk0d| ≤ 1; where the left side is found with the
relationship [6]
ejnk0ds =
S21
1− S11 z−1z+1
. (32)
Chen et al. note that when finding the roots of Equation (30a), Equation (32)
is only necessary when z is small. When z is large, Equation (31a) can be used.
Throughout this thesis, however, the impedance will be calculated using the tradi-
tional method. The results from the traditional method of calculating z are found to
be identical to the results from the more complicated procedure proposed by Chen et
al.
Calculating index of refraction is more complex than finding the impedance. Solv-
ing Equation (30b) for n yields [6]
n =
1
k0ds
[={ln(ejnk0ds)}+ 2mπ − j<{ln(ejnk0ds)}], (33)
where m is the branch integer of n. From Equation (33) the imaginary part of n can
be found with little trouble since Equation (33) gives a unique solution, but the real
part of n will require making the proper branch choice. The proposed method is an
iterative process that starts by determining which values of m are valid for the first
frequency sample. By using the fact that imaginary parts of the relative permittivity
and permeability must be positive, Chen et al. show for a branch choice to be valid
it must satisfy
|<{n}={z}| ≤ ={n}<{z}. (34)
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If only one value of m satisfies Equation (34), then that value is the proper branch
cut for all frequencies. If more than one value of m satisfies Equation (34) at the first
frequency, then those solutions should be tested at the other frequencies. The value
of m that satisfies at the other frequency values is the correct branch [6].
Note that there may exist a band of frequencies for which no values of m satisfy
Equation (34). This is most likely the resonance band. As mentioned above, the
process proposed by Chen et al. does not address this band. However, for the
purposes of this research, the values of m that satisfy the most frequencies will be
used as the correct value of m. Therefore, extracted results in the resonance band
will be shown.
The extraction of the material parameters creates an effective medium, but the
size of that effective medium has not yet been determined. Chen et al. present
an algorithmic approach to solve for the location of the first boundary of the ef-
fective medium as well as its thickness. Their approach minimizes the difference in
impedances between metamaterial structures of different thicknesses. However, after
using the approach on different types of structures, they conclude that their algorithm
is only necessary for two-dimensional and asymmetric one-dimensional metamateri-
als. For symmetric one-dimensional structures, like the one pictured in Figure 12, the
first unit cell boundary is the first effective boundary, and the thickness of the meta-
material structure is the effective thickness [6]. The structures analyzed in this thesis
closely resemble the structure shown in Figure 12. Thus, the first unit cell boundary
and structure thickness are used for the effective first boundary and thickness.
The code used throughout this research to extract the parameters is described in
Appendix C. As it will be shown later, the code does recreate the results found in
published articles.
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2.4 Experimental Studies of Traditional Metamaterial Structures
Many experiments have been conducted on non-adaptive LHM structures. One
of the early experiments was carried out by Shelby et al. in [44]. In this experiment,
a wedge, or prism, containing a lattice of two concentric SRR particles and wires is
fabricated and then radiated with microwave energy. The transmission angle through
the prism (i.e. the angle where the maximum forward scattering occurs) is measured.
The results of the LHM measurements are compared to the results for a material
known to be a RHM.
Figure 17 shows the structure, setup, and results of the measurements carried
out in [44]. The transmitted power for the LHM and Teflon samples (Figure 17(c))
are normalized “such that the magnitude of the peaks are unity” [44]. The peaks
show a discernible difference in the angle of transmission. For the metamaterial
prism, the measured angle of transmission is -61◦; whereas the Teflon prism shows a
transmission angle of 27◦. This corresponds to an index of refraction of -2.7 and 1.4
for the LHM and Teflon samples, respectively. The refractive indices of the Teflon and
LHM samples as a function of frequency (f) (Figure 17(d)) show that, while the index
of refraction for Teflon is flat across the frequency band, the LHM index shows strong
dispersion characteristics. The dotted portion of the black line is the region where
the wavelength inside the metamaterial sample became too long to use geometrical
optics to characterize the scattering (occurs at f > 10.8 GHz). The authors also note
that anywhere |n| > 3, the electromagnetic wave undergoes total internal reflection.
Thus, |n| > 3 can not be measured using these samples [44]. The solid and dotted red
lines show the real and imaginary parts of the LHM’s index of refraction calculated
using theoretical values for ε and µ in Equation (5). A large imaginary component of
n (i.e. losses) is shown near the resonance band [44].
The results of [44] have generated some controversy and other researchers dispute
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 17. Setup and results of an experiment conducted in [44] to determine the index
of refraction for a LHM. (a) The LHM is made up of a metamaterial array with two
concentric SRR particles and a wire lattice. (b) The right face of the metamaterial
prism is subjected to an incident electromagnetic field. The detector is placed on a
pivot on the left face of the metamaterial prism and rotated to determine the refraction
angle. The thick black line shows what the refraction through the prism would be if
the prism index of refraction is positive. (c) At the metamaterial’s resonant frequency
of 10.5 GHz, the bulk of the power transmitted through the prism appears at an angle
of approximately -61◦. A Teflon sample with a positive index of refraction shows peak
transmission at approximately 27◦. Note that the two curves are normalized. (d) The
measured index of refraction of the Teflon sample (solid blue line) as compared to the
measured index of the LHM (black line). The portions of the black line that are dotted
are beyond the researchers’ ability to accurately measure. Note that the LHM does
show a negative index band near 10.5 GHz [44].
the interpretation of the results. Since the theoretical development of [44] does not
account for losses in the material, some claim that the results do not show left-handed
behavior [12]. Below 30 GHz, the permittivity of the metamaterial sample is largely
imaginary, thus the metamaterial acts more like a metal than a dielectric. This will
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lead to an inhomogeneous electromagnetic wave that complicates the analysis [12].
The losses due to dispersion are so great at microwave frequencies for this structure
that they “swamp any characterization of a net negative real refractive index” [12].
In a later paper [40], these same researchers explain that the losses in the structure
will cause the transmitted wave to appear to curve towards the thinner end of the
wedge as shown in Figure 18. The transmitted field is stronger at the thinner edge
of the wedge because it is attenuated less by the losses in the wedge. In effect, the
transmitted field is no longer properly aligned with the center of the wedge compli-
cating angle measurements. To show this, the researchers compare the transmission
angle of light passing through a wedge of loss-free glass versus lossy gold. The results
show that the beam transmitted through the wedge of lossy material bends toward
the smaller end of the wedge and appears to show negative refraction despite the fact
that the sample is known to have <{n} > 0 [40]. To better show negative refraction
experimentally, these researchers argue that a flat sample should be used instead of
a wedge so that the losses will be uniform across the sample. They also note that in-
creasing the radius of the wires in the metamaterial sample should reduce the amount
of losses present [40].
Another group of researchers also performed the prism experiment, but then also
Figure 18. Illustration of light transmission through a wedge made of lossy material.
The electromagnetic wave emerging from a wedge-shaped medium with losses will
appear to curve towards the smaller end since there will be less losses in that part
of the wedge [40].
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measured a parallelogram-shaped slab [38]. The geometry of the measurement of the
parallelogram-shaped metamaterial slab is shown in Figure 19. The advantage of this
geometry is that it allows for an even distribution of loss along the wavefront. The
incident electromagnetic field refracts twice—once at each boundary. This causes the
beam to shift away from the centerline. This shift, denoted db, is dependent on the
index of refraction for the metamaterial slab [38].
The measurement is conducted on different kinds of metamaterial structures: a
non-concentric SRR and wire structure, two kinds of omega resonator structures,
and a S-shaped resonator structure. The non-concentric SRR and wire structure is
most like the structures to be analyzed in this thesis, so it is of prime interest. The
metamaterial structure is shown in Figure 20(a). Figure 20(b) shows the results from
the measurement. In the resonant frequency band (near approximately 8.7 GHz) the
center of the beam shifts to -34 mm. Empty measurements give a reference point O
of -13 mm. Thus the beam shifted -21 mm. The direction of the shift indicates that
the index of refraction for the wedge is negative in the resonant frequency band [38].
Chinese researchers conducted free space measurements of a similar double-negative
metamaterial structure [48]. The setup and some of the results are shown in Figure
21. For their measurements, alternating circuit boards with square SRRs and wires
are arranged vertically (see Figure 21(a)). Horn antennas are used for transmission
and reception and are placed on opposite sides of the sample (along the x-axis in
Figure 21(a)). The circuit boards are measured at different rotation angles in the
xz-plane: 0◦, 30◦, 60◦, and 90◦. The circuit boards are also rotated in the xy-plane
at the same angles in another set of measurements. At each angle, measurements are
made with alternating SRR/wire circuit boards, SRR circuit boards only, wire circuit
boards only, and no circuit boards [48].
The results for the 0◦ rotation angle are shown in Figure 21(b). When only
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Figure 19. Setup for the measurement of a parallelogram-shaped metamaterial slab.
Unlike the wedge-shaped prism, the parallelogram causes an even distribution of loss.
The index of refraction for the sample can be determined by the distance the beam is
shifted from the centerline [38].
(a) (b)
Figure 20. Basic metamaterial structure and results from the measurement of a
parallelogram-shaped slab. (a) The basic unit cell consists of a single wire trace and
two non-concentric SRR particles. (b) The results from the measurement show that
in the resonant frequency band the beam center shifts to -34 mm (-21 mm from the
reference point) [38].
the SRR circuit boards are measured, transmission is reduced by approximately 45
dB in the frequency band between 10.5 and 12.0 GHz. When only the wire circuit
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boards are present, transmission is reduced throughout the entire frequency band.
When both the wire and circuit boards are measured, transmission between 12.0 and
13.8 GHz is close to free space transmission, but reduced throughout the remaining
frequency band [48]. The researchers interpret these results to mean that the bands
that show reduced transmission in the cases of the SRR circuit boards only and wire
circuit boards only indicate that either ε or µ are negative, but not both. They make
this claim by stating that the electromagnetic wave can not propagate when only
one of ε and µ are negative. In the case where both circuit boards are present, the
band between 12.0 and 13.8 GHz can allow propagation because both ε and µ are
negative. Outside of that band µ is positive, but ε is negative. Thus the wave can
not propagate and transmission is reduced [48]. The results from the various angles
shows that rotating the circuit boards affects the behavior of the SRR particles more
than the behavior of the wire particles [48].
(a) (b)
Figure 21. Setup and transmission measurement results of a DNG metamaterial [48].
(a) The setup consists of separate circuit boards containing SRR particles and wire
elements. The incident electric field propagates along the x-axis, and E is aligned along
the y-axis. Measurements are made with the alternating SRR and wire circuit boards,
SRR circuit boards only, wire circuit boards only, and no circuit boards. The angle
of incidence is also varied. (b) The results for 0◦ incidence show reduced transmission
in a frequency band for any of the configurations with one of the metamaterial circuit
boards [48].
The research efforts presented in this section have generated many interesting
results. However, they differ from the experiments conducted in this section for several
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reasons. The experiments performed in [44] and [38] are performed in a guided-wave
environment. The measurements in [48] include free-space measurements, but their
analysis is limited to just beam shifting. All three papers focus on transmission results
and do not look at reflection.
The measurements of traditional metamaterial structures in this paper utilize
free space RCS measurements. The RCS measurement techniques used here allow for
quick measurements at different incidence angles. With the addition of standard RCS
postprocessing techniques, the results from the measurements in this thesis also reveal
information about the phase, and, with further refinement, may be able to determine
the location of the scattering centers. This will help to reveal the mechanism (for
example, refraction or surface wave) causing the radiation pattern.
2.5 Achieving Frequency Adaptability
Many different methods for implementing frequency adaptability in metamaterial
structures have been proposed recently. Most of them focus on affecting the resonant
frequency of the particle. The particle is usually a SRR with inductance L and
capacitance C. The particle’s resonant angular frequency is given in the microwave
frequency regime by [17]
ω0 =
1√
LC
. (35)
The capacitance and inductance of an SRR is dependent on the material it is
made of as well as its dimension and shape. For a SRR made of a PEC material, L
and C can be approximated using [49]
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L ≈ µ0
`
4
ln
(
8l
w + h
)
, (36a)
C ≈ ε0
wh
δ
, (36b)
where h is the thickness of the SRR, l is the length of the SRR, and w and δ are shown
in Figure 22. Note the use of Equation (36b) assumes the capacitance of the gap can
be approximated with the model for a parallel-plate capacitor. While the assumption
may not be valid in all scenarios, Equation (36b) can be used for illustrative purposes.
Figure 22. Dimensions of a SRR particle. The thickness of the particle (into the page)
is denoted as h; while the length of the SRR is denoted as l [49].
Current attempts to introduce frequency adaptability into SRR structures focus
on manipulating the inductance or capacitance of the circuit to change the resonant
frequency of the structure. Gollub et al. in [14] show that the effective inductance
of the structure can be influenced by incorporating a magnetic layer in the material.
Conversely, Gil et al. in [13] and Shadrivov et al. in [43] propose structures that
make use of a varactor diode to control the capacitance of the structure. Shadrivov
et al. in [42] propose similar structures that make use of changes in field intensity to
enhance or suppress wave transmission. Han et al. in [16] propose the use of semi-
conductor materials for the SRR allowing control of the resonant frequency through
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the application of an external magnetostatic field. A tunable metamaterial structure
that utilizes a MEMS switch to change the capacitance of the SRR is proposed by
Hand and Cummer in [17]. The following sections will look at these proposals in more
detail.
2.5.1 Magnetic Circuits.
The structure proposed by Gollub et al. combines the dispersive properties of
the metamaterial structure with the dispersive properties of a magnetic layer. The
basic structure is shown in Figure 23. The additional magnetic layer introduces an
approximately perpendicular magnetic field in the gap at resonance [14].
Figure 23. Unit cell structure that utilizes a magnetic layer. Inset: A magnetic field
that is approximately perpendicular is produced in the gap of the magnetic material
at resonance [14].
The magnetic field changes the equivalent inductance of the structure. The new
inductance L is given by [14]
L = µ0
(
µr(ω)
µr(ω)(1− q) + q
)
ggeom, (37)
where µr is the relative permeability of the magnetic material and q is the volume
fraction of the frequency dependent magnetic material. The new resonance frequency
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(ω′0) is found by substituting the new expression for inductance from Equation (37)
into Equation (35) yielding [14]
ω′0 =
1√
µr(ω′0)
µr(ω′0)(1−q)+q
ω0. (38)
Gollub et al. go on to show that by tuning the biasing field of the magnetic
material, the resonance frequency of the metamaterial structure can be adjusted.
They then went on to validate their findings through simulation using the Ansoft
HFSS finite element solver. The results of the analysis for bias values 0 kilogauss
(kG), 1 kG, 2 kG, and 3 kG are shown in Figure 24. The resonance bands are
characterized by the drops in transmission. From the plots in Figure 24 it is clear to
see that the resonance frequencies are indeed dependent on the bias values.
While there are non-metamaterial structures that make use of magnetic materials
to make tunable microwave devices, the proposed structure has a larger range of
material properties and can function in a larger resonance band. Furthermore, the
combined effects of the metamaterial structure and magnetic layer would require less
material than a similar device that did not implement a metamaterial structure [14].
2.5.2 Varactor-Loaded Circuits.
Gil et al. propose the use of a varactor-loaded SRR in the design of a tunable
notch filter. Their proposal utilizes a square-shaped geometry to increase the cou-
pling between the line and ring. Their design incorporates a varactor diode between
the inner and outer rings as shown in Figure 25. The structure’s overall effective ca-
pacitance is dominated by the varactor’s capacitance. By using a tunable diode, the
resonant frequency of the structure can be changed to block transmission at certain
frequencies [13].
By adjusting the bias applied to the structure, the resonant points shift in fre-
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Figure 24. Results from the analysis of the SRR structure with magnetic layer. The
transmission results are shown for four different bias values: 0 kilogauss (kG), 1 kG, 2
kG, and 3 kG. The resonant frequencies are the drops in transmission. Note that the
location of the resonance frequencies are dependent on the bias values [14].
quency. Figure 26 shows the results of measurements of the structure’s transmission
coefficient under different bias conditions. The bias voltage changes the capacitance
of the varactor diode circuit. This has a large impact on the overall effective capac-
itance of the circuit. The different locations of the resonant points in Figure 26 at
each of the bias voltages is evidence of the ability to tune the proposed structure to
different frequencies [13].
Shadrivov et al. also propose a structure that implements a varactor diode to
control the capacitance of the circuit. However, their design differs in the placement of
the diode. Whereas Gil et al. placed the varactor between the outer rings, Shadrivov
et al. propose placing the varactor diode in series with the distributed capacitance
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Figure 25. SRR structure proposed by Gil et al. A varactor diode is placed between
the inner and outer rings [13].
Figure 26. Measured transmission coefficients for the varactor-loaded SRR structure
proposed by Gil et al. The different curves show the results at the different bias
conditions used. Note that the resonant frequency depends on the bias voltage that
controls the capacitance of the varactor diode circuit [13].
of the outer ring. This is achieved by adding an additional gap in the outer ring and
placing the varactor across it. They show that this structure also allows for tunability
of the transmission response by changing the bias voltages. For example, they show
that with a negative bias voltage of 10 V, the resonant frequency is 2.9 GHz. With a
positive bias of 1 V, the resonant frequency is 2.27 GHz [43].
Shadrivov et al. go on to show that the bias of the diode can be controlled by the
incident electromagnetic field [43]. These results demonstrate the structure’s ability
to respond dynamically to an incident electromagnetic wave. In [42], Shadrivov et al.
extend the study of this structure with experimental waveguide measurements. Their
proposed design is applied to the metamaterial array shown in Figure 27.
The results from waveguide measurements of this varactor loaded structure are
shown in Figure 28. The source power influences the bias of the diode that, in turn,
changes the capacitance of the structure and ultimately, the resonance frequency of
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Figure 27. An array of SRR metamaterial structures that contain varactor diodes to
allow for frequency adaptability. Inset: A closeup of an individual cell. The varactor
diode is the small structure attached at the bottom of the outer ring [42].
the metamaterial. The result is a structure that can adapt based on the power carried
by the incident electromagnetic field [42].
2.5.3 Semiconductor Split Ring Resonators with Magnetostatic Fields.
Han et al. also demonstrate frequency adaptability with a proposed design where
the SRRs are made of a semiconductor material instead of metal. Their structure
varies significantly in geometry from the previous designs. Concentric rings are re-
placed by the structure shown in Figure 29.
The use of semiconductor material in the SRR changes the relative permittivity
of the structure. The new relative permittivity (εr) is given by [16]
εr(ω) = ε∞ −
ω2p
ω2 + jγω
, (39)
where ε∞ is the high-frequency relative permittivity value, ωp is the plasma frequency,
and γ is the damping constant.
Han et al. propose the introduction of an external magnetostatic field to control
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Figure 28. Waveguide measurement results for the design proposed by Shadrivov et al.
The transmission coefficient as a function of source power is shown for four different
frequencies [42].
the response of the structure. They show simulation results for various incident con-
figurations. In the Faraday configuration, the magnetostatic field is aligned parallel
to the wave vector of the incident field. In that case, the resonant frequency decreases
as the amplitude of the magnetostatic field increases [16]. In the Voigt configuration,
the magnetostatic field is aligned perpendicular to wave vector of incident wave. Two
cases were analyzed in the Voigt configuration:
• when the magnetostatic field is perpendicular to the electric field the resonant
frequency decreases with increases to the intensity of the magnetostatic field
(similar to the Faraday configuration); and
• when the magnetostatic field is parallel to the electric field, the intensity of the
magnetostatic field has no effect on the resonance of the structure [16].
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Figure 29. Geometry of a tunable metamaterial structure that contains SRRs made of
semiconductor material [16].
2.5.4 SRRs with MEMS Switches.
Hand and Cummer propose a metamaterial element with frequency adaptability
by the inclusion of a MEMS switch in either a series or parallel configuration. Equiv-
alent circuits for the series configuration are shown in Figure 30. When the switch is
open, there is an additional capacitance (Cs) and resistance (Rs) due to the MEMS
switch itself. When the switch is closed, Cs is shorted out. In this configuration, the
MEMS switch allows the particle to resonate at two different resonant frequencies
[17].
Figure 30. Equivalent circuits for a SRR element with a MEMS switch in the series
configuration. (a) The capacitance (Cs) and resistance (Rs) of the switch are in series
with the capacitance of the SRR (C) when the switch is open. (b) When the switch is
closed, Cs is removed from the circuit, but Rs remains [17].
The parallel configuration has the equivalent circuit depicted in Figure 31. There
is an additional capacitance (Cs) and resistance (Rs) due to the switch when it is
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open, but now they are parallel with the capacitance of the SRR (C). When the
switch is closed, Cs again disappears. In this configuration, the open-state yields
resonance at a certain frequency, while the closed-state has no resonance at all [17].
Figure 31. Equivalent circuits for a SRR element with a MEMS switch in the parallel
configuration. (a) The capacitance (Cs) and resistance (Rs) of the switch are in parallel
with the capacitance of the SRR (C) when the switch is open. (b) When the switch is
closed, Cs is removed from the circuit, but Rs remains [17].
Hand and Cummer measured both configurations in a waveguide. The results of
the SRR with the series switch are shown in Figure 32(c). As expected, the resonant
frequency shifts when the MEMS switch changes states. In the closed state, the
resonant frequency is approximately 2.04 GHz; whereas the resonant frequency of the
open state is over 2.9 GHz [17]. The results of the parallel configuration are shown
in Figure 32(d). In the open state, the resonant frequency is 2.26 GHz. However, as
mentioned above, the closed state shows no resonant behavior [17].
The parallel configuration also demonstrates the difficulty of scaling the frequency
response outside of a small band. As the size of the ring decreases, the capacitance
decreases as well. Below a certain size, the capacitance of the gap approaches the
capacitance of the switch. Therefore, to make use of this design at higher frequencies,
the switch capacitance needs to be reduced [17].
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2.5.5 Adaptive Metamaterial Literature Summary.
The research efforts on adaptive metamaterials presented in this chapter show
different ways to manipulate the resonant frequency of the metamaterial structure.
However, these efforts differ from the approach taken with this research vector. The
metamaterial design in [14] relies on the introduction of a magnetic material to adjust
the resonant frequency. In [13], the authors propose a design that employs a varactor
capacitor to adjust the resonant frequency. However, the varactor diode is quite
large. The authors of [42] propose a similar design with a varactor diode. Their
diode, however, is controlled by the incident electric field. The varactor diode adjusts
automatically to the incident field. The metamaterial design in [16] is also dependent
on the incident electromagnetic fields. Like the design proposed in this thesis, the
structures in [17] use a MEMS device to control the resonance of a SRR particle, but
their MEMS device is a switch and not a variable capacitor.
The metamaterial design proposed in this thesis uses a MEMS variable capacitor
that has six different states. It has a small footprint that is fabricated as part of the
SRR elements and is not dependent on the incident electromagnetic field.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 32. Results from measurements of the metamaterial structures implemented
by Hand and Cummer. (a) Photograph of the series configuration circuit used. (b)
Photograph of the parallel configuration circuit used. (c) For the series configuration,
the open state shows the expected resonant behavior at over 2.9 GHz. The closed state
lowers the resonant frequency down to approximately 2.04 GHz. (d) For the parallel
configuration, the open state (solid line) shows the expected resonant behavior at
approximately 2.26 GHz. The closed state (dash-dot line) shows no resonant behavior
[17].
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III. Calculations and Computational Models
3.1 Chapter Overview
The purpose of this chapter is to describe efforts to model metamaterial structures
using CST MWS R©. As described in Section 2.3, CST MWS R© employs the FIT. The
models presented here are for the purposes of
• determining effects of model size on computational time,
• recreating results in published articles,
• characterizing a metamaterial wedge, and
• calculating the bandwidth of the AFIT adaptive metamaterial design as well as
it’s expected behavior in a waveguide.
The models presented in this chapter are an important piece of this research effort.
The use of these models should provide insight into the physical phenomena that
give metamaterial structures their unique properties. However, in order to increase
confidence in the modeling process, basic benchmark comparisons are presented. The
results of published efforts are recreating using the modeling process of this thesis.
The results of this modeling process agree with the published results.
The electric field results from the models of the metamaterial wedge show the
reflection, transmission, and attenuation of the incident fields on the structure. In
turn, these phenomena aid in the interpretation of farfield results. The farfield results
from the models presented in this section predict the measurement results of Chapter
IV.
The models of the adaptive metamaterial structures presented in this chapter are
a solid foundation on which to base future designs. The results of this modeling effort
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show that introducing an additional variable capacitor at the gaps of the SRR particles
is an effective method of changing the resonant frequency of the metamaterial device.
Furthermore, the scale of the metamaterial structure is a key determinant of the
resonant frequency. In this chapter, scaled versions of the AFIT adaptive structure
are presented that accommodate a larger stripline. The models also accurately predict
the measurement results, showing that the computing techniques used in this thesis
can greatly aid the systems engineering process by reducing the cost and length of
the design cycle.
3.2 Calculation Time Studies
The trade off between model size and the time required to perform the model
computations is of major concern. Larger models require larger meshes. This in turn
increases the amount of calculations the model has to perform. Tools like periodic
boundary conditions can help reduce the size of the computational domain. However,
periodic boundary conditions can also place constraints on what can be modeled. For
example, edge effects and grazing incidence can not be modeled with periodic bound-
ary conditions because the source would be located in the infinite array. Information
on the different kinds of boundary conditions is located in Section 2.3.2.
In order to get an idea of the trade offs between computation time and model
size, different-sized structures were modeled with CST MWS R©. The structure cho-
sen for the basis of the model is the frequency selective ring resonator from the CST
MWS R© frequency selective surface tutorial. Figure 33(a) shows the single cell struc-
ture. To create the different-sized models, the ring resonator structure was mirrored a
number of times in each direction to create a square matrix of ring resonators. Figure
33(b) shows a 4× 4 array.
The frequency domain solver was used for these tests. Though the field values
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(a) (b)
Figure 33. Ring resonator models used as time studies. (a) The single cell ring resonator
structure from the CST MWS R©tutorial was the basis for the time study. (b) A 4 × 4
ring resonator structure.
are not of particular concern for this structure, H and RCS monitors were created
to simulate increased computational requirements. The solver times were retrieved
from the log files created by the frequency domain solver. The results are shown in
Table 2.
Table 2. Computational time for various ring resonator model sizes.
Elements Boundary Incident Computation
Per Side Conditions Angle Time
1 Unit cell Normal 174 s
1 Open Grazing 112 s
2 Open Grazing 185 s
3 Open Grazing 316 s
4 Open Grazing 749 s
6 Open Grazing 2140 s
All of the computations for this thesis were completed using the workstations in
the AFIT LOREnet. The computers are Dell Precision 690TM Workstations with
Quad 3.00 GHz Intel Xeon R© processors and 32 GB of RAM. All workstations run
Microsoft Windows R© XP Professional x64. Note that this study was completed
before the upgrade to 32 GB of RAM (the workstations had 20 GB of RAM when it
was run). For the rest of the models presented in this thesis, the computers had 32
GB of RAM.
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The results of the time study show that large computations can be carried in
a relatively timely manner. Modeling of large arrays of structures can be accom-
plished with CST MWS R©. For comparison purposes, the calculation times of the
more advanced models used in this thesis are shown in Table 17 of Appendix A.
Despite running some very large simulations, the calculation times were all reason-
able. For example, the largest model has just over 1.5 million mesh cells, but CST
MWS R© calculated the solutions for four different runs in under two days.
3.3 Model Validation and Comparisons
In order to increase confidence and improve modeling techniques, a couple of
models were recreated from published results to serve as benchmarks for the modeling
process. This section describes the efforts and results. Two published models were
recreated. The first model was from the symmetric structure described by Smith et
al. in [47]. The second model was a structure that was described, fabricated, and
tested by Hand and Cummer in [17]. The results from CST MWS R© of both models
match the published results. However, there are slight differences most likely caused
by different modeling parameters and dimensional tolerances. These differences are
discussed in the following sections.
3.3.1 Modeling 2005 Smith et al. structure.
The structure modeled by Smith et al. in [47] (see Figure 12 in Section 2.3.4.1)
was recreated in CST MWS R© and is shown in Figure 34(a). To match the model
presented in [47], periodic boundary conditions are used in the x- and y-directions.
The electromagnetic wave is incident from the z-direction. Figure 34(b) shows the
boundary conditions. The excitation signal is the default Gaussian pulse for the
frequency solver. The pulse is centered is about 0.178 ns in duration with the peak at
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0.887 ns. The peak of the pulse has a magnitude of 1 and it crosses 0.5 magnitude at
about 0.069 and 0.109 ns. The frequency solver is used to perform a frequency sweep
from 0 to 20 GHz. The incident mode is transverse electromagnetic (TEM) with E
vertically directed. The computational mesh for this model is shown in Figure 106(a)
of Appendix A.
(a) (b)
Figure 34. CST MWS R© model of the structure presented in [47]. (a) The basic
structure of the SRR consists of a wire and two concentric split rings. (b) Periodic
boundary conditions are used in the directions transverse to propagation to simulate
an infinite array.
The results from the simulation in CST MWS R© are shown in Figure 35. They are
in good agreement with the published results shown in the insets of Figure 35 (also see
Figure 13 in Chapter II). The index of refraction, impedance, relative permittivity,
and relative permeability were extracted using the method described in Section 2.3.5
with the MATLABTM described in Appendix C. However, care must be exercised
in choosing the time convention. Smith et al. use a ejωt time convention whereas
CST MWS R© uses the e−jωt convention. Once the proper adjustments are made, the
results from the CST MWS R© model match the results published in [47].
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Figure 35. Results from the simulation of the structure in [47]. The insets show the
results published in [47] (see Figure 13). (a) The magnitude of the S-parameters match
the values found by Smith et al. (b) The phases of the S-parameters match as well.
The index (c), impedance (d), permittivity (e), and permeability (f) were extracted
using the method described in section 2.3.5. They match the published results.
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3.3.2 Modeling 2007 Hand and Cummer structure.
The structures presented by Hand and Cummer in [17] are designed to provide
frequency adaptability. The theory behind this implementation is explained in Sec-
tion 2.5.4. A MEMS switch is placed in different locations in order to modify the
capacitance of the SRR. The angular resonant frequency for this structure is given
by Equation (35)
In the series configuration, a new gap in the SRR is created on the opposite side
from the original gap. A MEMS switch is placed over the gap. When the switch is
closed, the gap is electrically shorted. This has the effect of removing the additional
gap. When the switch is open, a series capacitance is generated at the additional gap.
Recall that the equivalent capacitance (Ceq) of two series capacitors is calculated using
[18, 133]
Ceq =
CV CC
CV C + C
, (40)
where, in this case, CV C represents the capacitance of the variable capacitor. Dividing
the top and bottom of the right-side of Equation (40) by CV C yields
Ceq =
C
1 + C/CV C
. (41)
When the capacitance of the variable capacitor increases, the denominator of right
side of Equation (41) decreases. This means that the equivalent capacitance increases.
The capacitance of the SRR is decreased when the switch is open. Therefore, by
Equation 35 the resonant frequency increases. The series configuration switch allows
the metamaterial structure to switch between two different resonant frequencies [17].
Hand and Cummer fabricated the structure and measured it in a waveguide. They
first started with the basic SRR structure shown in the inset of Figure 36. They
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designed the structure to have a resonant point at 2.2 GHz. This corresponds to the
design parameters shown in Table 3. The substrate thickness is 1 mm, and it is made
of Rogers Duriod material. Its properties are also shown in Table 3 [17].
Table 3. SRR design parameters for structure proposed in [17].
Parameter Symbol Value
Side length a 16 mm
Trace width d 2.5 mm
Gap width g 0.3 mm
Substrate relative permittivity εr 2.2
Substrate loss tangent tan δ 0.0009
Figure 36 also shows the transmission results. The dip in S21 shown in Figure 36
confirms the resonance point occurs at 2.2 GHz [17].
Figure 36. Results from measurements by Hand et. al. of the SRR circuit without the
MEMS switch. The resonant frequency is approximately 2.2 GHz. Inset: Photograph
of SRR circuit used [17].
The inset of Figure 32(c) in Section 2.5.4 shows a picture of the SRR circuit
with the series MEMS switch. Aside from the additional gap and MEMS switch,
the structure is identical to the SRR without the switch. Figure 32(c) shows the
transmission results with the switch in both the open- and closed-states. As expected,
the 2.9 GHz open-state resonance frequency is higher than the resonance frequency
of the SRR with no switch. The closed-state resonance did drop slightly compared
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to the resonance frequency of the SRR without a switch, despite having the same
equivalent circuit model. This is due to parasitic capacitances introduced by the
MEMS-loaded circuit [17]. As noted in Section 2.5.4, Hand and Cummer also present
a parallel switch configuration where the MEMS switch is placed over the original
gap allowing the metamaterial structure to turn on and off. That circuit was not
modeled in CST MWS R©.
The structure presented in [17] was modeled in CST MWS R©. The structure is
shown in Figure 37. The additional gap is shown at the top of the drawing. The
boundary conditions in the y-directions (top and bottom planes) are PEC. Open
boundary conditions are used in the x-direction. The waveguide ports are z-oriented
as shown. The blue device is the lumped network element used to model the MEMS
switch. The structure was modeled with a high frequency tetrahedral mesh. Figure 37
shows the structure of the series configuration model, and Figure 106(b) in Appendix
A shows the tetrahedral mesh. The configuration without the switch is similar.
Figure 37. CST MWS R© model of the structure presented in [17]. The basic structure
of the SRR with the switch consists of a split ring resonator with gaps on two ends.
The gap with the lumped network element (top) represents the MEMS switch. The
SRR model without the MEMS switch is similar but is modeled with no extra gap or
lumped network element.
The frequency domain solver was used to perform a sweep from 0 to 5 GHz. The
lowest order mode that will propagate given the boundary conditions is chosen as the
excitation. This corresponds to TEM with E vertically polarized.
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The results from the SRR without the switch as well as the SRR with the switch
are shown in Figure 38, and the resonant frequencies are shown in Table 4. The
overall shapes of the curves match those shown in Figures 36 and 32(c). The resonant
frequencies differ slightly. Some of this may be due to differences in the model and
their measurement setup. The difference in the resonant frequency of the open-switch
configuration is partly due to the use of the lumped network element versus a model
of the actual switch.
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Figure 38. Transmission results (magnitude of S21 in dB) from the CST MWS R© simu-
lation of the structure in [17]. The results are similar to those published in the paper
(See Figures 36 and 32(c)).
The results shown in these sections help to validate the approach to modeling
metamaterial structures with CST MWS R©. Slight differences in the results can be at
Table 4. Resonant frequencies (f0) published in [17] versus those found with CST
MWS R©.
Configuration Published f0 f0 Found with CST Error
No switch 2.2 GHz 2.1 GHz 4.5%
Series switch open 2.9 GHz 3.1 GHz 6.9%
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least partially explained by differences in the setup of our model versus their model
or experiment. But it is important to note that these results demonstrate the same
behavior as those in the published works.
3.4 Metamaterial Wedge Models
A metamaterial wedge was obtained by AFIT for analysis. The metamaterial unit
cell structure contains three basic particles: two concentric SRRs and a wire trace.
The dimensions of the particles have been adjusted to create a resonance point near
the X- and Ku-bands. The metamaterial cells were fabricated into the wedge shown
in Figure 4 of Chapter I. The dimensions of the wedge’s unit cell are shown in Figure
39.
Figure 39. The dimensions of the metamaterial wedge’s unit cell. All dimensions are
in mm. Not shown is the 0.76 mm wide flat wire trace that is on the backside of the
dielectric board containing the SRRs.
The proposed measurement technique for this wedge involves bistatic RCS mea-
surements. More details on the measurement process can be found in Chapter IV. In
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order to predict the measurements and understand the resulting phenomena, several
theoretical and computational models are developed and analyzed in the following
sections.
3.4.1 Unit Cell Model.
The unit cell model of the metamaterial wedge is calculated using CST MWS R©.
The setup of the model is shown in Figure 40. The metal for the SRR particles
and wire traces are modeled as infinitely-thin PEC material. The dielectric board
is a Taconic TLY-5 circuit board with a thickness of 0.25 mm, dielectric constant of
2.2, and loss tangent of 0.001. The media surrounding the circuit board is modeled
as free space. In the actual wedge, there is an Emerson Cumming Eccostock PP-2
dielectric media between the boards. It has a dielectric constant of 1.03 and loss
tangent of 0.0001. Modeling it as free space should provide enough model accuracy.
Mesh statistics for the 0◦ incident angle are shown in Table 15 and the mesh is shown
in Figure 107 of Appendix A. The other incident angles produce similar meshes.
(a) (b)
Figure 40. CST MWS R© model of the metamaterial unit cell. (a) The unit cell is
modeled according to the dimensions shown in Figure 39. The wire trace on the
backside of the dielectric board is visible. (b) Periodic boundary conditions are used
in the x- and y-directions. The z-directed boundary conditions are the Floquet ports.
Figure 41 shows the S-parameter results from the simulation at incident angles of
0◦, 15◦, 30◦, and 45◦. The solid lines represent S11 while the dashed lines represent S21.
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The data suggest that the incident angle impacts the magnitude of the S-parameters,
but not the location of the resonance.
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Figure 41. S-parameter results from the metamaterial wedge unit cell model for various
angles of incidence. The magnitude (a) and phase (b) of S11 and S21. The incident angle
impacts the magnitudes of the S-parameters, but has little impact on the location of
the resonant band.
Figure 42 shows the n values extracted using the theory described in Section 2.3.5
and the MATLABTM code described in Appendix C. The magnitude of n and the
width of the resonance band shows a dependence on the incident angle (the impact
of the incident angle on the width of the resonance band is slight). However, the
location of the resonance band appears unchanged at the different incident angles. It
is important to note the local maximum in the imaginary component of n near the
13 GHz resonant frequency. This peak for the imaginary part of n indicates that the
metamaterial structure will attenuate the signal at resonance.
3.4.2 Predictions Using Effective Medium Theory.
3.4.2.1 Assuming No Losses in the Wedge.
Figure 43 shows the geometry of the metamaterial wedge and metal plate relative
to the electromagnetic fields incident on the wedge, fields transmitted through the
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Figure 42. The real (a) and imaginary (b) components of n for the metamaterial wedge
unit cell. The variation of the incident angle has an impact on the depth resonant
effect. It also has a slight impact on the width of the resonant band. The peak in the
imaginary part of n indicates that the metamaterial will cause attenuation at resonance.
wedge, fields reflected off of the metal plate, and fields transmitted from the wedge
back into free space. The angle of the fields transmitted through the first boundary
of free space and the wedge (ϕt1) can be calculated using Equation (6) where n2 is
the refractive index of the wedge (nw), n1 is the refractive index of free space (na= 1).
The angle of incidence is denoted as ϕi1.
The angle relative to the plate normal of the fields incident on the boundary
between the metamaterial wedge and the metal plate (ϕi2) can be found using the
geometry of Figure 43(b). Since the reflected angle is equal to the incident angle, the
angle of reflection from this boundary (ϕr2) is dependent on ϕt1 and the angle formed
by the wedge (α)
ϕr2 = ϕi2 = ϕt1 − α. (42)
Using the geometry shown in Figure 43(c) and Equation (42) and noting that
ϕi1 = α + β, where β is the rotational angle of the wedge and plate, the expression
for the angle of incidence on the boundary between the wedge and free space (ϕi3) is
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Figure 43. The geometry for the case of the (a) incident fields at the boundary between
free space and the wedge, (b) fields incident on the boundary between the wedge and
metal plate, and (c) the reflected fields incident on the boundary between the wedge
and free space.
ϕi3 = ϕr2 − α = ϕt1 − 2α
= sgn(nw) arcsin
[
na
|nw|
sin(α + β)
]
− 2α. (43)
The transmission angle for this interface (ϕt3) is calculated using Snell’s law again as
ϕt3 = sgn (nw) arcsin
[
|nw|
na
sin (ϕi3)
]
, (44)
To calculate the angle of of transmission from the wedge into free space relative to
the x-axis, ϕi1 is added to ϕt3. The angle of the fields from the wedge (ϕtw) becomes
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ϕtw = α + β + sgn(nw) arcsin
[
|nw|
na
sin (ϕi3)
]
, (45)
where ϕi3 is calculated using Equation (43).
For the initial RCS measurements, the metal plate on the backside of the wedge
will be placed at an angle of β = 45◦ and the angle of the wedge is approximately
α = 10.59◦. The case of nw = 1 is used to check the validity of Equation (45). At this
refractive index, Equation (45) yields ϕtw = 90
◦. This is expected since at nw = 1,
the wedge will have no effect on the incident fields and the fields will reflect off of the
metal plate at an angle of 2β.
Figure 44 shows ϕtw for the metamaterial wedge at incidence angles of 0
◦, 15◦,
30◦, and 45◦. Equation (45) is used to calculate ϕtw. Complex values for ϕtw indicate
total internal reflection. Since the transmitted mode is evanescent when total internal
reflection occurs, those results have been removed from Figure 44.
3.4.2.2 Wedge Losses and Nonuniform Plane Wave Propagation.
Calculations using Equations (43) and (45) are usually performed using the real
part of n only. This assumes no losses in the media. However, for media with losses,
the index of refraction is complex (ñ) and takes the form [4, 737]
ñ = n(1 + jκ), (46)
where κ is the attenuation index. Using ñ in Snell’s law results in a complex trans-
mission angle that has no physical meaning. To adjust for the losses in the medium,
a nonuniform plane wave model must be used [4, 740].
A method for establishing a nonuniform plane wave model is described in [37]. At
the interface between the two media, the incident and transmitted fields are decom-
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Figure 44. Reflection from the metamaterial wedge and metal plate assuming no losses.
This only shows the results for the electromagnetic waves transmitted into the wave
(there will be energy that arrives at different angles due to reflection off of the face of
the wedge). The angles of reflection where the transmitted mode is evanescent have
been removed.
posed into attenuation and propagation vectors. Because the planes are nonuniform,
the attenuation and propagation constants need to be adjusted. The angles of the
attenuation and propagation vectors can then be determined by [37]
ψ2 = arcsin
(
α01
α2
sinψ1
)
, (47a)
ζ2 = arcsin
(
β01
β2
sin ζ1
)
, (47b)
where ψ1 and ζ1 are the angles of the incident attenuation and propagation vectors,
ψ2 and ζ2 are the angles of the transmitted attenuation and propagation vectors, α01
and β01 are the incident intrinsic attenuation and propagation constants, and α2 and
β2 are the transmitted adjusted attenuation and propagation constants. All angles
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in Equation (47) are relative to the normals on the respective sides of the interface.
The transmitted field propagates in the direction of β2, and the refraction angle is
given by ζ2 [51].
To use Equation (47), α2 and β2 must be determined. These can be calculated
from [37]
α1 = α01 sinψ1, (48a)
β1 = β01 sin ζ1, (48b)
γ1 = α1 + jβ1, (48c)
α2 =
√
1
2
[|γ1|2 + <{γ202}+ |γ21 − γ202|], (48d)
β2 =
√
1
2
[|γ1|2 −<{γ202}+ |γ21 − γ202|]. (48e)
The basic geometry of the setup remains the same as described in Section 3.4.2.1.
At the first interface the incident fields are propagating in free space and are uniform.
Thus ψ1 and ζ1 at this interface are both equal to ϕi1. The transmission angles ψ2
and ζ2 are then calculated using Equations (47) and (48). As shown in the devel-
opment of Equation (43), the metal plate allows the incident angles at the second
interface between the wedge and free space to be calculated by subtracting 2α from
the transmitted angles from the first interface. The final transmission angles are then
again calculated using Equations (47) and (48) and adding ϕi1 to make the resulting
angles relative to the incident field.
Figure 45 shows the angle of the electromagnetic wave transmitted through the
wedge and reflected off of the plate at incident angles of 0◦, 15◦, 30◦, and 45◦. The
angles are relative to the incident field.
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Figure 45. The angles transmitted through the metamaterial wedge and reflected off
of the metal plate taking into account the losses in the metamaterial wedge.
3.4.3 Predictions Using Surface Wave Scattering Theory.
As discussed in Section 2.2.3, scattering from the metamaterial wedge can be pre-
dicted using FSS theory. The scattered waves (forward and reverse) can be expressed
as a series of Floquet waves in the directions given by m1,m2 = 0, 1, 2, ... in Equation
(13). The principle forward scattering direction where m1 = m2 = 0 is unaffected
by the metamaterial wedge and will appear at twice the rotation angle of the plate.
The principle reflected angle will also be independent of frequency and will appear at
twice the angle of incidence. Table 5 shows the principle forward (transmission into
the wedge) and back (reflection from the face of the wedge) return angles.
The interelemental spacing Dx and Dz for the metamaterial wedge are 3.7 mm.
Setting m1 and/or m2 greater than zero in Equation (13), the transmitted/reflected
angles become complex at all frequencies. This indicates that for Floquet modes
m1 > 0 or m2 > 0, the grating lobes are “trapped” and do not radiate. Thus,
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Table 5. Metamaterial wedge principle scattering angles using FSS theory.
β (degrees) Forward Angle (degrees) Back Angle (degrees)
0 0 21.2
15 30 51.2
30 60 81.2
45 90 111.2
additional radiation from the wedge for these conditions must be due to residual
currents. While it is difficult to predict exactly where the radiation from these residual
currents will appear, the amplitude of the radiation at those points should be about
14 to 20 dB down from the mainbeam.
3.4.4 Simple Wedge Model.
An early attempt to model the metamaterial wedge in CST MWS R© is shown
in Figure 46. The model has been simplified to include only three steps and be
only one unit cell deep at the shortest step (the full structure is eleven steps wide
and six unit cells deep at the shortest step). The model is one unit cell tall. This,
combined with periodic boundary conditions in the vertical direction (z) create a two-
dimensional model of the wedge. The excitation source for this model is a plane wave
incident from 45◦ with the electric field p-polarized (that is, horizontally-polarized) as
shown in Figure 46(b). It turns out that this is the incorrect polarization to see the
negative refraction effects with this unit cell geometry. The electric field is changed
to t-polarized in later models.
The boundary conditions for the model are summarized in Table 6. The boundary
conditions in the ±z direction are set to periodic. This approximates the wedge as
infinitely-tall. The boundary condition in the −x direction is set to PEC to model
the metal plate behind the wedge. One of the key values to be calculated from this
model is RCS. Accordingly, the boundary conditions in the ±y and +x directions
are set to open with additional space included to facilitate the calculation of farfield
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(a) (b)
Figure 46. CST MWS R© model of a simplified version of the metamaterial wedge. (a)
The structure consists of three steps with the shortest step being one unit cell deep
and each step adding one unit cell in depth. The model is one unit cell tall. (b) The
excitation source for this model is a plane wave incident from 45◦ with the electric field
p-polarized.
values.
Table 6. Simple metamaterial wedge model boundary conditions.
Boundary Normal Condition
−x PEC
+x Open (add space)
±y Open (add space)
±z Periodic
This model uses the frequency solver with tetrahedral mesh. The mesh statistics
for this model are shown in Table 15 and the mesh is shown in Figure 108(a) in
Appendix A.
Broadband farfield RCS monitors are not compatible with the frequency solver
in CST MWS R©. Therefore, multiple single-sample farfield RCS monitors are used,
and the frequency sampling is performed at every 500 MHz between 6 and 18 GHz
resulting in 25 frequency samples. To achieve a higher resolution in frequency-space,
interpolation is used at every 100 MHz. The results from the 25 frequency samples are
imported into MATLABTM and analyzed using the AFIT RCS Processing Code c©.
After the 25 frequency samples are interpolated at every 100 MHz between 6 and 18
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GHz, the global RCS pattern is created and shown in Figure 47. The plot shows a
shift of the specular return near the 13 GHz resonance point. The angles in Figure
47 have been transformed to reference the incident wave vector as the x-axis (i.e.,
the angles are from the incident wave vector and not the x-axis shown in Figure 46).
This is the convention used in the AFIT RCS range and allows for direct comparison
between the model and measurement results.
Figure 47. The global bistatic RCS pattern of the simple metamaterial wedge model.
The receiver angles are shown on the x-axis. Resonant behavior is evident near 13
GHz. Note that in this figure the angles have been adjusted so that 0◦ in φ represents
the angle of incidence.
3.4.5 Mid-Size Wedge Model.
Since the full width and depth model of the wedge is too large for the frequency
solver, a mid-sized model was created and is shown in Figure 48. This model is seven
steps wide, and the depth of the model is reduced by 5 unit cells. The boundary
conditions for this model are the same as those shown in Table 7. These conditions
are similar to the boundary conditions for the simple metamaterial wedge model
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except the PEC ground plane at the −x boundary has been replaced. Instead, an
infinitely-thin PEC plate is put into the model and the−x boundary has been changed
to open. The incident field polarization is also changed to t-polarized. This model
is run at incident angles of 0◦, 15◦, 30◦, and 45◦. The mesh statistics are shown in
Table 15 of Appendix A. The meshes are shown in Figure 108 of Appendix A.
Figure 48. CST MWS R© model for mid-size version of the metamaterial wedge. The
structure model is a single unit cell in height. The model includes seven steps where
the smallest step is one unit cell deep.
Table 7. Mid-size metamaterial wedge model boundary conditions.
Boundary Normal Condition
±x Open (add space)
±y Open (add space)
±z Periodic
Figure 49 shows the t-polarized electric field amplitude projected on a 2-D plane
that is located in the vertical center of the structure for this model at 0◦ incidence. The
electric field amplitude at 10 GHz shows very little penetration into the metamaterial
wedge. The majority of the energy is reflected off of the face of the wedge. The
energy is directed outwards at the specular angle of the wedge face. Contrast that
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with the electric field amplitude at 14 GHz, where a larger portion of the incident
energy is able to penetrate the wedge. The amplitude of the outgoing wave at the
specular angle is much less. The energy that penetrates the wedge also appears to
make the SRRs resonate, as evidenced by the electric fields that seemingly radiate
from the SRRs.
(a) (b)
Figure 49. The t-polarized electric field amplitude from the mid-sized 2-D metamaterial
wedge model at 0◦ incidence. The field results are shown at a 2-D plane located in the
vertical center of the structure. (a) The electric field amplitude at 10 GHz shows most
of the energy being reflected at the wedge face. (b) The electric field amplitude at 14
GHz shows much more penetration.
Figure 50 shows the global bistatic RCS pattern from the simulation. The distor-
tion of the scatterer between 13 and 14 GHz indicates resonant behavior. Throughout
most of the frequency band shown, the strongest return is at the specular angle for
the wedge face. Inside the resonance band the scatterers shift only slightly in angle,
but the brightest scatterer remains at the specular angle for the wedge. Judging
by the refractive index for this metamaterial’s unit cell (see Figure 42), the energy
that penetrates the wedge will be significantly attenuated by the losses in the wedge.
However, negative refraction should be more evident in this model than the measure-
ments because the wedge in this model is thinner. The electromagnetic fields will
travel through less of the effective medium and be attenuated less.
The RCS patterns in Figure 50 show interesting behavior beyond 17 GHz. At
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 50. The global bistatic RCS pattern of the mid-sized 2-D metamaterial wedge
model for incident angles of 0◦ (a), 15◦ (b), 30◦ (c), and 45◦ (d). The color axis shows
the RCS in dBsm. Resonant behavior is evident at all incident angles between 13 and
14 GHz.
those frequencies, the main return from the wedge appears to follow a pattern that is
consistent with the trends shown in Figure 45. The refractive index for this metama-
terial’s unit cell (see Figure 42) shows a positive refraction band at these frequencies,
and the trend in the refractive index seems to follow the trend in the specular return
angle.
Figure 51 shows the angle of the maximum return as a function of frequency for
each of the incident angles. Below the resonance band, the strongest return appears
at the specular angle for the front face of the wedge. Referring back to the plots of
the S-parameters from the unit cell model for this structure (see Figure 41), specular
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reflection off of the wedge is expected to be the main behavior since the magnitude
of S11 is very near one at these frequencies. At the higher frequencies, the main
angle follows a curve that seems to correspond with the trend in n as noted above.
Inside the resonance band, the angle of the main scatterer seems to shift towards
the negative refraction area. However, it should be noted that the patterns shown in
Figure 51 do not match either set of angles from transmission through the wedge and
off of the plate given in Figures 44 and 45.
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Figure 51. The maximum return angles as a function of frequency from the mid-sized
2-D metamaterial wedge model for each of the incident angles.
Range images for the metamaterial wedge are derived from the RCS data according
to the theory presented in Section 2.3.3.3. Because the metamaterial structure is
resonant, the data are analyzed using 2 GHz windows. However, this will result in a
decrease in range resolution. According to Equation (28), the range resolution for a
2 GHz window is 7.5 cm.
Figure 52 shows the global range plots for each of the incident angles at 10 GHz.
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At each incident angle, the main scatterer appears at the specular angle for the
metamaterial wedge. This is expected from the RCS data. The range plot shows
that all the strong scatterers appear to be centered very near 0 inches downrange.
Because the range resolution is so large, it is difficult to distinguish from scattering
at the wedge face versus scattering at the metal plate. However, because of the angle
of the returns it appears they are the return from the wedge face.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 52. The global range patterns of the mid-sized 2-D metamaterial wedge model
at 10 GHz for incident angles of 0◦ (a), 15◦ (b), 30◦ (c), and 45◦ (d). The color axis
shows the RCS in dBsm. The strongest scatterer for each of the incident angles is near
0 inches downrange.
Figure 53 shows the global range patterns inside the resonance band. For these
patterns, 13.5 GHz is chosen as the center of the frequency window since it is close to
the center of the resonance band. For 0◦ incidence, the main scatterer has split into
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two lobes that appear at 23◦ and 40◦. The lobe at 40◦ is stronger in magnitude by
about 1.5 dBsm. Both of these appear to be centered at 0 inches downrange. This
seems to indicate that the scattering phenomena creating these lobes are located near
each other. For the other incident angles, the main scatterers appear as single lobes.
All of the strong scatterers appear at about 0 inches downrange.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 53. The global range patterns of the mid-sized 2-D metamaterial wedge model
at 13.5 GHz for incident angles of 0◦ (a), 15◦ (b), 30◦ (c), and 45◦ (d). The color axis
shows the RCS in dBsm. The strongest scatterer for each of the incident angles is near
0 inches downrange.
Figure 54 shows the range plots for the 23◦ and 40◦ scatterers at 0◦ incidence
and 13.5 GHz. As noted above, the scatterer at 40◦ is stronger than the scatterer at
23◦. Furthermore, both appear to be centered at 0 inches. This indicates that the
scatterers originate from nearby features.
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Figure 54. Range plots for the mid-sized 2-D metamaterial wedge at 23◦ and 40◦. A
2 GHz frequency window centered at 13.5 GHz is used. The scatterer for both angles
seems to be centered near 0 inches downrange.
Figure 55 shows ISAR images for the mid-sized metamaterial wedge model at
0◦ incidence. The images are created according to the procedure described in Section
2.3.3.4. At 10 GHz, the stronger scatterer is seen at the center of the range near 23◦.
The scatterer at 40◦ is not nearly as strong at 10 GHz as the scatterer at 23◦. When
the metamaterial wedge resonates at 13.5 GHz, the scatterer at 40◦ becomes much
stronger, while the scatterer at 23◦ becomes weaker. This indicates that the scatterer
at 23◦ is the specular reflection off of the wedge face and the scatterer at 40◦ is related
to the resonance. Because the range cells are relatively large (7.5 cm), it is difficult to
determine the exact location of the scattering centers, but they appear to be located
very near the center of the range in all of the images. This leads to the conclusion
that the 40◦ scattering mechanism is located near the 23◦ mechanism.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 55. ISAR imagery for the mid-sized 2-D metamaterial wedge model at 0◦ in-
cidence. (a) At 10 GHz, the ISAR image centered at a receiver angle of 23◦ shows a
very strong return. (b) At 10 GHz and 40◦ in receiver angle, the return is small. (c)
At 13.5 GHz and 23◦ in receiver angle, the main scatterer is weaker than at 10 GHz.
(d) For 13.5 GHz and 23◦ in receiver angle, the main scatterer is much stronger than
at 10 GHz.
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This simulation is also performed with the PEC plate removed. The computational
mesh statistics for these models are given in Table 15 of Appendix A, and the meshes
are shown in Figure 108 of Appendix A.
Figure 56 shows the amplitude of the electric field for the mid-sized metamaterial
wedge model with the PEC plate removed at 0◦ incidence. Like before, the electric
field amplitude shown is for the t-polarized component projected on a 2-D plane at
the vertical center of the structure. The results are very similar to the results from
the model with the PEC plate. At 10 GHz, most of the energy is reflected at the
wedge face. The reflected field is at the specular angle for the wedge face. At 14 GHz,
the incident electric field travels all the way through the metamaterial wedge, exciting
the SRR particles along the way. An electromagnetic field is radiated outward from
the backside of the wedge.
(a) (b)
Figure 56. The t-polarized electric field amplitude from the mid-sized 2-D metamaterial
wedge model without the PEC plate at 0◦ incidence. (a) Like the model with the PEC
plate, most of the the electric field at 10 GHz is reflected at the wedge face. (b) The
electric field amplitude at 14 GHz shows the incident field traveling all the way trough
the metamaterial wedge.
The global RCS results are shown in Figure 57. Each of the patterns display
interesting behavior near the resonance band of 13-14 GHz. Since there is no PEC
plate behind the wedge in this model, none of the scattering lobes in this pattern can
be due to negative refraction. That is, these patterns show only the energy reflected
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off the front wedge face or radiated from surface waves.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 57. The global bistatic RCS pattern of the mid-sized 2-D metamaterial wedge
model without the PEC plate for incident angles of 0◦ (a), 15◦ (b), 30◦ (c), and 45◦ (d).
Resonant behavior is evident at all incident angles between 13 and 14 GHz.
The results in Figure 57 show that the returns in the resonance band are reduced
in magnitude. This indicates that some energy is transmitted into the wedge. That
energy is attenuated by the losses in the wedge.
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3.4.6 Full 2-D Wedge Model.
A model of an entire slice of the metamaterial wedge with the frequency solver was
created. The model includes the full width and depth of the wedge. The boundary
conditions for this model are the same as those shown in Table 7. The incident electric
field is t-polarized, and the model is run at incident angles of 0◦, 15◦, 30◦, and 45◦.
The first attempt to solve this model employed the frequency solver, but the computer
ran out of memory during the seventh step of the adaptive meshing algorithm. This
model contained over 2.86 million mesh cells when the solution process was aborted.
Despite the difficulties with the frequency-domain solver and tetrahedral mesh,
the transient solver with hexahedral mesh provides a solution in a reasonable amount
of time. This model is shown in Figure 58. A summary for the hexahedral mesh
is shown in Table 14 in Appendix A. Note that the same mesh is used for the four
incident angles.
Figure 58. CST MWS R© model for the full width and depth of the metamaterial wedge.
Figure 59 shows the t-polarized electric field amplitude for the full 2-D metama-
terial wedge model at 0◦ incidence. Like the previous model, the fields at 10 GHz are
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mostly reflected—little energy is transmitted into the wedge. However, at 12 GHz
the incident electric field is able to penetrate the wedge and excite the SRR particles.
It is interesting to note that the resonance for this model occurs at a lower frequency
band. This could be due to some inaccuracies in the FFT used to convert the results
from the time-domain to the frequency-domain.
(a) (b)
Figure 59. The t-polarized electric field amplitude from the full 2-D metamaterial
wedge model at 0◦ incidence. (a) Like before, most of the the electric field at 10 GHz
is reflected at the wedge face. (b) At 12 GHz the metamaterial structure resonates,
and the electric field travels through the metamaterial wedge to the PEC plate.
Figure 60 shows the global RCS patterns for incident angles of 0◦, 15◦, 30◦, and
45◦. The patterns are for the tt-polarization. Each of the different incident angles
shows a resonant behavior near 12-13 GHz. This appears to be a slightly lower
resonance band than that of the unit cell model (see Figure 42).
Figure 61 shows global range patterns of the full 2-D metamaterial wedge model.
These global range patterns are created using 2 GHz windows around a center fre-
quency of 10 GHz. Thus, these data should show little resonance effects. For all of
the incident angles, the strongest scatterer appears at the wedge face’s specular angle
and at 0 inches downrange.
Global range patterns of the full 2-D metamaterial wedge model centered at the
resonant frequency of 12.5 GHz are shown in Figure 62. Like the previous range
data, these are computed using 2 GHz windows. And, like before, the main scatterers
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 60. The global bistatic RCS pattern of the full 2-D metamaterial wedge model
for incident angles of 0◦ (a), 15◦ (b), 30◦ (c), and 45◦ (d). Resonant behavior is evident
at all incident angles near 12-13 GHz.
appear at the specular angle for the wedge face. What is more apparent, however, are
lobes that appear at different ranges. These lobing effects are most likely an indicator
that resonance is occurring in the wedge. As is noted with the mid-size wedge model,
the strength of the scatterers is also diminished at 12.5 GHz. This is due to the
attenuation caused by the wedge at resonance.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 61. Global range patterns of the full 2-D metamaterial wedge model at 10 GHz
for incident angles of 0◦ (a), 15◦ (b), 30◦ (c), and 45◦ (d). For all of the incident angles,
the strongest scatterer appears at 0 inches downrange and at the specular angle of the
wedge face.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 62. Global range patterns of the full 2-D metamaterial wedge model at 12.5
GHz for incident angles of 0◦ (a), 15◦ (b), 30◦ (c), and 45◦ (d). Like before, the main
scatterers appear at the specular angle of the wedge face. The lobing effects seen in
the range dimension are most likely due to resonance effects.
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This model is also simulated without the PEC plate behind the metamaterial
wedge. Figure 108 shows the mesh and Table 15 shows the mesh statistics for this
model (both are found in Appendix A).
Figure 63 shows the t-polarized electric field amplitude for the full 2-D metamate-
rial wedge model with the PEC plate removed. The results are similar to the previous
model. Most of the energy at 10 GHz is reflected at the wedge face. At the resonant
frequency of 12 GHz, the electric fields are able to penetrate the wedge. A radiation
pattern can be seen behind the wedge.
(a) (b)
Figure 63. The t-polarized electric field amplitude from the full 2-D metamaterial
wedge model without the PEC plate at 0◦ incidence. (a) The majority of the incident
energy at 10 GHz is reflected at the wedge face. (b) At 12 GHz the metamaterial
structure resonates, and the electric field travels through the metamaterial wedge. A
radiation pattern can be seen behind the wedge.
The global RCS patterns from the simulation are shown in Figure 64. The patterns
appear similar to the patterns from the simulation with the PEC plate. The strongest
returns are seen at the specular angles for the metamaterial wedge face. The behavior
in the resonance band is the same as the returns for the model with the wedge. Since
the plate is not in this model, none of the energy transmitted into the wedge is
reflected back towards the receiver. This could indicate that the energy transmitted
into wedge at resonance is absorbed by the losses, or the returns at resonance are due
to surface waves and not refraction.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 64. The global bistatic RCS pattern of the full 2-D metamaterial wedge without
plate model for incident angles of 0◦ (a), 15◦ (b), 30◦ (c), and 45◦ (d). Resonant
behavior is evident at all incident angles near 12-13 GHz.
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3.4.7 Metamaterial Wedge Model Conclusions.
The metamaterial wedge model results display the expected behavior. The re-
sponse from the unit cell model matches the results published for this type of DNG
metamaterial. The unit cell model predicts a resonance band between about 12.5
GHz and 14.5 GHz. Below this resonance band, the magnitude of S11 is close to
one, indicating that the material is opaque at those frequencies. The extracted index
of refraction predicts a negative effective index of refraction in the resonance band.
However, this index of refraction is marked with a large imaginary component. This
should result in large amount of attenuation in the wedge at resonance.
The effective medium theory predictions show that if the losses are not taken into
account, most of the incident angles are beyond the critical angles for the extracted
index of refraction. When the losses are taken into account, the refraction angle
results look much different. None of the effective medium predictions shown in this
thesis attempt to predict the magnitudes of the fields that are transmitted through
the wedge. Outside of the resonance band (especially below the resonance band),
reflection off of the face of the wedge is expected to be the dominant response. This
reduces the importance of the transmission angle results below the resonance band
shown in Figures 44 and 45. Inside the resonance band, losses in the wedge will
attenuate any fields that are transmitted into the wedge. The attenuation makes it
difficult to see any sort of refraction in the wedge.
Predictions of the principle scattering directions with FSS theory are easy to make,
but they are not dependent on the frequency of the incident electromagnetic fields.
The response from this metamaterial wedge is expected to be frequency-dependent,
so predictions using higher-order Floquet modes are necessary. However, the re-
sulting angles for higher-order scattering directions are complex, indicating that the
frequency-dependent radiation will be due to residual currents. These residual cur-
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rents are difficult to predict without the use of complex computer models.
Three different computer models for the metamaterial wedge sample are presented
in this thesis. The first model, a simple model that includes only three of the eleven
steps in width, shows some interesting behavior, but the simulation is run with the
opposite polarization than what causes the unique behavior in this type of DNG
metamaterial. Furthermore, the simple model is run at 500 MHz frequency samples,
and the results are interpolated at a 100 MHz rate. This interpolation reduces the
resolution of the global RCS plots and blurs out many of the features.
The second model is a seven-step model that only includes one unit cell in depth
at the smallest step. The real wedge is six unit cells deep at the smallest step. This
model seems to be the largest wedge model that the frequency solver can handle on
AFIT’s computers. Larger models ran into memory and convergence issues. Unlike
the smaller model, this model is run with the correct incident polarization. Moreover,
this model is run at a 100 MHz sample rate near the resonance band. Because this
model does not include the full depth of the wedge, the attenuation of the incident
fields is not as great and more scattering is seen inside the resonance band. Plots
of the electric fields show that little penetration into the wedge occurs below the
resonance band as predicted by the S-parameters. Inside the resonance band, it
appears that the fields do penetrate the wedge. Global RCS patterns, range data,
and ISAR images from this model show that specular reflection off of the face of the
wedge dominates transmission through the wedge. Thus, the results of this model do
not seem to match the results of the effective medium predictions since they did not
analyze the relative strength of the transmitted fields.
The third model encompasses an entire 2-D slice of the metamaterial wedge. This
model is run using the transient solver and the results show much of the same phe-
nomena that the mid-sized model shows. Because this model includes the full width
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of the wedge, the transmitted fields in the resonance band are more attenuated, so
resonance effects are harder to observe. It is interesting to note, however, that the
transient and frequency solvers do not predict exactly the same resonance bands.
The resonance band predicted by the transient solver is about 0.5 GHz lower than
the resonance band predicted by the frequency solver.
The computational models presented in this chapter predict similar results. In
Chapter IV, the computational results are compared to actual measurements. It is
shown that the computational results display much of the same phenomena seen in
the measurements. One of the benefits of using a full-wave solver is the ability to see
the electromagnetic field results, which help explain the RCS observations. This is one
of the key reasons that full-wave electromagnetic solvers, and the FIT in particular,
are so useful for characterizing field behavior in metamaterial structures.
3.5 Basic AFIT Adaptive Metamaterial Models
AFIT-designed adaptive metamaterial structures are modeled using CST MWS R©.
Four different models are presented: a single structure with periodic boundary con-
ditions, a single structure where the boundary conditions are modified to remove
the periodicity, four coplanar cell structures with non-periodic boundaries, and four
coplanar cell structures where the unit cells have different geometries. For these mod-
els, the MEMS capacitor is modeled using a lumped network element. Modeling the
actual MEMS capacitor would be difficult due to how small it is compared to the
rest of the structure. The lumped network element demonstrates the basic concept of
operation and shows the movement of the resonant frequency relative to the change
in capacitance. The models and results are described in this section.
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3.5.1 One Cell Periodic Model.
The basic metamaterial structure of interest in this paper is shown in Figure 65.
It consists of four particles:
• an inner SRR,
• an outer SRR concentric with the inner SRR and arranged such that its gap is
on the opposite side from the gap of the inner SRR, and
• two wire traces.
The SRR particles provide a negative permeability at resonance; while the traces
provide a negative permittivity at resonance. In the gaps of the SRR particles is a
variable capacitor. This is fabricated with a MEMS device and is described in detail in
[39]. A few modifications to the dimensions are made in this structure to improve the
robustness of the design. The SRR particles and traces are modeled as infinitely-thin
PEC surfaces. Attempts to model the SRR particles and traces using a lossy metal
with an actual thickness were not successful because the thicknesses of the actual
surfaces that are fabricated will be too small relative to the other dimensions of the
structure. The resultant mesh was too complicated for fast and accurate modeling.
Using the infinitely-thin PEC surfaces provides a clean mesh (see Figure 109(a) in
Appendix A).
The substrate is modeled as a dielectric with εr = 9.4. Original fabrications of this
device used Sapphire as the dielectric. While the relative permittivity of the model
is set close to Sapphire, it should be noted that Sapphire is actually anisotropic. For
the model, an isotropic dielectric is assumed. Furthermore, the dielectric is modeled
as lossless (Sapphire is nearly lossless, but does have a very small loss tangent).
For this implementation, periodic boundary conditions are assumed in the xy-
plane. This creates the infinite surface portrayed in Figure 65(b). While this may not
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(a) (b)
Figure 65. CST MWS R© model of a single cell variable capacitance SRR metamaterial
structure with periodic boundary conditions. (a) The basic structure consists of two
concentric SRR particles with variable capacitors over their gaps. There are also two
wire traces that run along the sides of the outer SRR. (b) Periodic boundary conditions
are used in the xy-plane.
be the most representative case for modeling a structure in a waveguide, it provides
a starting point and allows models of very large structures without increasing the
simulation domain. The z-boundaries are the Floquet ports. These will be the source
and measurement areas for the S-parameter analysis. The z-plane on the left side of
Figure 65(b) corresponds to port 1, while the z-plane on the right side corresponds
to port 2. The reference plane for port 1 is adjusted to be flush with the left face of
the surface. Similarly, the reference plane for port 2 is adjusted to be flush with the
right face of the surface. The device is swept over a frequency range of 6 to 20 GHz.
The results of the S-parameter analysis for the model are shown in Figure 66.
The magnitudes of S11 and S21 cross near 6 GHz and again at 15 GHz. These are
the resonant frequencies. There also appears to be some resonant behavior near 12
GHz, though it is not as strong. It is interesting to note that in the previous DNG
structures modeled, S21 remained near one after the resonant frequency. Here, S21
dips back down to near zero after each resonant frequency.
Using the parameter extraction code described in Appendix C, n and z were
extracted from the S-parameters. The results of the extraction are shown in Figure
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Figure 66. S-parameter results from the single cell periodic model. (a) The magnitudes
of S11 and S21 show resonance points near 6 and 15 GHz. (b) The phases of S11 and
S21.
67. The results confirm negative refractive index occurs near 6 GHz, 12 GHz, and
17 GHz. It is possible that the 17 GHz negative refraction band is actually just
an extraction problem. At the earlier mentioned resonance point of 15 GHz, the
refractive index does increase.
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Figure 67. The extracted index of refraction (a) and impedance (b) for the single cell
periodic structure. The index of refraction and impedance were extracted using the
method described in Section 2.3.5.
The relative permittivity and permeability are calculated using the extracted val-
ues of n and z. Figure 68(a) shows εr. Large negative permittivity values are gener-
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ated near the low end of the frequency band. Near 14 GHz, the relative permittivity
becomes positive. The permittivity continues to climb until it reaches a maximum
near 17 GHz, where it rapidly turns negative. Figure 68(b) shows µr. At the 6 GHz
resonance point, the relative permeability is negative.
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Figure 68. The extracted relative permittivity (a) and permeability (b) calculated from
n and z of the single cell periodic structure.
3.5.2 One Cell Non-Periodic Model.
The next step in modeling the AFIT structure is the removal of the periodic
boundary conditions which removes the coupling between the SRR particles of dif-
ferent layers. Otherwise, the structure of this section is the same as the previous.
Here, the boundary conditions in the x-direction are set to open; while the boundary
conditions in the y-direction are set to PEC. In this and the following models, the
Floquet ports are replaced by waveguide ports. Like before, the reference planes of
the ports are set flush with the faces of the structure. The amount of space inserted
into the model between the surface and the y-directed boundary conditions is of crit-
ical importance. If not enough space is allowed, the ports will not capture all of the
energy at the resonance points. If too much space is inserted, additional modes will
be generated in the ports [54]. After experimentation it is found that the best results
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are found when the width of the computational domain is set equal to the width of
the large SRR. The boundary conditions and spacing are summarized in Table 8.
Table 8. Non-periodic adaptive AFIT metamaterial model boundary conditions and
spacing.
Boundary Normal Condition Spacing from Edge (µm)
±x Open 957.5
±y PEC 0
+z Open (waveguide port 1) 200
−z Open (waveguide port 2) 200
As in the other simulations, the frequency domain solver is used. For this struc-
ture, the lowest-order mode is TEM with E vertically polarized. Experiments were
conducted with the transient solver, but the resonance of the structure will not allow
the transient solver to reach steady-state in a reasonable amount of pulses (steady-
state was not achieved even when the maximum number of pulses was increased to
200). The computational mesh is shown in Figure 109 of Appendix A.
Figure 69 shows the results of the S-parameter analysis. Here, strong resonant
points are at 6 GHz and 18 GHz. There also appears to be some resonant behavior
near 12 GHz. Like before, the magnitude of S21 falls back to near zero after each
resonant point.
The purpose of this and the remaining models is to locate the resonant frequencies
and see how they move as the extra capacitor is adjusted. Because of this and the fact
that these are not models of bulk media, extractions for n, z, εr, and µr are omitted.
3.5.3 Four Cell, Single Geometry Non-Periodic Model.
While the previous structure is closer to representing a waveguide measurement,
the structure to be measured in AFIT’s stripline will be several layers thick. Adding
additional layers increases the computational domain and, therefore, the amount
of simulation time. Thus, a trade off between computational time and simulation
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Figure 69. S-parameter results from the single cell non-periodic model. (a) The mag-
nitude of S11 and S21 show resonance points near 6, 12, and 18 GHz. (b) The phase of
S11 and S21.
accuracy exists. In the model presented in this section, a four-cell structure is chosen.
This structure was created by mirroring the previous structure three times. Thus,
the dimensions of the particles are identical.
The same boundary conditions and spacing from the previous model are used
here (see Table 8). This makes the model resemble a parallel plate waveguide. The
computational mesh is shown in Figure 109 of Appendix A.
Figure 70 shows the results of the S-parameter analysis. Here, two different
capacitance values are used for the variable capacitors (0.0001 pF and 0.01 pF).
The additional capacitance in this structure is in series with the capacitance between
the SRR particles. The equivalent capacitance, given by Equation (41), increases
with the additional capacitance. The resonant frequency, related to the capacitance
by Equation (35), decreases as the additional capacitance increases.
A zoomed-in view near 6.5 GHz of the magnitude of S11 is shown in Figure 71. The
dips in the magnitude of S11 correspond to the resonant frequencies of the structure
with the additional capacitance. As expected, Figure 71 shows that the resonance
frequencies decrease when the additional capacitance increases, though the effects
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Figure 70. S-parameter results from the the four cell non-periodic model. (a) The
magnitudes of S11 and S21 with additional capacitances of 0.0001 pF and 0.01 pF intro-
duced. The resonant frequency decreases when the additional capacitance increases.
(b) The phases of S11 and S21.
are not that strong. The change in resonant frequency between the two capacitance
values is 0.168 GHz. This is a difference of approximately 2.5%.
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Figure 71. The dips in the magnitudes of S11 show the effect changing the additional
capacitance value has on the resonant frequency. With an additional capacitance value
of 0.0001 pF, the resonant frequency is slightly above 6.6 GHz. With an additional
capacitance of 0.01 pF, the resonant frequency is just below 6.5 GHz.
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3.5.4 Four Cell, Double Geometry Non-Periodic Model.
Another proposed structure attempts to increase the bandwidth of the resonance
points by implementing multiple geometries. One way to do this is to create two
different sizes of SRR pairs and arrange them in a periodic structure. Figure 72
shows the model of such a structure. The SRR pairs in the first and third cells are
the same size as the SRR pairs in the previous models. The smaller SRR pairs in the
second and fourth cells are 45% the size of the SRR pairs in the first and third cells.
The smaller SRR pairs are turned at different angles.
Figure 72. CST MWS R© model of a double geometry, four cell, non-periodic metama-
terial device. The SRR particles in the second and fourth cells are scaled versions of
the SRR particles in the first and third cells.
The boundary conditions and spacing are identical to those of models described
previously and are shown in Table 8. The computational mesh for this model is shown
in Figure 109(d) of Appendix A. The frequency domain solver was again used in this
analysis. An incident TEM mode is chosen. Here, E is vertically polarized.
Figure 73 shows the results of the S-parameter analysis for additional capacitance
values of 0.0001 pF and 0.01 pF. The same additional capacitance values are used
for all of the variable capacitances. As seen in the previous section, the resonance
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frequency decreases as the additional capacitance increases.
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Figure 73. S-parameter results from the four cell non-periodic model with two different
geometries. (a) The magnitudes of S11 and S21 with additional capacitances of 0.0001
pF and 0.01 pF introduced. (b) The phases of S11 and S21.
In theory, the variation in the size of the SRR pairs in this structure is supposed to
enlarge the resonance bands. The different sizes lead to different resonant frequencies.
This should increase the amount of frequencies for which the structure resonates.
However, the results in this section do not appear to have larger resonance bands
than what was found in the previous sections.
3.6 Advanced AFIT Adaptive Metamaterial Structure Models
The AFIT adaptive metamaterial structures presented in the previous sections
are designed with the intention that they would be tested using a stripline waveguide
designed for operation up to 20 GHz. However, the center conductor of the 20 GHz
stripline is not very rigid making it difficult to get repeatable measurements using
that stripline. To get more consistent measurements, a larger waveguide is used.
Figure 74 shows the larger stripline. The center conductor of this stripline is much
more rigid.
The drawback of the larger stripline is that the higher-order modes have lower cut-
off frequencies than in the smaller waveguide. These higher-order modes complicate
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Figure 74. AFIT’s large stripline.
the process of parameter extraction. If the faces of the center and outer conductors
are normal to the y-axis, the wavenumber along the y-axis (ky) determines the cutoff
values for the higher-order modes. To see this, note that the propagation constant
inside the stripline (βsl) is [36, 135]
βsl =
√
k2 − k2c , (49)
where the cutoff wavenumber (kc) is determined by the wavenumbers along the bound
directions. If k is less than kc, βsl becomes imaginary and propagation can not take
place. Since propagation in the y-direction is bound by the outer conductors of the
stripline, kc = ky, and ky for the m-th mode is given by [50]
ky =
mπ
b
, (50)
where b is the distance between the outer conductors of the stripline. The wavenumber
is related to frequency by k = 2πf/c. Thus, the cutoff frequency (fc) for the m-th
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mode is
fc =
mc
2b
. (51)
For the large stripline, b is 34.7 mm; thus, the cutoff frequency of the first higher-
mode is 4.32 GHz. Therefore, parameter measurements in the large waveguide are
best accomplished below 4 GHz where only a single mode is present.
3.6.1 Empty Stripline Model.
To verify the operation of the stripline and gain some insight into its frequency
modes, a cross-sectional model of the stripline is constructed using CST MWS R©.
Figure 75 shows the model. The cross-sectional dimensions of the structure are true
to the actual stripline. The shorting pins have been included in the model. All
metal pieces are modeled as PEC. All boundaries are set to open. The length of
the center conductor in the z-direction is three times the length of a metamaterial
strip that is four times larger than the original strip. To reduce the computational
requirements for this model, a magnetic symmetry condition has been placed on the
xz-plane at y = 0 (corresponds to the center of the center conductor). Therefore,
CST MWS R© assumes that the fields of the top half of the model are identical to the
fields in the bottom half of the model. Similarly, another magnetic symmetry plane
is placed in the yz-plane at x = 0. There is no symmetry in the xy-plane. The mesh
statistics are shown in Table 16 and the computational mesh for this model is shown
in Figure 110 of Appendix A.
The results of the simulation of the CST MWS R© model are shown in Figure 76.
Figure 76(a) shows E and H at the center cross-sectional plane of the stripline. As
expected, E radiates in and out of the center conductor, and H circles around the
center conductor. The magnitudes of S11 and S21 from the model are shown in Figure
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Figure 75. Model of the empty large stripline. The cross-sectional dimensions of the
stripline structure match the physical dimensions of the actual stripline.
76(b). For an ideal empty stripline, S11 should be close to zero and S21 should be
close to one for the frequency span where a single mode is propagating through the
stripline. The model results for S11 and S21 match the expected behavior.
The simulation also reveals that the cutoff frequency for the second mode is about
4.06 GHz. This is close to the 4.32 GHz cutoff frequency calculated above. This
confirms that results above 4 GHz should be disregarded.
3.6.2 Original-Size AFIT Adaptive Metamaterial Models.
The model of the AFIT adaptive metamaterial structure is placed into the empty
stripline model described in the previous section. Figure 77 shows the model. The
boundary conditions and symmetry planes for this model are identical to the empty
stripline model except that the magnetic symmetry is removed from the yz-plane.
With the control wire traces arranged perpendicular to the stripline’s center conduc-
tor as shown in Figure 77, a metamaterial slab that is 5 unit cells tall is the largest
structure that can fit in the waveguide. To ease some of the computational require-
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Figure 76. Results from the empty large stripline model. (a) E (red-orange) and
H (black-gray) at the center cross-sectional plane of the stripline. As expected, E ra-
diates in and out of the center conductor while H circles around the center conductor.
(b) Magnitudes of S11 and S21 from the empty large waveguide stripline. Ideally, S21
should be one and S11 should be zero. The results match the expected behavior.
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ments, the slab is just four unit cells in the z-direction. The center conductor is scaled
in length to be three times longer than the metamaterial slab. Table 16 of Appendix
A summarizes the mesh statistics for this model. Figure 111(a) of Appendix A shows
the computational mesh.
Figure 77. Advanced CST MWS R© model of the AFIT adaptive metamaterial structure.
All of the previous models use generic values for the lumped element capacitance.
For this model, actual capacitance values from the MEMS capacitor are used. In
[39], DC measurements of the MEMS capacitor in its various operational states are
performed. Measurement of the MEMS capacitor in microwave regime are desired
since the capacitance may be different. However, the traces on the MEMS sample are
not spaced properly for measurement with high-frequency probes. For this thesis, the
measurements in [39, 88] are used. There are minor structural differences between the
MEMS device in [39] and this thesis. These differences could lead to small variations
in the capacitance between the two designs, but for the purposes of this research the
values in [39, 88] should be sufficient.
It should be noted that in [39] the MEMS samples had problems with the beams
not flexing properly when they were activated. That problem should be mitigated
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in the next design iteration. To get the capacitance of the MEMS device in it in-
tended operational state, probes were used to push down the beams. Capacitance
measurements were done as the different beams were activated. No measurements of
the 325 µm beam are included in [39]. For this thesis, the capacitance for that beam
is assumed to be equal to the average of the capacitance of the other beams. The
capacitance values used in these models are shown in Table 9.
Table 9. Measured capacitances for MEMS device.
State Activated Beams Capacitance (pF)
1 None 0.12
2 300 µm 0.77
3 300 and 3251µm 1.36
4 300, 3251, and 350 µm 1.90
5 300, 3251, 350, and 375 µm 2.52
6 300, 3251, 350, 375, and 400 µm 3.06
1 The 325 µm beam capacitance is estimated with the av-
erage of the other beam capacitances. The other beam
capacitances are measured in [39, 88].
Figure 78 shows the S-parameter results from this model for each of the capaci-
tance values shown in Table 9. There is a lot of erratic behavior in the data, possibly
indicating the presence of multiple modes. There appears to be a resonance point near
2.25 GHz, but there is too much erratic behavior to clearly determine the resonance
points.
The model is modified to add two more metamaterial strips parallel to the two
already in the model (two strips above the center conductor and two strips below
the center conductor) to determine the effects of non-coplanar coupling. The strips
are spaced such that they are separated by a distance equal to the width of one
unit cell. The computational mesh for this model is shown in Figure 111(b) and the
statistics are shown in Table 16 of Appendix A. The S-parameter results from this
model are very similar to the results from the previous model shown in Figure 78. The
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Figure 78. S-parameter results from the advanced model of the original scale AFIT
metamaterial structure. The magnitudes (a) and phases (b) of S11 and S21.
apparent resonance is shifted to about 1.8 GHz. However, like the previous results,
the results for this model display too much erratic behavior to accurately determine
the resonance points.
3.6.3 Larger-Scale AFIT Metamaterial Models.
Because the larger stripline operates in a lower frequency band, the metamaterial
structure can be redesigned to match the new frequency band. This means increasing
the size of the structure. Unlike a rectangular waveguide, the TEM mode of the
stripline has no lower frequency cutoff. So, only the physical size of the stripline
restricts how large the structure can be. Scaling the metamaterial structure between
four to five times larger than the original design will nearly fill the height of the
stripline with a single unit cell.
The relationship between the scale of the metamaterial structure and its resonant
frequency can be seen with Equation (10) since the effective µ has a larger impact
on the negative refraction band than the effective ε. However, it should be noted
that this relationship is only approximately true for this structure since the SRR
particles are not round. Scaling both d and rSRR by the scaling factor and changing
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the substrate to quartz produces the resonant frequency shown in Figure 79. This
predicts that a structure that is five times larger than the current design will resonate
near 2 GHz. Furthermore, it appears anything scaled at least 2.5 times larger than
the current design will have a resonant frequency in the frequency band that is TEM
for the stripline.
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Figure 79. Resonant frequency as a function of scale for a DNG metamaterial structure.
Note that this relationship is only approximate since the SRR particles are not round
in the AFIT structure. A scale factor of 5 is the maximum size that will fit in the large
stripline.
3.6.3.1 Large Scale Unit Cell Model.
To quickly confirm the results shown in Figure 79, a freespace periodic model is
created in CST MWS R©. This model is like the periodic model of Section 3.5.1 except
that the lumped elements representing the MEMS capacitors have been removed and
the size of the structure has been multiplied by a scaling factor. Unit cell boundary
conditions are used in the ±x and ±y directions to simulate an infinite array. The
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boundary conditions in the ±z directions are the Floquet ports.
This simulation focuses on scaling factors between 4.0 and 5.0. Structures of this
size are large enough to be quickly constructed using the laser etcher. The circuit
boards for the laser etcher have an FR4 substrate, and that is the substrate used
for this model. The magnitudes of S21 for the different scaling factors are shown in
Figure 80. The sudden jump in the magnitude of S21 between 2 and 3 GHz occurs at
the resonant frequency. Thus, the resonant frequency for the 4.0 scale model is just
below 3.0 GHz. Likewise, the resonant frequency for the 5.0 scale is just below 2.5
GHz. The other resonant frequencies fall between those two extremes.
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Figure 80. Magnitude of S21 at different scaling factors for the larger scale AFIT models
with FR4 substrate. The 4.0 scale model produces a resonant frequency just below 3
GHz. The 5.0 scale model produces a resonant frequency just below 2.5 GHz.
3.6.3.2 Large-Scale Non-Adaptive Models.
The next step is to place the scaled structures into the true stripline model. The
structure for this model at a scale factor of 4.0 is shown in Figure 81. The bound-
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ary conditions and symmetry plane for this model are the same as the original-size
stripline model. The model is run with scale factors of 4.0 and 4.9. The computa-
tional mesh statistics are shown in Table 16 of Appendix A. Figure 112 of Appendix
A shows the meshes for this model.
Figure 81. Advanced CST MWS R© model of the AFIT metamaterial structure scaled
4 times larger than the original design.
The results from the simulation are shown in Figure 82 for scale factors of 4.0 and
4.9. This model has the FR4 substrate. For a scaling factor of 4.0, the S-parameter
results show resonant behavior near 2.5 GHz. As expected, similar resonant behavior
occurs at a scaling factor of 4.9, but at lower frequencies. The results also seem
to indicate that the metamaterial structures introduce a higher order mode below
4 GHz. This is clearly seen in the electric field. The component of E normal to a
plane halfway between the center and bottom conductors at 2 GHz for the 4.0 scale
factor is shown in Figure 82(c). The fields appear to propagate in the dominant TEM
mode for this stripline. Figure 82(c) shows the same component of E at 4 GHz. The
metamaterial sample perturbs the fields enough that a second mode is introduced.
The model is modified to add two more metamaterial strips parallel to the two
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Figure 82. Advanced AFIT large scale metamaterial simulation results. (a) The mag-
nitude of S11 and S21 at the 4.0 and 4.9 scale factors. (b) The phase of S11 and S21 at the
4.0 and 4.9 scale factors. (c) The component of E normal to a plane half-way between
the center conductor and bottom plate at 2 GHz for the 4.0 scale factor shows the
dominant mode for this stripline. (d) The same component of E at 4 GHz shows that
the metamaterial structure perturbs the fields enough to introduce a second mode.
already in the model (two strips above the center conductor and two strips below
the center conductor) to determine the effects of non-coplanar coupling. The strips
are spaced such that they are separated by a distance equal to the width of one unit
cell. Scale factors of 4.0 and 4.9 are used in the model. Again, the substrate is FR4.
The computational mesh for this model is shown in Figure 112 and the statistics are
shown in Table 16 of Appendix A.
The S-parameter results are shown in Figure 83. The results are similar to the
two-strip model shown in Figure 82. The resonance frequencies are the same here as
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in the previous model. The key differences occur in the resonance band. Inside the
resonance band, the four-strip model shows a larger resonance effect: the dip in S21 is
lower and the corresponding peak in S11 is greater in magnitude. The bulk behavior
of the structure is more evident in this model because another dimension is added to
the periodicity.
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Figure 83. Advanced AFIT large-scale non-adaptive metamaterial four-strip model
S-parameter results. The results appear very similar to the two-strip model. The
magnitudes (a) and phases (b) of S11 and S21 for the 4.0 and 4.9 scale factors.
3.6.3.3 Large-Scale Adaptive Models.
Models of the AFIT adaptive metamaterial design at the 4.0 and 4.9 scale factors
in the stripline were created in CST MWS R©. Like the structures that will be built,
the models have a quartz substrate. Like the previous adaptive metamaterial models,
these models use lumped network elements to model the MEMS capacitors. The
capacitors for these models are assumed to be the same as the capacitances in the
smaller-scale models and are shown in Table 9. The first set of models have two strips
total—one above the center conductor and one below. The computational meshes for
these models are shown in Figures 113(a) and 113(b) in Appendix A. Table 16 in
Appendix A shows the mesh statistics.
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The results of the simulation clearly show the change in resonant frequency at each
capacitance value. Figure 84 shows the magnitude of S21 for the 4.0 and 4.9 scale fac-
tors. The dips in S21 show the resonant frequencies. The resonant frequencies for the
4.0 scale structure are approximately 2.17, 1.26, 0.995, 0.833, 0.752, and 0.680 GHz
for additional capacitances of 0.12, 0.77, 1.36, 1.90, 2.52, and 3.06 pF, respectively.
Likewise, the resonant frequencies for the 4.9 scale structure are approximately 1.93,
1.12, 0.883, 0.761, 0.667, and 0.608 GHz for additional capacitances of 0.12, 0.77,
1.36, 1.90, 2.52, and 3.06 pF, respectively.
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Figure 84. Results for the large-scale AFIT adaptive metamaterial model. (a) The dips
in the magnitudes of S21 show the resonant frequencies at each capacitance for the 4.0
scale model. (b) The magnitudes of S21 show that the resonant frequencies for the 4.9
scale model are lower.
Like before, two strips are added to each model to create a total of four strips (two
above and two below the center conductor). The mesh statistics for these models are
shown in Table 16 and the computational meshes are shown in Figure 113(c) and
113(d) in Appendix A.
The results of these models are very similar to the results of the two-strip models.
Figure 85 shows the magnitudes of S21 for the 4.0 and 4.9 scale structures. The reso-
nant frequencies are very close to the two-strip models. The resonant frequencies for
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the 4.0 scale structure are 2.15, 1.24, 0.977, 0.838, 0.739, and 0.671 GHz for additional
capacitances of 0.12, 0.77, 1.36, 1.90, 2.52, and 3.06 pF, respectively. Similarly, the
resonant frequencies for the 4.9 scale structure are 1.89, 1.11, 0.874, 0.752, 0.658, and
0.604 GHz for additional capacitances of 0.12, 0.77, 1.36, 1.90, 2.52, and 3.06 pF,
respectively.
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Figure 85. Results for the large-scale AFIT adaptive metamaterial four-strip model.
(a) The dips in the magnitudes of S21 show the resonant frequencies at each capacitance
for the 4.0 scale model. (b) The magnitudes of S21 for the 4.9 scale model show that
the resonant frequencies are lower.
The results of the four-strip models match the two-strip model results closely.
Table 10 shows the resonant frequencies and the percentage difference between the
results of the four-strip and the two-strip models. The maximum difference is slightly
over 2%. Differences between the two models could also be due to human error in
selecting exactly where the resonance occurs.
3.6.4 Advanced AFIT Metamaterial Model Conclusions.
The advanced stripline models provide a powerful tool to explore electromagnetic
field behavior in metamaterials. The empty stripline model accurately predicts the
propagating modes, including the cutoff frequencies. The S-parameters from the
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Table 10. Resonant frequencies for large-scale adaptive metamaterial models
Scale Capacitance (pF)
Two-Strip Model Four-Strip Model Difference
f0 (GHz) f0 (GHz) (%)
4.0
0.12 2.17 2.15 0.92
0.77 1.26 1.24 1.59
1.36 0.995 0.977 1.81
1.90 0.833 0.838 0.60
2.52 0.752 0.739 1.73
3.06 0.680 0.671 1.32
4.9
0.12 1.93 1.89 2.07
0.77 1.12 1.11 0.89
1.36 0.883 0.874 1.02
1.90 0.761 0.752 1.18
2.52 0.667 0.658 1.35
3.06 0.608 0.604 0.66
empty stripline model show that the operation of the stripline between 0 and 4 GHz
is very close to ideal. The model results also confirm that results for the large stripline
above 4 GHz should be disregarded
The results from the model of the original-size AFIT adaptive metamaterial struc-
ture show a lot of erratic behavior. Furthermore, when two additional strips are added
to the model, the resonant frequency shows a significant change. This behavior is not
seen in other models. This could indicate that the resonant behavior seen in the
S-parameters is not the true resonance. Rather, the behavior seen below 4 GHz may
be due to higher order modes caused by the metamaterial structure disturbing the
electromagnetic fields. Moreover, resonance of the SRR particles in the original-scale
is not expected below 4 GHz. Changing the variable capacitor in accordance with the
measured values of the MEMS capacitor does not appear to have a significant impact
on the resonant frequency.
To see the resonant behavior of metamaterial structure in the large stripline, a
larger metamaterial structure is necessary. In this chapter it is shown that structures
that are four to five times larger than the original structure move the resonant be-
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havior below 4 GHz. The largest structure that will fit in the stripline is between 4.9
and 5 times larger than the original structure, so the analysis here focused on scale
factors of 4.0 and 4.9. Models of passive metamaterial structures show that the reso-
nant frequencies are below 4 GHz. The resonant frequency for the 4.0 scale structure
is just above 2.5 GHz, while the resonant frequency for the 4.9 scale structure is near
2.25 GHz. It should be noted that the metamaterial structures also cause a small
reduction in the cutoff frequency for the higher-order modes. The disturbance of the
fields cause the higher order modes that most likely would die out before they can
propagate to the second port in the full-size stripline. In the shorter-length model
of the stripline, the higher order modes can reach the second port. However, these
higher-order modes do not obstruct the resonant behavior.
The four-strip models of the 4.0 and 4.9 scale passive metamaterial structures
show very similar behavior as the two-strip models. The resonant frequencies are very
close to the same. The largest difference is in the heights and depths of the peaks
and valleys of S11 and S21 at resonance. The coupling between the non-coplanar slabs
increases the resonance behavior. Thus, at resonance S11 has a higher peak and S21
has a deeper valley.
The results of the large-scale adaptive metamaterial structure are very interesting.
The resonant behavior of the structure is clearly evident below 4 GHz. Furthermore,
the resonant frequency appears to be highly influenced by the parallel capacitor. Fig-
ure 86 shows the resonant frequency of the 4.0 and 4.9 scale models at the measured
values of the MEMS capacitor. The resonant frequency is inversely proportional to
the capacitance. The capacitance between the two SRR particles is in series with
the MEMS capacitor, and their equivalent capacitance is given by Equation (41).
Note that here C refers to the capacitance between the two SRR particles. As a
consequence of Equation (41), the equivalent capacitance increases with the MEMS
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capacitor. Furthermore, Equation (35) shows that the resonant frequency is inversely
proportional to the equivalent capacitance. Thus, the trends in the resonant frequen-
cies shown in Figure 86 are expected.
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Figure 86. Resonant frequencies for the large scale AFIT adaptive metamaterial designs
as a function of MEMS capacitance.
Analyzing Equation (40) reveals that if C is small, the denominator is close to
CV C . That will approximately cancel out the CV C term in the numerator. In that
scenario, changes in the variable capacitor will have minimal effect on the equivalent
capacitance. The capacitance per unit length between the two SRR particles (Cl) is
given by [32]
Cl =
ε0
π
ln
2w
d
. (52)
Multiplying Cl by the length of the SRR particles (roughly 2πrSRR) yields C =
2rSRRε0 ln(2c/d). Therefore, multiplying the size of the structure by a scaling factor
directly increases the capacitance between the SRR particles. This explains why
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the MEMS capacitances cause larger changes in the resonant frequency of the larger
designs and not the smaller designs. The capacitance between the SRR particles in
the smaller design is small and dominates Equation (40). The capacitance of the
larger design is bigger, allowing the variable capacitor to have more influence on the
equivalent capacitance.
The stripline model results show that the effectiveness of the variable MEMS
capacitor design is very dependent on the size of the structure. In addition to being
easier to measure in the large stripline, the larger-scale metamaterial structures also
have a larger dynamic frequency range with the current MEMS capacitor design.
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IV. Experimental Measurements
4.1 Chapter Overview
This chapter presents data obtained through experimental measurements. Two
main measurement efforts are presented: RCS measurements of the metamaterial
wedge and stripline measurements of AFIT’s adaptive metamaterial design. The
setup, measurement procedures, and results are described.
4.2 RCS Measurement Procedures and Theory
For this effort, bistatic RCS measurements of a metal plate and the metamaterial
wedge are taken and compared. In these measurements, the transmitter remains
fixed at an angle of 0◦ in azimuth. The receiver angle in azimuth (φ) is swept through
various angles. Elevation (θ) remains at the waterline (θ = 90◦). Different pylon
angles are used to create different angles of incidence.
To remove the effects of the background and normalize the response of the radar
system it is necessary to calibrate the range measurements against a known stan-
dard. For this comparison, measurements of the calibration device background (σcb),
calibration device (σc), target background (σtb), and target (σt) are collected. The
calibrated bistatic RCS (σtc) of the target is given by [5]
σtc =
σt − σtb
σc − σcb
σce, (53)
where σce is the exact (calculated) bistatic RCS of the calibration device.
Upon gathering the appropriate data (target, calibration standard, and back-
ground measurements) the AFIT Processing Code Suite c© is used to perform the
calibration outlined in Equation (53).
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4.3 Initial Metamaterial Wedge RCS Measurements
Initial bistatic RCS measurements of the metamaterial wedge were taken on 15
Aug 09. For these measurements, the receiver angle in azimuth (φ) is located at
45◦ for the calibration measurements and is swept from 0◦ to 145◦ at 1◦ increments
for the target measurements. The targets are rotated -45◦ on the pylon. Thus, the
angle of incidence remains 45◦ throughout the test. In order to ensure accuracy
throughout the RCS measurements, calibration is performed before and after the
bistatic measurements. The test matrix is shown in Table 18 in Appendix B. Figure
87 shows the setup for the metamaterial wedge measurement.
4.3.1 Calibration Verification.
The measurement of RCS in the range necessarily carries with it an uncertainty
that can be due to many sources, e.g., thermal noise in the radar equipment, misalign-
ment of the target with the antenna, interactions with the target support structure,
RF interference and drift. In order to help quantify the impact of those errors on
the RCS measurements, the system’s response to an established calibration standard
with a known RCS pattern is analyzed through Equation (53). Because the radar
system and range parameters can change with respect to time (commonly referred to
as drift), the system is calibrated before and after the target measurements.
The calibration devices for these measurements are the 375 and 450 short, squat
cylinders. The 450 cylinder calibration standard is used to calibrate the target mea-
surements. In order to determine the accuracy of the calibration process, the 375
cylinder calibration standard measurement is calibrated with the 450 cylinder cali-
bration standard using Equation (53) in the AFIT Processing Code Suite c©.
The 375 and 450 calibration cylinders are too small for accurate calibration in the
3 to 6 GHz range, so the calibration errors for those measurements are large. The data
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(a) (b)
Figure 87. Setup for the initial bistatic RCS measurements. (a) The view as seen by
the transmit antenna. The bistatic antenna is seen at about 135◦. The angle convention
for the bistatic arm is that a positive rotation angle is clockwise. (b) Top view of the
metamaterial wedge attached to the metal plate. The metamaterial wedge is attached
to a 12×12 inch metal plate rotated -45◦ on the pylon. The angle convention for the
pylon is that a positive rotation angle is counterclockwise.
from the first calibration at the 3 to 6 GHz range are unusable due to an incorrect
equipment setting during measurement. The results of the second calibration are
shown in Figure 114 in Appendix B. Note that in the 3 to 6 GHz frequency range,
only the tt-polarization was measured.
The calibrated 375 cylinder measurements in the tt-polarization are compared to
the exact values for the 375 cylinder calculated using the Mercury method of moments
(MOM)TM algorithm in Figure 88. To quantify the error in the measurement (i.e. the
difference between the calibrated measurement and exact values for the 375 cylinder),
the mean and standard deviation of the first calibration measurement are calculated
to be 4.3 dB and 1.98 dB respectively for the pp-polarization and 4.02 dB and 1.74
dB respectively for the tt-polarization. The error in the calibration measurement
for the tt-polarization is plotted in the histogram of Figure 88(b). The histogram
is made by grouping the error into 20 evenly-spaced bins. The dashed line shows a
theoretical normal distribution based on the mean and standard deviation calculated
for these data. By comparing the histogram to the theoretical normal distribution, it
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appears the data are normally distributed. The large error values could be caused by
many things. The data for the second calibration show much lower error values. This
could point to insufficient equipment warm up time as the cause of the large error in
the first calibration. It should be noted that the radar equipment was turned on at
816 on 15 Aug 09 and the first calibration measurement was taken at 851. However,
the data from the first calibration were not analyzed until a couple of hours later.
Figure 88 also shows the measured RCS of the 375 cylinder calibrated with the 450
cylinder measurement in the second calibration measurement in the tt-polarization.
The larger error values in the region between 6 and 8 GHz is most likely due to antenna
effects. The cutoff frequency for the transmit antenna is 6 GHz. Figure 88(d) shows
the histogram of the calibration error from the second calibration measurement in
the tt-polarization. The means and standard deviations are calculated to be -0.089
dB and 0.373 dB respectively for the pp-polarization and -0.112 dB and 0.344 dB
respectively for the tt-polarization. Visual inspection reveals that the data appear
normally distributed. The pp-polarization shows a similar distribution (see Figure
115 in Appendix B).
For a normally distributed random variable, the 95% confidence interval (CI) is
contained within plus and minus two standard deviations of the mean [57, 639]. Table
11 shows the mean, standard deviation, and 95% CI upper and lower limits in dB for
the calibration measurements.
Table 11. Initial metamaterial wedge measurement calibration statistics in dB
First Calibration Second Calibration
Frequency Band 6-18 GHz 6-18 GHz 3-6 GHz
Polarization pp tt pp tt tt
Mean Error 4.3 4.02 -0.0819 -0.112 0.0945
Std. Dev. 1.98 1.74 0.373 0.344 2.78
CI Lower Lim. 0.340 0.540 -0.835 -0.800 -5.47
CI Upper Lim. 8.26 7.50 0.657 0.576 5.65
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Figure 88. Calibration verification for the initial RCS measurements over the 6 to 18
GHz frequency range in the tt-polarization. The 375 calibration standard is calibrated
against the 450 cylinder calibration standard measured at φ = 45◦, θ = 90◦. (a) The first
set of calibrated measurements of the 375 cylinder are plotted with the exact values for
the 375 cylinder. (b) Histogram of the first calibration measurement error (measured
- exact). The dashed line shows a Gaussian distribution using the mean and standard
deviation calculated from the data. The data appear normally distributed. (c) The
second set of calibrated measurements of the 375 cylinder are plotted with the exact
values for the 375 cylinder. (d) Histogram of the second calibration measurement error.
The error is less in this calibration than in the first calibration.
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It appears that equipment warm up time and/or range drift played a significant
factor in the measurements. However, range availability issues did not allow for
taking further measurements at that time. Therefore, the second calibration is used
to calibrate the other measurements.
4.3.2 Measurement Results.
4.3.2.1 RCS Measurements.
Figure 89 shows the global RCS patterns for the metal plate and metamaterial
wedge in the tt-polarization at 6 to 18 GHz. The metal plate demonstrates the
expected behavior in that there is a large specular return near 90◦. The global
RCS plot for the metamaterial wedge shows a bright return near 90◦ for most of the
frequency band. This is most likely due to the portions of the metal plate that extend
beyond the metamaterial wedge. The wider lobes, however, are near 110◦. This return
is present throughout most of the frequency band. This seems to correspond to the
specular return off of the face of the wedge. It should be noted that the return near
90◦ is slightly higher in magnitude. There is a very small resonance band near 13.3
GHz. Here, the specular return from the wedge face is reduced in magnitude, but no
new lobes appear. This could indicate that most of the incident energy is absorbed
by the losses in the wedge. The pp-polarized global RCS pattern is shown in Figure
116 of Appendix B).
It is interesting to note the additional returns near 0◦ in the patterns for the
metamaterial wedge. The wedge and the portion of the metal plate that extends
beyond the wedge towards the transmit antenna form a corner reflector. This is most
likely the cause of the return at the smaller angles.
The RCS patterns for the metal plate and metamaterial wedge at 10 GHz and
13.3 GHz in the tt-polarization are shown in Figure 90. At 10 GHz, the metamaterial
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(a) (b)
Figure 89. Measured global RCS patterns for the horizontal polarization. The angles
on the x-axis are the angle of the receive antenna. (a) The global RCS pattern for the
metal plate. The large specular return occurs at 90◦ as expected. (b) The global RCS
pattern for the metamaterial wedge. The pattern shows some return near 90◦, but the
main return is near 110◦. There is a small resonance band near 13.3 GHz.
structure does not resonate. The mainlobe for the metamaterial wedge is aligned
with the metal plate at 90◦. The large sidelobe appears at 103◦. The 13.3 GHz
pattern shows the behavior at resonance. The return near 90◦ for the metamaterial
wedge is actually at 86◦. This is slightly to the left of the 90◦ specular return for the
metamaterial wedge. The larger sidelobe near 110◦ actually reaches a peak near 106◦.
This is a shift of 3◦.
Figure 91 shows the tt-polarized RCS frequency sweep at receiver angles of 90◦ and
103◦. Both return angles show nulls at the resonance near 13 GHz. That is the only
frequency band where both returns show nulls. This indicates that the energy in that
band is either absorbed or redirected by the wedge. The lack of sidelobes in the global
RCS plot for the metamaterial wedge in the resonant band (see Figure 89(b)) points
toward the idea that the energy is absorbed.
The global RCS patterns for the 3 to 6 GHz tt-polarization are shown in Figure
92. The metal plate shows a large specular return near 90◦. The mainlobe for the
metal plate is substantially wider than it is in the 6 to 18 GHz frequency band. The
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Figure 90. The measured RCS pattern for the metamaterial wedge and metal plate
in the tt-polarization. (a) The pattern at 10 GHz (outside the resonance band). The
brightest return is aligned with the specular return for the metal plate. (b) The pattern
at 13.3 GHz (inside the resonance band). A large sidelobe appears at 103◦.
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Figure 91. RCS frequency sweeps for the metamaterial wedge at return angles of
90◦ and 103◦. Both returns show nulls near the resonant frequency of 13 GHz.
null-to-null width of the mainlobe in degrees (θml) can be approximated with [21, 562]
θml = 57
λ
Lp
, (54)
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where Lp is the length of the plate. Equation (54) implies that the width of the
mainlobe is directly proportional to the wavelength. For example, at 6 GHz the
width of the mainlobe for the 12 inch plate should be approximately 9.34◦; at 3 GHz
the width of the mainlobe should be 18.7◦.
(a) (b)
Figure 92. Measured global RCS patterns for the 3 to 6 GHz frequency band in the
tt-polarization. (a) The pattern for the metal plate shows the specular return at about
90◦, but the mainbeam is wider than at the 6 to 18 GHz frequency band because
the plate is electrically larger. (b) The metamaterial wedge shows some large returns
between 80◦ and 90◦. There appears to be some frequency dependence in the return.
The global RCS pattern of the metamaterial wedge in the tt-polarization at 3 to
6 GHz is shown in Figure 92(b). There appears to be some frequency dependency
despite no obvious resonance being visible in that frequency range in Figure 42. The
large return above 80◦ seems to be shifted towards the location of the specular return
from the wedge face, but the mainlobes are so wide it is difficult to resolve the
scattering mechanisms from this diagram.
4.3.2.2 Range Information.
The range information for the metamaterial wedge is determined according to the
theories presented in Section 2.3.3.3. Since the metamaterial wedge is resonant, it
does not make sense to use the entire 6 to 18 GHz frequency range in the calculation
of the range data. Rather, 2 GHz frequency windows are used at different points in
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the total frequency range to show how the range data changes as the metamaterial
wedge resonates. As noted in Section 3.4.5, the use of 2 GHz range windows limits
the range resolution to 7.5 cm.
Figure 93 shows the global range patterns for the metal plate and metamaterial
wedge at different center frequencies in the 6-18 GHz frequency range. Note that
the periodic curves in the pattern are most likely due to interactions with the RCS
range. The scatterer for the metal plate remains relatively unchanged throughout
the frequency range. The locations of the scatterers for the metamaterial wedge do
not appear to change in their angular location, but they do appear attenuated at
the resonant frequency of 13 GHz. This, again, points to losses in the metamaterial
wedge absorbing the incident energy.
4.3.2.3 ISAR Imagery.
ISAR images for the metamaterial wedge are generated using the procedure ex-
plained in Section 2.3.3.4. Since the metamaterial wedge has a resonant band inside
the 6 to 18 GHz range, the frequency bandwidth used for the ISAR imagery will need
to be limited to show the impact of the resonance. Unfortunately, this will have the
effect of reducing the range resolution. So, care must be exercised in making the trade
off between bandwidth choice and range resolution. Using the same 2 GHz window
from above, the cross and down range resolutions are 7.5 cm. Looking at the two
frequency windows centered at 13 GHz and 17 GHz, the angular extents for those
bands become 8.850◦ and 6.750◦ respectively.
Figure 94 shows the ISAR imagery for the metal plate and metamaterial wedge
calculated using a 2 GHz band centered around 13 GHz (in resonance band). All
of the images are calculated using the tt-polarization data. Sidelobe suppression of
the FFT is accomplished using a Hann window. At angles near 90◦, the image of
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 93. Global range patterns derived from 2 GHz windows of the tt-polarized
measurements in the 6 to 18 GHz frequency band. (a) With the center frequency at
the resonance frequency of 10 GHz, the global range plot of the metal plate appears
at 90◦. (b) For the metamaterial wedge, the return at 0◦ is still evident, but sidelobes
appear near 0◦ and just over 100◦. (c) The pattern for the plate at 13 GHz is similar
to the pattern for the plate at 10 GHz. (d) At 13 GHz, the same lobes appear for the
metamaterial wedge, but they are attenuated.
the plate displays the strong return at the center of the range corresponding to the
specular return. The metamaterial wedge also shows a strong return at the center
of the range near 90◦. This probably corresponds to the return from the portion of
the metal plate that extends above the wedge. Near 110◦, the metal plate image still
shows the main return near the center of the range, but the magnitude is greatly
reduced. Near 110◦, the metamaterial wedge shows a strong return at the center of
the range. This return is due to specular reflection off of the face of the wedge. Note
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that the return at the center spreads downrange. This is an indicator of resonance.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 94. ISAR imagery taken with a bandwidth of 2 GHz centered at 13 GHz
calculated with the tt-polarization data. (a) The ISAR image of the metal plate taken
at 90◦ shows a strong scatterer at the range center. (b) The image of the metamaterial
wedge at 90◦ also shows a strong scatterer at the center point. (c) At 110◦, the scatterer
for the metal plate remains at the center but is greatly reduced in magnitude. (d) For
the metamaterial wedge at 110◦ a strong scatterer remains at the center point. This is
due to reflection off of the wedge face.
Figure 95 shows the ISAR imagery for the metamaterial wedge calculated using
a 2 GHz band centered around 10 GHz (out of resonance band). The ISAR imagery
for the metal plate at 10 GHz is very similar to the imagery at 13 GHz. At angles
near 90◦, the metamaterial wedge shows a strong return at the center of the range
near 90◦. This probably corresponds to the return from the portion of the metal plate
that extends above the wedge. Near 110◦, the metamaterial wedge shows the main
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return near the center of the range. This corresponds to the specular reflection off of
the face of the metamaterial wedge.
(a) (b)
Figure 95. ISAR imagery of the metamaterial wedge taken with a bandwidth of 2
GHz centered at 10 GHz calculated with the tt-polarization data from the initial RCS
measurements. (a) The image at 90◦ also shows a strong scatterer at the center point.
(b) At 110◦, the main scatterer remains at the center point. This is due to reflection
off of the wedge face.
Comparing the images of the metamaterial wedge in Figures 94(d) and 95(b),
there is a difference in the magnitudes of the scatterers at the range center. The
main scatterer at 10 GHz is about 1dB higher than the main scatterer at 13 GHz.
This indicates that attenuation is occurring inside the resonance band.
4.3.3 Conclusions from the Initial Measurements.
There are several issues that occurred with the initial measurements. Difficulties
include bad data in the first calibration, the loss of the first calibration at the low
frequencies, the variance in the second low frequency calibration, interactions between
the bistatic arm and the RCS range, and the difficulty in resolving angular differences
between reflection off of the face of the wedge and transmission through the wedge.
Nonetheless, the results do show several interesting phenomena. The resonance band
of the metamaterial wedge is clearly visible in the RCS pattern near 13 GHz.
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4.4 Final Metamaterial Wedge RCS Measurements
Another set of bistatic RCS measurements of the metamaterial wedge were taken
on 10 and 11 Nov 09. Table 19 in Appendix B shows the test matrix. Unlike in the
initial measurements, the receiver angle is swept for the calibration measurements.
Furthermore, the pylon is rotated to produce incident angles of 0◦, 15◦, 30◦, and
45◦ on the metal plate. For these measurements a metal plate was cut to the same
size as the back of the metamaterial wedge. Thus, the edges of the plate do not extend
beyond the metamaterial wedge. Figure 96 shows some of the setup photographs for
these measurements
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 96. Setup for the final bistatic RCS measurements. (a) The view as seen by the
transmit antenna. The target for this measurement is the metamaterial wedge with a
metal plate backing. The pylon is rotated at an angle of -30◦. Also shown are the top
(b) and side (c) views of the same measurement.
4.4.1 Calibration Verification.
Table 12 shows the mean, standard deviation, and 95% CI upper and lower limits
in dB for the calibration measurements. The receiver antenna sweeps from -45◦ to
135◦ for all measurements; the calibration data shown are the results extracted at
45◦. Histograms for the pp- and tt-polarized calibration data are shown in Figures
117 and 118 in Appendix B.
Unfortunately, the calibration verification shows large standard deviations in the
tt-polarized measurements for the second day. Figure 97 shows the tt-polarized cal-
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Table 12. Final metamaterial wedge measurement calibration statistics in dB
Day 1 Day 2
Calibration First Second First Second
Polarization pp tt pp tt pp tt pp tt
Mean Error 0.438 0.572 -0.120 -0.127 0.334 0.160 -0.0325 -0.0844
Std. Dev. 2.47 0.221 0.591 0.516 1.31 0.908 0.494 0.980
CI Lower Lim. -4.50 0.13 -1.30 -1.16 -2.28 -1.66 -1.02 -2.04
CI Upper Lim. 5.38 1.01 1.06 0.905 2.96 1.98 0.956 1.88
ibrated and exact data for both measurements on both days (the pp-polarized data
are shown in Figure 119 in Appendix B). Post-processing attempts were unable to
remove the large deviations. The day two calibration set is used for calibrating the
measurements since the mean errors for the second day are lower.
4.4.2 Measurement Results.
4.4.2.1 RCS Measurements.
Figure 98 shows the global RCS patterns in the tt-polarization for the metamate-
rial wedge with the metal plate (the pp-polarization plots are shown in Figure 120 of
Appendix B). At the 0◦ incident angle, there appears to be some resonant behavior
just below 14 GHz. The strong return at 24◦ disappears and a small sidelobe appears
near 30◦; though, this sidelobe could be a continuation of a sidelobe from outside
of the resonance band. When the incident angle is changed to 15◦, the main return
at 53◦ remains, but appears to be diminished. At 30◦ incidence, the resonance band
appears near 14 GHz, and the behavior is similar to the other incident angles. Similar
resonance effects are present in the 45◦ incident angle measurement. It is interesting
to note that at about 16-18 GHz, the main return follows a pattern similar to the
pattern from the lossy effective medium theory shown in Figure 45 of Section 3.4.2.2.
RCS patterns for the metamaterial wedge at 10 GHz (outside the resonance band)
and 14 GHz (inside the resonance band) are shown in Figure 123 of Appendix B. The
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Figure 97. Calibration comparison of the tt-polarized data for the final metamaterial
wedge RCS measurements. (a) The first calibration on the first day shows a large
variation in the calibrated data, but the average is approximately the same. (b) The
second calibration on the first day agrees fairly well with the exact data. (c) Like the
first day, the second day has a large disagreement between the calibrated and exact
data of the first measurement. (d) The second measurement on the second day also
shows improvement in the variation of the data.
patterns show that the locations of the sidelobes and mainlobe remain the same in and
out of the resonance band. The measurements at 14 GHz appear to be attenuated.
As explained previously, inside the resonance band, part of the energy is transmitted
into the wedge. However, that energy is attenuated by the losses in the wedge. Any
negative refraction that occurs is not apparent from the data.
The measured global RCS patterns in the tt-polarization for the metamaterial
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 98. Global RCS patterns from the final metamaterial wedge measurements in
the tt-polarization. (a) The global RCS pattern for an incident angle of 0◦ shows some
resonant behavior around 14 GHz. (b) The global RCS pattern for an incident angle of
15◦ also shows some resonant behavior just near 14 GHz. (c) The global RCS pattern
for an incident angle of 30◦. (d) The global RCS pattern for an incident angle of 45◦.
wedge with no metal plate behind it are shown in Figure 99. The results appear
to be similar to the results from the wedge with the plate (see Figure 98). This
seems to indicate there is little penetration into the wedge. At frequencies beyond
16 GHz, there appears to be more transmission into the wedge, as evidenced by the
disappearance of the mainlobe at those frequencies. The global RCS patterns for the
pp-polarization are shown in Figure 120 of Appendix B.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 99. Global RCS patterns from the final metamaterial wedge measurements
without the metal plate in the tt-polarization at incident angles of 0◦ (a), 15◦ (b),
30◦ (c), and 45◦ (d).
4.4.2.2 Range Information.
Global range patterns for the final RCS measurements are generated using the
process described in Section 4.3.2.2. The same 2 GHz windows centered at 10 GHz
and 14 GHz are used. Again, at 10 GHz the metamaterial wedge does not resonate.
Figure 100 shows the global range plots for the 0◦ incident angle. There is very little
difference between the two patterns. This is expected since the RCS pattern shows
little difference between the two frequency bands. The signal near 14 GHz does appear
to be smaller than the signal near 10 GHz. Again, this indicates penetration into the
wedge. Also, the range pattern for 14 GHz appears to spread further downrange than
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at 10 GHz. This usually indicates time-resonant behavior. The global range patterns
for the 15◦, 13◦, and 45◦ incident angles are shown in Figure 124 of Appendix B. The
results at these angles are similar.
(a) (b)
Figure 100. Global range patterns from the final metamaterial wedge measurements
for an incident angle of 0◦. The patterns for a 10 GHz center frequency (a) and 14 GHz
center frequency (b) show very little difference in the location of the scatterers. The
scatterers do appear smaller at 14 GHz than at 10 GHz. This indicates penetration
into the wedge.
4.4.2.3 ISAR Imagery.
The ISAR imagery for these measurements was analyzed. However, they were not
found to have that much new information in them. Therefore, the ISAR analysis is
omitted here. The ISAR imagery from the measurement of the metamaterial wedge
with metal plate at incident angles of 0◦, 15◦, 30◦, and 45◦ are shown in Figures 125,
126, 127, and 128 of Appendix B, respectively.
4.4.3 Comparison of Measurement and Model Results.
The RCS measurements of the metamaterial wedge appear to be very similar to
the model results. The models and measurements show that the dominant scattering
mechanism is the specular reflection off of the wedge face. At the higher frequencies,
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the model predicts more transmission through the wedge in that the global RCS
shows the main return follows the profile of the index of refraction extracted from
the unit cell model. Like the models. the measurements show that the magnitude
of the return is reduced in the resonance band. The results of the unit cell model
predict this behavior is due to transmission inside the wedge. The unit cell model
also predicts losses in the wedge at resonance. The lack of additional lobes in the
resonance band of the model and measurement results seem to back this up since any
transmitted fields should be attenuated.
The range and ISAR analysis of the measurement and model data confirm the
scattering mechanisms and, aside from some measurement errors and noise, match
very well. The strongest scatterers according to the model and measurement results
have the same downrange and cross range locations.
A key difference between the measurements and the models is the location of the
resonance bands. The approximate resonance bands are shown in Table 13. The
resonance of the bands from the models that use the frequency solver better match
the measured frequency band. The transient solver shows the resonance band to be
about 1 GHz lower than the measured band. The band edges in the unit cell model
are easier to determine, which may be why it is closer to the measured band than the
mid-size model’s band.
The global RCS, range, and ISAR plots for the models and the measurements have
Table 13. Metamaterial wedge resonance bands
Data Set
Resonance Band
Starting Frequency (GHz) Ending Frequency (GHz)
Unit cell1 12.5 14.5
Mid-size1 13 14
Full-size2 12 13
Measurement 12.8 14.5
1 Model uses frequency solver.
2 Model uses transient solver.
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the same color scale. Thus, the return magnitudes match well, at least qualitatively.
The scattering magnitudes from the mid-size model are difficult to compare since
the full size of the wedge is not included. The specular return off the wedge face is
less sensitive to the size of the model. This explains why much of the RCS patterns
for the mid-size model match the measurement magnitudes. Despite the qualitative
match, more quantitative comparisons are complicated by the amount of error in the
calibration results as well as approximations used in interpreting the model.
There are a number of factors that could influence the measurement results. As
the wedge sample ages, wear and tear will cause some of the dimensions to change.
Any compression or shifting in the dielectric foam would impact the periodicity of
the structure. A parametric study could be implemented using the computational
models to determine the impact that wear and tear have on the results. Such a study
is discussed in Chapter V. The close similarities between the measurement and model
results show that the simulation techniques used in this thesis would be effective for
this kind of study. To specifically study the factors impacting the resonance band,
the frequency solver should be used as it appears to better match the measurement
results.
4.5 Stripline Measurement Procedures and Theory
While there are different techniques available to measure S-parameters for a ma-
terial sample, this thesis uses time-domain reflectometry. Here a Time-Domain Re-
flectometer (TDR) connected to a stripline stimulates the sample with a voltage step.
The signal reflected from and transmitted through the sample are measured using
an oscilloscope. Figure 101 shows the equipment used for these measurements. The
TDR module is an Agilent 54754A, the oscilloscope is an Agilent 86100B, and the
stripline is the same one described in Section 3.6.
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Figure 101. Equipment used for stripline measurements. The waveguide is the large
stripline described in Section 3.6.3. TDR measurements are taken using an Agilent
86100B Wide-Bandwidth Oscilloscope with an Agilent 54754A Differential TDR Mod-
ule.
The S-parameters of a network are the ratio of voltage waves and are defined in
the frequency-domain. Mainly, this research effort focuses on S11 and S21 because the
metamaterial samples produce the same results measured forward or reverse in the
stripline (i.e., S22 = S11 and S12 = S21). S11 and S21 are defined by the frequency-
domain impulse voltage response received at port 1 (V −1 ), received at port 2 (V
−
2 ),
and transmitted at port 1 (V +1 ) by [36, 221]
S11 (f) =
V −1 (f)
V +1 (f)
, (55a)
S21 (f) =
V −2 (f)
V +1 (f)
. (55b)
S-parameters are calculated with the impulse response [29]. Since the TDR mod-
ule produces a step-output, the first step in the process of calculating S-parameters
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is to convert the step output to an impulse response by taking the first derivative
with respect to time. Taking the FFT of the resulting impulse responses converts
the signals to the frequency domain. Calculating the S-parameters requires the mea-
surement of an electrical short, an empty stripline, and the material sample to ensure
proper normalization. Defining the reflected signal at port 1 from the electrical short
measurement, the transmitted signal at port 2 from the empty stripline measurement,
the reflected signal at port 1 from the material sample measurement, and the trans-
mitted signal at port from the material sample measurement as V sh1 , V
th
2 , V
s
1 , and V
s
2
respectively, S11 and S21 for the material sample are calculated using [30]
S11 (f) = −
V s1 (f)
V sh1 (f)
, (56a)
S21 (f) =
V s2 (f)
V th2 (f)
ejk0ds . (56b)
Taking into account the relationships between the time-domain measurements and
the frequency-domain S-parameters, the basic procedure for taking stripline measure-
ments for a material sample is:
1. measure reflected signal for the electrical short (V sh1 ) in time-domain,
2. measure transmitted signal for the stripline with nothing in it except any sample
holders (V th2 ),
3. measure reflected and transmitted signals for sample (V s1 and V
s
2 ),
4. convert all measurements to impulse responses by taking the first derivative
with respect to time,
5. apply time-domain gating to remove unwanted reflections (e.g., reflections from
the stripline connectors),
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6. convert all measurements to the frequency-domain using the FFT, and
7. apply Equation (56) to calculate S11 and S21.
Once S11 and S21 for the sample have been determined, the material parameters n,
z, εr, and µr can be determined.
A MATLABTM script was developed to convert the TDR measurements to S-
parameters. The script is described in Appendix C.
4.6 AFIT Metamaterial Design Stripline Measurements
The structures measured in this section are the same non-adaptive metamaterial
structures modeled in Section 3.6. Unfortunately, samples of the adaptive metama-
terial structure were not available for measurement before publication of this thesis.
However, the results of the passive metamaterial measurements validate the computer
models.
4.6.1 Large Scale Non-adaptive Design.
As mentioned in Section 3.6.3, prototypes of larger scale non-adaptive versions of
the AFIT design are fabricated using the laser etcher. Figure 102 shows the etching
process and the samples. The original scale designs are too small for the laser etcher,
but the etcher can produce accurate prototypes of the large scale designs if the max-
imum resolution (1200 DPI) is used. The etching process is considerably faster than
the surface micromachining process used to construct the adaptive structures making
it ideal for rapid prototyping.
The 4.0 and 4.9 scale structures are loaded into the stripline as shown in Figure
103. The required electrical short and through measurements are also performed.
For the through measurement, the foam used to hold the metamaterial samples is
inserted into the stripline.
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(a) (b)
Figure 102. Fabrication of the passive large scale metamaterial test samples. (a) The
samples are etched into a copper-coated FR4 circuit card material using a laser etcher.
(b) The 4.0 scale samples are shown above the ruler while the 4.9 scale samples are
shown below.
(a) (b)
Figure 103. Testing of the passive large scale metamaterial samples. Foam is used to
hold the 4.0 (a) and 4.9 (b) scale samples in the stripline.
Figure 104 shows the S-parameter results from the measurements. The magni-
tudes of S11 and S21 show behavior consistent with the presence of multiple modes
beyond 3.5 GHz. Resonant frequencies are evident near 2.5 GHz for the 4.0 scale
device and 2 GHz for the 4.9 scale device. As expected, the resonant frequency of the
4.9 scale device is lower than the resonant frequency of the 4.0 scale device.
The results in Figure 104 agree with the results from the computer model (see
Figure 82). The measured resonant frequencies appear to be slightly lower than the
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Figure 104. Measurement results for the large scale passive metamaterial samples. (a)
The magnitude of S11 and S21 show resonant frequencies at about 2.5 and 2 GHz for
the 4.0 and 4.9 scale factors, respectively. (b) The phases of S11 and S21 for the 4.0 and
4.9 scale factors.
resonant frequencies from the model. The biggest difference appears in the magni-
tudes of the S-parameters at resonance. The computer model shows much stronger
resonant behavior than the measurements.
For the next measurement, a total of four strips are loaded into the stripline
for each measurement: two strips above the center conductor and two strips below
the center conductor. This will help determine the effect of coupling between the
non-coplanar unit cells. Figure 105 shows the measured S-parameters for these mea-
surements. The locations of the resonance bands are the same as the two-strip mea-
surements. However, the resonance effects appear stronger in these measurements.
Like the two-strip measurement, the results in Figure 105 agree with the corre-
sponding computer model (see Figure 83). The locations of the resonance bands vary
only slightly between the model and measurement. Again, the key difference appears
to be the strength of the S-parameters in the resonance band.
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Figure 105. Measurement results for the large scale passive metamaterial samples.
Four strips are loaded into the stripline for each measurement. (a) The magnitudes of
S11 and S21 show resonant frequencies of approximately 2.5 and 2 GHz for the 4.0 and
4.9 scale models, respectively. (b) The phases of S11 and S21.
4.6.2 Stripline Measurement Conclusions.
As mentioned previously, samples of the metamaterial structure with the MEMS
capacitor were not available for measurement before publication of this thesis. The
measurement results presented in this chapter, however, show useful results. The lo-
cations of the measured resonant frequencies match the resonant frequencies from the
computational models. Furthermore, the magnitudes of the measured S-parameters
agree well with the computer simulations outside of the resonance band. The mea-
surement results show that the resonance effects are stronger when more strips are
placed into the stripline. This is also consistent with the computer simulations. These
similarities demonstrate the validity of the passive metamaterial computer models and
increase confidence in the results of the adaptive metamaterial models.
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V. Conclusions and Recommendations
5.1 Passive Metamaterial Characterization Summary
The research in this thesis is unable to settle the debate between effective medium
and FSS theory. The only phenomena of scattering from the metamaterial wedge in
the resonance band that is clearly distinguishable is specular reflection off the wedge
face. Any return due to transmission through the wedge and reflection off the plate
is too weak to see in the data. This is most likely due to the large amount of losses
in the wedge at resonance. The large amount of losses are predicted by both effective
medium and FSS theory.
The extracted index of refraction for the metamaterial wedge contains a large
imaginary component at resonance. Thus, according to effective medium theory, any
fields that propagate through the wedge will be attenuated. This would make deter-
mination of negative refraction very difficult to see with the reflection measurement
technique used in this thesis since the field would propagate through the wedge twice.
The results do show that the specular reflection off of the wedge face is reduced at
resonance. This indicates that energy is being transmitted into the wedge.
Using the geometry of the measurements performed in this thesis, Equation (13)
yields complex transmission angles for the higher order Floquet modes. According to
FSS theory, the grating lobes for the metamaterial structure are trapped. Therefore,
the only frequency-dependent scattering from the metamaterial wedge is due to resid-
ual currents. The angle of the lobes from residual currents are difficult to predict,
but they tend to be small in amplitude. It is not determined in this thesis if residual
currents are responsible for the scattering from the metamaterial wedge at resonance.
For the most part, the results from the CST MWS R© models match the mea-
surement results very well. A comparison of the results is in Section 4.4.3. Much
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of the same phenomena that occurs in the models can be found in the measurement
results. The models and the measurement data show that the specular return from
the wedge face is attenuated in the resonance band. The computational models show
why: energy is being transmitted into and absorbed by the metamaterial wedge.
As noted in Section 4.4.3, a key difference between the models and the measure-
ment results is the location of the resonance band. The measured resonance band
is about 12.8 to 14.5 GHz. The frequency solver in CST MWS R© produced a very
similar frequency band, especially in the unit cell model. On the other hand, the
resonance band from the transient solver is about 1 GHz lower. More investigation is
necessary to determine why the difference between the frequency and transient solver
exists, but part of the difference could be a loss of accuracy with the FFT employed
by the transient solver.
On the whole, this research effort shows that using full-wave electromagnetic
solvers to model the entire metamaterial’s geometry provides the most accurate so-
lution. Because calculations employing techniques like the FIT are so complex, this
does place a limit on the size of the model. However, as computers and computational
techniques advance, this drawback becomes less restricting.
5.2 Adaptive Metamaterial Summary
Several computational models of the AFIT adaptive metamaterial design are in-
cluded in this thesis. The most relevant models are the two- and four-strip models
with the stripline cross-section. Despite their increased complexity, the simulation
time is tolerable (see Table 17 in Appendix A), and they provide results that can be
directly compared to stripline measurements.
The computational models of the original-scale metamaterial structure show that
the variable capacitor has little effect on the resonant frequency of the device. They
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also show that the original-scale structures have no resonances below 4 GHz. Thus,
they are not the correct size for AFIT’s large stripline. Increasing the size of the
metamaterial structures lowers the resonant frequency, and it is shown in Section
3.6.3 that scale factors between 4.0 and 4.9 are well suited for the large stripline.
Structures larger than 4.9 times the original scale will not fit between the center and
outer conductors of the stripline.
Simulation results show that the passive metamaterial structure with an FR4
substrate has resonant frequencies of about 2.5 and 2 GHz for the 4.0 and 4.9 scale
factors, respectively. The model results also show that coupling between non-coplanar
cells does not affect the resonant frequency, but does have an impact on the magnitude
of the resonant effects. The non-coplanar cells cause the structure to behave more
like a bulk media and increase the magnitude of the resonant effects. The stripline
measurements presented in Section 4.6 confirm the model results.
Samples of the adaptive metamaterial design were not available for measurement
before the publication of this thesis, but several computational models of the adaptive
design are included in Chapter III. As mentioned above, the models show that the
resonant frequency of the original-scale structure is not very responsive to changes
in the variable capacitor. This is because the equivalent capacitance of the structure
is dominated by the capacitance between the inner and outer SRR particles. At the
larger capacitances, the capacitance between the inner and outer SRR particles is in-
creased, so the variable capacitor has more influence on the resonant frequency. There
is a strong relationship between frequency adaptability and the size of the metama-
terial structure, and the model results show that the 4.0 and 4.9 scale structures’
resonant frequency can be highly influenced by the AFIT MEMS capacitor design.
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5.3 Recommendations for Future Research
The proposals for expansion of this research fall into two categories: passive meta-
material characterization and adaptive metamaterial recommendations.
5.3.1 Passive Metamaterial Characterization Recommendations.
The results from the passive metamaterial characterization portion of this re-
search effort effectively demonstrate a new way to measure and characterize bulk
metamaterial structures. This new method takes advantage of computing resources
and measurement capabilities AFIT already possesses. Expansion of this effort may
lead to new discoveries in metamaterials including a possible measurement setup that
can distinguish between negative refraction and surface wave effects. The recommen-
dations presented here work towards that goal.
5.3.1.1 Modeling Process Improvements.
In order to make better comparisons between simulated and measured data for the
metamaterial wedge, a study of key parameters should be performed. The purpose
is to determine how changes in the wedge structure impact the response. Particular
emphasis should be given to parameters impacted by the fabrication of the wedge as
well as parameters that could change over time. As a minimum, this study should
look at the alignment and spacing between non-coplanar unit cells to determine the
impact of the expansion/compression and shifts in the foam.
5.3.1.2 Measurement Process Improvements.
The measured return from the metamaterial wedge in the resonance band shows
the expected attenuation. However, calibration problems with the equipment cast
a shadow of doubt on the results, especially in amplitude. Careful analysis of the
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calibration data reveals no obvious problems with the radar system, but the amount
of calibration error present is greatly dependent on the bistatic receiver angle. At
certain angles, there are patterns that could indicate the presence of interference.
Further investigation should be performed to determine if there is something wrong
with the radar system. Also, the use of different calibration standards may improve
the results. For example, square plates could be used instead of the short, squat
cylinders.
Another issue plaguing the RCS measurements is the interaction with the range
equipment. The global range data for the metamaterial wedge and plate (see Section
4.4.2.2) show a periodic pattern at about -20 inches downrange at 0◦ that sweeps
upwards as the bistatic angle increases. This phenomenon is present and identical at
all incident angles and is believed to be caused by some sort of interaction with the
range itself. Attempts to remove this feature with postprocessing proved unsuccessful.
It is interesting to note that this phenomenon does not appear in the metamaterial
wedge measurements without the plate, but it does appear in the measurements with
the metal plate and the calibration standards. For the final metamaterial wedge
measurements, the bistatic arm was covered with foam absorber (see Figure 96).
A next step to improve the RCS measurements is to determine the cause of this
phenomenon. If this is caused by interaction with the range, eliminating or reducing
its effects may also help with the calibration issue discussed earlier.
To augment the RCS measurements, the focus beam system should be used to
directly measure transmission through the wedge. The directions of the scattering
lobes can be determined by moving the receiving lens and antenna. This allows for a
more straightforward calculation of the wedge’s index of refraction and can help dis-
tinguish some of the scattering phenomena seen in the RCS measurements. It should
be noted, however, that losses coupled with the wedge-shape of the metamaterial
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sample are going to lead to a shift in the beam towards the negative refraction side.
This is discussed in Section 2.4 and [40].
Once the measurement techniques have been further refined, different bulk meta-
material samples should be measured. Reduction of the losses at resonance is a key
area to be investigated. The losses obscure the results at resonance and make it diffi-
cult to determine what scattering mechanisms are taking place. To address this issue,
reducing the depth of the metamaterial wedge plays a key role since the transmitted
fields must propagate through the wedge twice in the RCS measurements. The ef-
fect of reducing the depth of the wedge can be seen by comparing the results of the
mid-sized wedge model to the full-sized wedge model. The results from the mid-sized
model show some interesting lobes in the resonance band that are not present in the
full-sized wedge model results.
Different bulk sample geometries should also be investigated. For measurements
with the focus beam system, the wedge geometry helps to create the oblique inci-
dence that is necessary to see negative refraction. Unfortunately, the wedge geometry
coupled with the losses in the metamaterial cause an uneven distribution of energy
on the metal plate behind the wedge. This may influence the results by making the
radiation from one side of the wedge stronger than the other side of the wedge. With
the bistatic RCS measurements, the oblique incidence is created by rotating the py-
lon to different incidence angles. The wedge geometry is no longer necessary and a
rectangular geometry eliminates the problem of uneven field attenuation.
5.3.2 Adaptive Metamaterial Recommendations.
Stripline measurements of the passive metamaterial structure confirm the validity
of the modeling approach used in this thesis. To improve the modeling fidelity, longer
stripline geometries may be beneficial. The stripline geometries used in this thesis
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are three times longer than the metamaterial structure. Thus, the space between the
end of the metamaterial sample and the second port is equal to the length of the
metamaterial sample. This geometry may not allow enough space for any higher-
order modes introduced by the metamaterial structure to attenuate properly. It
is especially important for the original-size metamaterial structure model that the
spacing be increased.
As is shown in this thesis, the original size of the AFIT metamaterial design is not
well-suited to measurement in the large metamaterial structure. The 20 GHz stripline
is harder to use and the center conductor tends to flex quite a bit. The larger stripline
is more consistent and easier to use, but multimode operation beyond 4 GHz makes
finding resonance bands an impossible task for the original-size structure. It is shown
in this thesis that scaling the structure 4 to 4.9 times larger than the original size
works well with AFIT’s large stripline.
The capacitance measurements performed in [39] are performed at low frequencies.
Higher frequency operation may change the capacitance values, but the samples that
have been made are not compatible with the high-frequency probes. Testing pads
should be included in the next mask of the adaptive metamaterial structure. These
testing pads should be spaced appropriately for use with the high-frequency probes.
Once these are included, capacitance measurements can be performed using a high-
frequency impedance analyzer or network analyzer. Measurements above 1 GHz
should be accomplished.
The models of the larger structures with the capacitance values from [39] show
much more control of the resonant frequency with the MEMS capacitor than the
original-scale structures. The relationship between the size of the metamaterial struc-
ture and the influence of the MEMS capacitor is critical. New adaptive metamaterial
samples should be constructed at the 4.0 and/or 4.9 scale factors. An attempt should
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be made to keep the capacitance of the MEMS capacitor as close to the same as
possible. Once these samples are constructed, stripline measurements should be per-
formed. These stripline measurements should show much greater variation in the
resonant frequency as the state of the MEMS capacitor changes.
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Appendix A. Computation Mesh Figures and Statistics
(a) (b)
Figure 106. The high frequency tetrahedral meshes generated by CST MWS R© for the
comparison studies. (a) The mesh generated for the model of the structure in [47]. (b)
The mesh generated for the model of structure in [17].
Figure 107. The high frequency tetrahedral mesh generated by CST MWS R© for the
metamaterial wedge unit cell model.
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
(g) (h) (i)
Figure 108. The high frequency tetrahedral meshes generated by CST MWS R© for the
metamaterial wedge models. The mesh for the (a) simple wedge model, (b) mid-sized
metamaterial wedge model at an incident angle of 0◦, (c) mid-sized wedge model at
an incident angle of 15◦, (d) mid-sized wedge model at an incident angle of 30◦, (e)
mid-sized wedge model at an incident angle of 45◦, (f) mid-sized wedge without the
plate at an incident angle of 0◦, (g) mid-sized wedge without the plate at an incident
angle of 15◦, (h) mid-sized wedge without the plate at an incident angle of 30◦, and (i)
the mid-sized wedge without the plate at an incident angle of 45◦.
Table 14. Full 2-D metamaterial wedge model mesh summary
Model
Mesh Step Number Mesh Lines Number of
Min Max x-axis y-axis z-axis Mesh Cells
Wedge with plate 0.1275 0.90911 220 392 12 941,919
Wedge without plate 0.1275 0.707327 262 446 14 1,509,885
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 109. The high frequency tetrahedral meshes generated by CST MWS R© for
the AFIT adaptive metamaterial models. (a) The mesh generated for the single cell
periodic model. (b) The mesh generated for the one cell non-periodic model. (c) The
mesh generated for the four cell, single geometry SRR metamaterial structure with
waveguide-like boundary conditions. (d) The mesh generated for the four cell, double
geometry SRR metamaterial structure with waveguide-like boundary conditions.
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Figure 110. High frequency tetrahedral mesh generated for the empty stripline model.
(a) (b)
Figure 111. High frequency tetrahedral meshes generated for the advanced AFIT
adaptive metamaterial models. The meshes shown are for a lumped capacitance value
of 0.12 pF; other capacitance values generate similar meshes. (a) The mesh generated
for the original size AFIT adaptive metamaterial model. (b) The mesh generated for
the original size AFIT adaptive model with four metamaterial strips.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 112. High frequency tetrahedral meshes generated by CST MWS R© for the
advanced AFIT large non-adaptive metamaterial models. (a) The mesh generated for
the 4.0 scale model. (b) The mesh generated for the 4.9 scale model. (c) The mesh
generated for the 4.0 scale, 4-strip model. (d) The mesh generated for the 4.9 scale,
4-strip model.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 113. High frequency tetrahedral meshes generated for the advanced AFIT large
adaptive metamaterial models. The meshes are shown for a lumped capacitance value
of 0.12 pF; other lumped capacitance values generate similar meshes. (a) The mesh
generated for the 4.0 scale model. (b) The mesh generated for the 4.9 scale model. (c)
The mesh generated for the 4.0 scale, 4-strip model. (d) The mesh generated for the
4.9 scale, 4-strip model.
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Table 17. Solution time
Model
Time
Hours Minutes Seconds
Metamaterial wedge unit cell1 1 41 28
Simple metamaterial wedge 0 29 56
Mid-sized metamaterial wedge1 16 31 42
Mid-sized metamaterial wedge without plate1 17 13 59
Full metamaterial wedge1 34 27 35
Full metamaterial wedge without plate1 28 12 39
Empty stripline 0 9 30
AFIT metamaterial advanced, original scale2 1 8 22
AFIT metamaterial advanced, original scale, 4 strips2 2 35 11
AFIT metamaterial advanced, FR4 substrate3 1 52 46
AFIT metamaterial advanced, FR4 substrate, 4 strips3 2 53 38
AFIT metamaterial advanced, quartz substrate4 9 3 46
AFIT metamaterial advanced, quartz substrate, 4 strips4 15 16 25
1 Total includes simulations at 0◦, 15◦, 30◦, and 45◦ incidence angles.
2 Total includes simulations at six different lumped capacitance values (see Table 9 in
Section 3.6.2).
3 Total includes simulations at 4.0 and 4.9 scale factors.
4 Total includes simulations for six different lumped capacitances (see Table 9 in Sec-
tion 3.6.2) at two different scale factors (4.0 and 4.9).
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Appendix B. Radar Cross Section Measurement Data
This appendix contains RCS measurement data that was not specifically refer-
enced in the previous chapters. For the most part, the data presented in the previous
chapters are considered to be representative of the outcomes from the measurements,
and this data are presented for completeness.
B.1 Initial Metamaterial Wedge Measurements
The test matrix for the initial metamaterial wedge RCS measurements taken on
15 Aug 09 is shown in Table 18. The data from the first low frequency calibration
measurements (PM2, PM4, and PM6) are unusable because the frequency range on
the radar acquisition system was improperly set. However, the second low frequency
calibration measurements (PM14, PM16, and PM18) were successfully accomplished.
Table 18. Test matrix for initial metamaterial wedge measurements
Meas.
Target
Frequency Pylon Receiver
ID (GHz) Angle (deg) φ (deg)
PM1 375 cal cylinder 6-18 NA 45
PM2 375 cal cylinder 3-6 NA 45
PM3 450 cal cylinder 6-18 NA 45
PM4 450 cal cylinder 3-6 NA 45
PM5 Calibration background 6-18 NA 45
PM6 Calibration background 3-6 NA 45
PM7 Metamaterial wedge 6-18 -45 0-145
PM8 Metamaterial wedge 3-6 -45 0-145
PM9 PEC plate 6-18 -45 0-145
PM10 PEC plate 3-6 -45 0-145
PM11 Target mount 6-18 -45 0-145
PM12 Target mount 3-6 -45 0-145
PM13 375 cal cylinder 6-18 NA 45
PM14 375 cal cylinder 3-6 NA 45
PM15 450 cal cylinder 6-18 NA 45
PM16 450 cal cylinder 3-6 NA 45
PM17 Calibration background 6-18 NA 45
PM18 Calibration background 3-6 NA 45
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Figure 114. The calibration error for the second calibration measurement at the 3 to
6 GHz frequency band in the vertical polarization. (a) The calibration error appears
larger than the 6 to 18 GHz measurements at individual frequency samples. This is
because the 375 and 450 calibration standards are too small for the 3 to 6 GHz frequency
range. (b) The histogram of the calibration error shows that while the mean error is
similar to the measurement in the 6 to 18 GHz band, the standard deviation is much
larger indicating much more variation in the accuracy of the 3 to 6 GHz measurements.
Note that the pp-polarization was not measured.
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Figure 115. Histograms of the calibration measurement errors in the pp-polarization.
(a) The calibration verification for the first data set. (b) A histogram of the error in
the first calibration. The dashed line shows a Gaussian distribution using the mean and
standard deviation calculated from the data. The data appear normally distributed.
(c) The calibration verification for the second data set. (d) A histogram of the error
in the second calibration. The data appear normally distributed.
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(a)
Figure 116. Measured global RCS patterns in the 6 to 18 GHz frequency band for the
metamaterial wedge in the pp-polarization. The pp-polarization demonstrates the same
specular return at 90◦ as the horizontal polarization, but there is less energy diffracting
from the rear edge of the metal plate beyond 90◦.
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B.2 Final Metamaterial Wedge Measurements
The test matrix for the final metamaterial wedge RCS measurements is shown in
Table 19. In this test, 6 to 18 GHz is the only frequency band measured.
Table 19. Test matrix for final metamaterial wedge measurements
Meas.
Date Target
Pylon Receiver
ID Angle (deg) φ (deg)
WM1 10 Nov 09 Calibration background NA -45-135
WM2 10 Nov 09 375 cal cylinder NA -45-135
WM3 10 Nov 09 450 cal cylinder NA -45-135
WM4 10 Nov 09 Metamaterial Wedge w/ Plate 0 -45-90
WM5 10 Nov 09 Metamaterial Wedge w/ Plate -15 -45-105
WM6 10 Nov 09 Metamaterial Wedge w/ Plate -30 -45-120
WM7 10 Nov 09 Metamaterial Wedge w/ Plate -45 -45-135
WM8 10 Nov 09 Plate 0 -45-90
WM9 10 Nov 09 Plate -15 -45-120
WM10 10 Nov 09 Plate -30 -45-105
WM11 10 Nov 09 Plate -45 -45-90
WM12 10 Nov 09 Calibration background NA -45-135
WM13 10 Nov 09 375 cal cylinder NA -45-135
WM14 10 Nov 09 450 cal cylinder NA -45-135
WM15 10 Nov 09 Calibration background NA -45-135
WM16 10 Nov 09 375 cal cylinder NA -45-135
WM17 10 Nov 09 450 cal cylinder NA -45-135
WM18 11 Nov 09 Target Background 0 -45-90
WM19 11 Nov 09 Target Background -15 -45-105
WM20 11 Nov 09 Target Background -30 -45-120
WM21 11 Nov 09 Target Background -45 -45-135
WM22 11 Nov 09 Metamaterial Wedge no Plate 0 -45-90
WM23 11 Nov 09 Metamaterial Wedge no Plate -15 -45-105
WM24 11 Nov 09 Metamaterial Wedge no Plate -30 -45-120
WM25 11 Nov 09 Metamaterial Wedge no Plate -45 -45-135
WM26 10 Nov 09 Calibration background NA -45-135
WM27 10 Nov 09 375 cal cylinder NA -45-135
WM28 10 Nov 09 450 cal cylinder NA -45-135
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Figure 117. Calibration histograms for the pp-polarized data for the final metamaterial
wedge RCS measurements. Shown are the first calibration on day one (a), second
calibration on day one (b), first calibration on day two (c), and second calibration on
day two (d).
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Figure 118. Calibration histograms for the tt-polarized data for the final metamaterial
wedge RCS measurements. Shown are the first calibration on day one (a), second
calibration on day one (b), first calibration on day two (c), and second calibration on
day two (d).
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Figure 119. Calibration comparison of the pp-polarized data for the final metamaterial
wedge RCS measurements. Shown are the first calibration on day one (a), second
calibration on day one (b), first calibration on day two (c), and second calibration on
day two (d).
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 120. Global RCS patterns from the final metamaterial wedge measurements in
the pp-polarization. (a) Global RCS pattern for an incident angle of 0◦. (b) Global
RCS pattern for an incident angle of 15◦. (c) Global RCS pattern for an incident angle
of 30◦. (d) Global RCS pattern for an incident angle of 45◦.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 121. Global RCS patterns from the final metamaterial wedge measurements
without the metal plate in the pp-polarization. (a) Global RCS pattern for an incident
angle of 0◦. (b) Global RCS pattern for an incident angle of 15◦. (c) Global RCS
pattern for an incident angle of 30◦. (d) Global RCS pattern for an incident angle of
45◦.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 122. Global RCS patterns from the final measurements of the metal plate in
the tt-polarization. (a) Global RCS pattern for an incident angle of 0◦. (b) Global RCS
pattern for an incident angle of 15◦. (c) Global RCS pattern for an incident angle of
30◦. (d) Global RCS pattern for an incident angle of 45◦.
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Figure 123. RCS patterns for the final RCS measurements of the metamaterial wedge
with plate at 10 GHz (out of the resonance band) and 14 GHz (in the resonance band)
for incident angles of 0◦ (a), 15◦ (b), 30◦ (c), and 45◦ (d).
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Figure 124. Global range patterns from the final measurements of the metamaterial
wedge with plate. (a) The global range pattern for 15◦ incidence with a center frequency
of 10 GHz. (b) The global range pattern for 15◦ incidence with a center frequency of 14
GHz. (c) The global range pattern for 30◦ incidence with a center frequency of 10 GHz.
(d) The global range pattern for 30◦ incidence with a center frequency of 14 GHz. (e)
The global range pattern for 45◦ incidence with a center frequency of 10 GHz. (f) The
global range pattern for 45◦ incidence with a center frequency of 14 GHz.
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(a) (b)
Figure 125. ISAR imagery from the final RCS measurements of the metamaterial
wedge with the plate at 0◦ incidence. The frequency windows are 2 GHz wide and
are centered at 13 GHz (a) and 17 GHz (b). The angular windows are both centered
at 0◦ and chosen to be wide enough to make the cross range resolution match the
downrange resolution.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 126. ISAR imagery from the final RCS measurements of the metamaterial
wedge with the plate at 15◦ incidence. All angular windows are wide enough such that
the cross range resolution matches the downrange resolution. (a) The ISAR image with
a 2 GHz frequency window centered at 13 GHz and an angular window centered at
30◦. (b) The ISAR image with a 2 GHz frequency window centered at 17 GHz and an
angular window centered at 30◦. (c) The ISAR image with a 2 GHz frequency window
centered at 13 GHz and an angular window centered at 54◦. (d) The ISAR image with
a 2 GHz frequency window centered at 17 GHz and an angular window centered at
54◦.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 127. ISAR imagery of the metamaterial wedge with the plate at 30◦ incidence
from the final measurements. All angular windows are wide enough such that the
cross range resolution matches the downrange resolution. (a) The ISAR image with
a frequency window centered at 13 GHz and an angular window centered at 60◦. (b)
The ISAR image with a frequency window centered at 17 GHz and an angular window
centered at 60◦. (c) The ISAR image with a frequency window centered at 13 GHz
and an angular window centered at 84◦. (d) The ISAR image with a frequency window
centered at 17 GHz and an angular window centered at 84◦.
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Figure 128. ISAR imagery from the final RCS measurements of the metamaterial
wedge with the plate at 45◦ incidence. All angular windows are wide enough such that
the cross range resolution matches the downrange resolution. (a) The ISAR image with
a 2 GHz frequency window centered at 13 GHz and an angular window centered at
90◦. (b) The ISAR image with a 2 GHz frequency window centered at 17 GHz and an
angular window centered at 90◦. (c) The ISAR image with a 2 GHz frequency window
centered at 13 GHz and an angular window centered at 115◦. (d) The ISAR image
with a 2 GHz frequency window centered at 17 GHz and an angular window centered
at 115◦.
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Appendix C. Theory of Operation for Computer Scripts
This appendix contains operational descriptions of the computer code written for
this thesis effort.
C.1 Material Parameter Extraction Script
A MATLABTM script was created for this research effort to extract the material
parameters n, z, εr, and µr from S11 and S21. Figure 129 shows a flow diagram
for the script. Help for this function is available by typing “help mtmextract” at
the MATLABTM command line. The main function is invoked in MATLABTM using
the command “model out=mtmextract(model in)” where “model in” is a structure
containing information about the computer model or measurement and “model out”
is the structure that will contain the extracted material parameters along with the
information in “model in”. The structure for “model in” and “model out” contain
the following fields:
• fnames: structure that defines the various filenames for the raw data and is
divided into the following fields:
– S11mag, S12mag, S21mag, and S22mag: strings containing the filenames
for the magnitudes of S11, S12, S21, and S22,
– S11arg, S12arg, S21arg, and S22arg: strings containing the filenames for
the arguments of S11, S12, S21, and S22, and
– TDR1 and TDR2: strings containing the filenames for the channels 1 and
2 data from the TDR;
• signal: structure that defines various signals and is divided into the following
fields:
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– V11t and V21t: vectors containing the raw TDR data from channels 1 and
2,
– V11p and V21p: vectors containing the time-domain impulse response
calculated from channels 1 and 2,
– V11pg and V21pg: vectors containing the gated time-domain impulse re-
sponse calculated from channels 1 and 2,
– V11f and V21f: vectors containing the gated frequency-domain impulse
response calculated from channels 1 and 2, and
– t: vector containing the time values in seconds;
• len: number containing the sample length in meters;
• Frq: vector containing the frequency values in Hertz;
• k0: vector containing the freespace wavenumber in the waveguide;
• t: vector containing the time values in seconds;
• S11, S12, S21, and S22: vectors containing S11, S12, S21 and S22 in the frequency-
domain;
• z, n, eps, and mu: vectors containing the z, n, εr, and µr in the frequency-
domain;
• epsg and mug: numbers containing initial guesses for εr and µr; and
• header: string containing descriptive information about the sample.
The basic theory behind the design of the script is discussed in Section 2.3.5. The
function is fed values for S11 and S21 that can be determined through simulation,
direct measurement with a network analyzer, or calculated from TDR measurements.
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Figure 129. Flow diagram for material parameter extraction MATLABTM script.
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The script first uses traditional methods to calculate z. Then, it uses z to determine
which branch to use to determine n. Once z and n are determined, εr and µr can be
calculated in a straightforward manner.
C.2 Time-Domain Reflectometry Script
MATLABTM was used to create a script for calculating S11 and S21 in the frequency-
domain from TDR measurements. Flow diagrams for this function are shown in
Figures 130 and 131. Help for this function is available by typing “help calcS-
fromTDR” at the MATLABTM command line. The main function is invoked by
typing “[out,short,thru]=calcSfromTDR(in,short,thru,wguide,gate,window)” at the
MATLABTM command line. The input arguments “in”, “short”, and “thru” are
structures that contain data about the sample, electrical short, and empty stripline
measurements, respectively. The output argument “out” contains the same informa-
tion as “in” along with the addition of the time- and frequency-domain signals in-
cluding S11, S21, and the frequency values. Similarly, the optional output arguments
“short” and “thru” contain the same information as the input arguments with the
same name along with the addition of the time- and frequency-domain signals. If the
output arguments “short” and “thru” are not specified, their signals are assumed to
already be contained in the corresponding input arguments and will not be calculated.
The data structure for the input arguments “in”, “short”, and “thru”, and output
arguments “out”, “short”, and “thru” is identical to the structure of “model in” de-
scribed in Section C.1. The input argument “wguide” is a data structure that defines
certain parameters of the stripline and contains the following fields:
• kc: number containing the cutoff wavenumber of the waveguide (set equal to 0
for stripline measurements),
• min: number containing the minimum frequency in Hertz where the results
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from the waveguide can be trusted, and
• max: number containing the maximum frequency in Hertz where the results
from the waveguide can be trusted.
The input argument “gate” is a structure that defines the start and stop time-values
for time-domain gating and contains the fields “min” defining the signal to start the
gate (i.e., the minimum time-value to include in the gated signal), and “max” defining
the time to stop the gate (i.e., the maximum time-value to include in the gated signal).
The basic theory behind the operation of this script is described in Section 4.5.
The function is fed three data structures that contain the data for the short, through,
and sample measurements. The data structures contain either only channel 1 data
(in the case for a short measurement), only channel 2 data (in the case of a through
measurement), or both channel 1 and channel 2 data (in the case of a sample mea-
surement). The script then converts the step data from channel 1 and/or 2 into an
impulse response by taking the first derivative with respect to time. Time-domain
gating is applied to block out unwanted portions of the signal (for example, reflec-
tions from the connectors). The gated time-domain signal is then transformed into
the frequency-domain using the FFT. Windowing can be applied to the frequency-
domain signals if desired. Finally, S11 and S21 are calculated using Equation (56).
C.3 Farfield Data Export Script
For this thesis, analysis of the farfield data calculated by CST MWS R© is per-
formed using the AFIT Processing Code Suite c© in MATLABTM. This facilitates
comparison between simulation and measurement results. For the modules in the
AFIT Processing Code Suite c© to work, however, they need the RCS data with phase
information as calculated with Equation (26) (see Section 2.3.3.2).
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Figure 130. Flow diagram for the TDR MATLABTM script.
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Figure 131. Flow diagram for the TDR MATLABTM script (cont.).
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CST MWS R© does have broadband farfield RCS monitors, but they are not com-
patible with the frequency-domain solver. Thus, to get farfield data over a frequency
band, many single-frequency farfield monitors must be defined. To automate this pro-
cedure, CST MWS R© includes a built-in macro named “Broadband Farfield Monitors”
that will create multiple single-frequency farfield monitors between to frequencies at
a given frequency sampling.
Exporting RCS data without the phase information at a single frequency is simple
to do with CST MWS R© since that feature is built-in. To get the phase information
is a bit more complicated. To get the farfield data with phase information at multiple
frequencies in a single text file requires a Visual BASIC (VB) script. CST MWS R© has
built-in support for the VB language.
The text file created by the farfield data export script contains six header lines:
the name of the CST MWS R© project, the date of export, a line stating the file
contains a global RCS data table, the incident polarization, the problem dimension
(2-dimensional or 3-dimensional), and the column headings for the data table. The
entries in the file are separated by a comma. The data table contains seven columns
(from left to right):
1. the frequency,
2. the receiver angle in θ,
3. the receiver angle in φ,
4. the magnitude of Eθ,
5. the phase of Eθ,
6. the magnitude of Eφ, and
7. the phase of Eφ.
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A flow diagram for this script is shown in Figure 132. The script reads the farfield
results from the result tree in CST MWS R© and writes the data to a text file.
The basic theory of operation behind this script is straightforward. The script first
prompts the user for information about the problem. While the script could read some
of the information from the parameter list, that would require the parameters be in the
same order for each simulation. Once the script has written the header information
to the file, it then loops through each of the monitors in the CST MWS R© navigation
tree. When it finds a farfield monitor, the frequency of the monitor is read into a
list. The script then goes through each of the farfield result tree items. For each
farfield item, it builds a list of θ and φ angles for CST MWS R© to calculate according
to the user inputs. Once the list is build, the script then sets the desired results
to electric field, changes the scale from dB to linear, and tells CST MWS R© to not
include the sidewalls of the unit cell in the calculation. For periodic structures, this
last setting is important since CST MWS R© by default includes the unit sidewalls as
if there were only one unit cell present. After the settings have been changed, the
script then tells CST MWS R© to calculate the farfields for the list of θ and φ angles
that have been built. Batch computing the farfield results for each frequency is faster
than calculating the farfield results at each angle individually. Once the calculation is
complete, the script writes the data into the text file and moves on to the next result
set. Once the script has written the farfield results for each of the farfield monitors
it found earlier, the loop terminates, and the script closes the text file.
C.4 Farfield Data Import Script
Section C.3 described a VB script that exports farfield data from CST MWS R© to
a text file. This section describes a script that imports the farfield data from the
file into MATLABTM. The resulting data will be in the correct format for use in the
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Figure 132. Flow diagram for script to export farfield data from CST MWS R© to a text
file.
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AFIT Code Processing Suite c©.
The name for this function is “readCSTGlobalRCS.” Help for this function is
available by typing “help readCSTGlobalRCS” at the MATLABTM command line.
The main function is invoked by typing “data=readCSTGlobalRCS(filename,height)”
at the MATLABTM command line, where “filename” is a string containing the path
and name of the file containing the data to import and height is a number containing
the height in meters of the unit cell in the periodic dimension. Both input arguments
are optional.
Figure 133 shows a flow diagram for the script. The format of the data file is
described in the previous section. The output data will be put into a structure that
contains many different fields that can describe various RCS measurements. The key
data fields in the structure that this script affects are:
• frq: array of frequency values in GHz,
• ph: array of observation angles in φ in degrees,
• th: array of observation angles in θ in degrees,
• tt, pp, tp, pt: arrays or matrices containing tt-, pp-, tp-, or pt-polarized, complex
RCS data, and
• header: structure that contains fields of strings that describe the data.
Most of the header fields are set to the standard values by the script. The following
fields are set to special values:
• FILENAME: set to the name of the data file (if the file contains scattering
width data, the string “(Scattering Width)” will be added to the end of this
field),
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• DATE: set to the date in the header of the data file,
• COMMENT: set to the name of the CST MWS R© project (this is the first line
of the data file), and
• COMMENT2: set to the string “Bistatic data”.
The data file from CST MWS R© contains data describing Eθ and Eφ in the farfield.
If the appropriate header line in the data file indicates that the CST MWS R© model
is three-dimensional (that is, it does not have periodic boundary conditions in any
direction), this script calculates the square root of RCS according to Equation (26). If
the data is two-dimensional (that is, it does have periodic boundary conditions) and
the user specifies the height of the periodic cell in the model, this script calculates
the square root of RCS and converts it to scattering width by inverting Equation
(27). Note that this approximation becomes worse as the model gets smaller in the
periodic dimension.
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Figure 133. Flow diagram for script to import farfield data into MATLABTM.
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